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Sommario
Al ne di studiare le aratteristihe all'equilibrio e le proprietà reologihe
di emulsioni binarie di ristalli liquidi, in questo lavoro di tesi sono stati
studiati, mediante un algoritmo di simulazione Lattie Boltzmann ibrido, la
ongurazione all'equilibrio e gli eetti di uno sforzo di taglio su una goia
di un ristallo liquido alamitio liotropio in fase isotropa, a oesistenza on
la orrispondente fase nematia. All'equilibrio, sotto esame è sia la forma
della goia, in orrispondenza di diversi valori dei parametri sii he go-
vernano il sistema, sia il prolo dell'orientazione e del grado di ordine del
solvente nematio. Sia per un sistema bidimensionale he per un sistema
tridimensionale, i risultati hanno evidenziato he la forma della goia è es-
senzialmente determinata dai rapporti di forza tra la tensione superiale,
la forza di anoraggio del nematio in orrispondenza dell'interfaia, e le
forze elastihe he si oppongono alle distorsioni del nematio stesso. Tutte le
goe simulate sono state in seguito sottoposte ad uno sforzo di taglio, esa-
minandone le deformazioni: si sono osservati diversi fenomeni non presenti
in emulsioni di uidi newtoniani o visoelastii, spesso legati alla presenza di
difetti topologii.
i
Abstrat
In order to study the equilibrium and the rheologial properties of binary
emulsions of liquid rystals, in this thesis the equilibrium onguration and
the eet of a shear ow on a alamiti, lyotropi liquid rystal droplet in the
isotropi phase at oexistene with its orresponding nemati phase have been
investigated through a hybrid Lattie Boltzmann algorithm. At equilibrium,
both the shape of the droplet, orresponding to dierent values of the physial
parameters whih govern the system, and the orientation, as well as the
order degree of the nemati solvent, have been investigated. Both for a two-
dimensional and for a three-dimensional system, the results of the simulations
have shown that the shape of the droplet is determined, essentially, by the
relative values of the surfae tension, the nemati anhoring strength at the
interfae, and the elasti fores opposing distortions inside the nemati phase.
To all the simulated droplets a shear stress have been imposed, then, and
the deformations have been examined: several features whih are absent in
emulsions of Newtonian or visoelasti uids have been observed, and are
often related to the presene of topologial defets.
iii
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0.1 Aim of the thesis
The aim of this thesis is to investigate, by numerial simulations, the be-
haviour of a very diluted two-dimensional and three-dimensional nemati
emulsion of liquid rystals, both at rest and under a shear stress.
More preisely, the system whih I studied onsists of a single droplet
of isotropi phase in suspension with its orresponding nemati phase, at
oexistene; and the whole system, if shear stress is applied, is sandwihed
between two parallel walls, as in the twisted nemati ells of liquid rystal
displays. Periodi boundary onditions along the walls simulate an innitely
extended system.
I started from the droplet at rest: I studied its shape and the struture
of the surrounding nemati: in partiular, the topologial defets (see Se.
1.6 for details) indued by its presene.
Then, I turned the shear stress on (i. e. the motion, in opposite diretion,
of the two walls onning the system), and I studied how the droplet deforms:
to what extent it maintains its original shape (elliptial, for two-dimensional
systems; ellipsoidal, in the three-dimensional ase), if it breaks up when the
shear rate inreases, how the topologial defets inuene the deformation.
0.2 Drop deformation in simple and omplex
uids
The rst experiments about the deformation (and breakup) of an immisible
droplet inside a matrix uid, due to a shear ow, date bak to the 1930s (G.
I. Taylor, [1, 2℄). The problem is interesting for a better understanding of
the rheologial properties of multi-phase liquids and has a lot of siene and
engineering appliations, as well. Immisible polymer blend proessing is one
of these appliations: Cristini and Renardy [6℄ performed numerial ompu-
tations to explain the experimental fat that the appliation of a shear to
v
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an emulsion with a broad distribution of droplet sizes arries out a monodis-
perse emulsion [7℄, and fabriation of monodisperse emulsion is ruial for
droplet-based mirouidis [8℄. In another branh of related siene, it has
been observed that one of the auses of hemolysis in people with ardiovas-
ular prostheses is shear stress [9, 10℄, and the ability of red blood ells to
deform inuenes the eetive blood ow in the ardiovasular system [11℄.
Important reviews about shear-indued deformation of neutrally buoyant
drops in visous uids are due to A. Arivos [3℄, J. M. Rallison [4℄ and H. A.
Stone [5℄. These studies, and the studies related to them [12, 112℄, deal only
with Newtonian emulsions, i. e. emulsions of two visous uids where the
stress (fore per unit area) is proportional to the shear rate, with the visos-
ity being the proportionality onstant. Suh systems are fully desribed in
terms of three dimensionless numbers: the Reynolds number (inertial fores
vs. visosity), the apillary number (visous fores vs. surfae tension) and
the ratio between the visosities of the drop and the matrix uid. Among the
reent works, the papers of Farokhirad et al. [13℄ and Komrakova et al. [14℄
are worth to be mentioned, sine the authors used the same simulation algo-
rithm that I used. In the former, the eet of the onnement is investigated,
as well.
Going beyond the relative simpliity of Newtonian uids, an extensive
literature [18, 15, 16, 19, 20℄ is dediated to visoelasti uids: namely, uids
in whih the urrent value of stress depends on its strain history. These uids
are somehow halfway between an ordinary liquid and an elasti solid. Not
all non-Newtonian uids are visoelasti and, in order to distinguish between
visous and elasti eets, the above mentioned works foused on Boger u-
ids, i. e. elasti uids where the visosity is onstant. Visoelasti and
Newtonian uids an be mixed together, and experiments and alulations
have been arried out, for instane, for Newtonian drops in a visoelasti
matrix, visoelasti drops in a Newtonian matrix, visoelasti drops in a vis-
oelasti matrix. Visoelastiity is often modeled with Oldroyd-B equations
[21℄, and a measure of the visoelastiity is the dimensionless Deborah num-
ber [22℄, i. e. the ratio between the relaxation time of the uid and the time
of observation, the latter being, in this partiular ase, the reiproal of the
shear rate.
When studies of drop deformations under shear are arried out for emul-
sions of visoelasti uids the Deborah number is a further harateristi of
the system that must be taken into aount in additon to the three numbers
mentioned above for emulsions of Newtonian uids under shear.
vi
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0.3 Peuliarities of liquid rystals
When the emulsion is made by a mixture of liquid rystal phases the problem
of equilibrium shape and shape deformation under stress is further enrihed
by the possible orientational order that the system may aquire loally. This
is essentially due to the anisotropi harater of the elementary onstituents
of the liquid rystal (moleules).
Figure 1: The three basi types of deformations ourring in nemati,
obtained by imposing proper anhoring at the walls (see Se. 1.5.3):
from left to right, splay (∇ · nˆ 6= 0), twist (∇ ∧ nˆ⊥nˆ), and bend
(∇∧ nˆ ‖ nˆ). For the denitions, refer to Ses. 1.3 and 1.5.1.
Indeed the moleules of a liquid rystal often display a rod-like anisotropy
and tend, under given onditions, to orient themselves on average along a
ommon diretion (loal diretor) forming orientationally ordered phases,
suh as the nemati phase or the holesteri phase. Loal deviations from
the ommon alignment produes distortions suh as splay, bend and twist,
eah with an energeti ost to pay. These distortions ouple with the veloity
eld of the system giving rise to the so-alled bakow eet that, in turn,
aets importantly the rheologial properties of the system.
In nemati emulsions, in addition to the usual interfae energy, one has
to take into aount anhoring strength and orientation of the diretor at the
interfae [24℄: these two eets, together with the energeti ost of diretor
distortions, an ompete in determining the optimal shape of the droplet.
Finally, and most importantly, a liquid rystal, being an ordered medium,
may display topologial defets, i. e. points, lines or surfaes of the systems
where the order parameter hanges abruptly [28℄. Defets are the result of
a frustration of the loal orientation that needs to satisfy oniting bound-
ary onditions ourring, for example, in patterned onning walls, at the
surfaes of suspended olloids or at the interfae with an isotropi region.
The formation, the spatial organization and the reiproal interations of
topologial defets have been the subjet of several experimental [26℄ and the-
oretial [29, 30, 31℄ studies with potential important appliations suh as the
implementation of olloidal-nemati emulsions is the design and fabriation
of photoni rystals [32℄.
vii
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Most papers, up to now, have foused on the topology of the diretor eld
lose to the interfae of the droplet: even when an external eld is present,
they often study only the dynamis of the defets [33℄ by keeping the droplet
undeformed and stati. The reason for it is that, at rst approximation,
we an expet the droplets to be spherial and undistorted by the nemati
diretor, if their size is larger than the ratio between the elasti onstant of
the nemati and the surfae tension of the isotropi-nemati interfae, whih
is usually ≈ 1 nm [29℄. If this ratio is muh bigger than the droplet size, this
approximation is not any more valid and the droplet deformation/motion
must be taken into aount in the overall dynamis of the system, as it is
done in this thesis.
In this respet, about ten years ago a few important papers were pub-
lished. Two of them onstitute the work of Lishhuk et al. [99, 100℄, who in-
vestigated theoretially the shape of an isotropi droplet in a nemati matrix,
assuming the diretor eld as undistorted far from the interfae and giving
speial attention to the role of surfatant. Sulaiman et al. [34℄, making a few
less approximations, fous both on the struture of the diretor eld and on
the shape of a (two-dimensional) isotropi droplet, both at equilibrium and
in presene of an eletri eld.
In the latter work, the authors adopted the Landau-de Gennes [25℄ form
for the free energy (whih has to be minimized) and employed a Lattie
Boltzmann BGK sheme [35, 36, 78, 37℄ to solve numerially all the equa-
tions of motion. Although the approah is similar to the one used in [34℄,
the algorithm I resorted to is slightly dierent. In partiular, while the
Lattie Boltzmann BGK sheme is used to solve the ontinuity and Navier-
Stokes equations (i. e. for the loal densities), for the equations of motion
of the order parameter (Beris-Edwards equation, see [38℄) and for the Cahn-
Hilliard like equation of the two omponents of the emulsion (nemati and
isotropi) [69℄), an ordinary preditor-orretor nite dierene method is im-
plemented. This kind of approah, known as hybrid Lattie Boltzmann
algorithm, has been shown in the past to be very eetive in simulating
several dierent omplex uids [84℄, binary mixtures [88, 89℄ and, of ourse,
liquid rystals systems under dierent boundary onditions [85, 86, 87℄.
0.4 Organization of the thesis
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 1 I give you the essential
notions about liquid rystals and binary emulsions: the possible phases, the
tensor order parameter, the various ontributions to the total energy, the
topologial defets. Chapter 2 goes into detail about the hybrid Lattie
viii
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Boltzmann algorithm I adopted for my simulations. The other hapters are
dediated to the disussion of the alulations.
ix
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Chapter 1
Liquid rystals and their
emulsions
1.1 Introdution and historial overview
With the expression liquid rystal, we refer to any state of matter whose
symmetri and mehanial properties are intermediate between a rystalline
solid and an ordinary liquid [40℄.
In a rystalline solid, moleules are ordered in every diretion, whereas
the moleules of a liquid an glide freely over eah other: their distanes
are distributed aording to a partiular law (radial distribution funtion),
whih is independent of the diretion. There is no order along any diretion
(isotropy).
A liquid rystal has a partial order, i. e. their moleules, whih are always
anisotropi, have a rystal-like ordering at least along one spatial diretion.
There is a huge variety of substanes whose phase diagram ontains liquid
rystalline phases: the rst one to be observed was holesteryl benzoate, an
ester of holesterol and benzoi aid, whih is still employed in osmeti in-
dustry and as a omponent of liquid rystal displays [40℄. Friedrih Reinitzer
[44℄, in 1888, notied that this substane seems to have two distint melt-
ing points: at room temperature it is a white powder, at 145
◦
C it beomes
a loudy liquid, and turns lear at 179
◦
C. The expression ieÿender Krys-
tall (liquid rystal) was oined by Otto Lehmann, one year later [45℄, who
identied a new and distint state of matter .
After Merk AG fabriated and put some liquid rystals on the market
(1904), and after Georges Friedel wrote the lassiation of the mesomorphi
states (smeti, nemati, holesteri) whih we still refer to nowadays, liquid
rystals were onsidered no more than a laboratory uriosity. The turning
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point were the rst prototypes of liquid rystal displays (1968) [40℄ and the
work of Pierre-Gilles de Gennes [25℄, whih ulminated in his 1991 Nobel
Prize.
Now, liquid rystals are one of the most popular elds of researh in
Soft Condensed Matter Physis, both experimentally and theoretially with
a huge feedbak in tehnial appliations.
1.2 Liquid rystalline materials and mesophases
Today we know that the loudy liquid observed by Reinitzer is the hiral
nemati phase of the holesteryl benzoate, a thermotropi organi ompound.
This is, however, just one of the several mesophases disovered in liquid
rystals, most of whih depend not only by physial parameters suh as the
onentration of moleules and the temperature, but also by the geometry of
the moleules involved.
What do we mean with the word mesophase?
1.2.1 Classiation of liquid rystalline ompounds: mole-
ular shape, hirality, physial parameters trigger-
ing transition between phases
As said previously, the moleules forming liquid rystalline substanes are
often strongly anisotropi, i. e. with one of their axes very dierent from the
other two.
Although there is a lot of intermediate speies, from this point of view
liquid rystals an be divided into alamitis (rod-like moleules) and dis-
otis (dis-shape moleules). The dierent geometry of suh moleules (Fig.
1.1) reets to the dierent mesophases that may our in the system (see
below).
Figure 1.1: Shemati representation of alamiti (left) and disoti
(right) liquid rystal moleules. Piture soured from [41℄.
2
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Figure 1.2: Struture of D-(+)-limonene (left) and L-(-)-
limonene (right), enantiomers of limonene, a hiral dopant
for liquid rystals [42℄. The two moleules have the same
hemial omposition and hemial bonds, but they are
non-superposable mirror images. Piture soured from
http://www.imab.es/resolve/what-is-an-enantiomer.html.
Another important harateristi that may give rise to dierent mesophases
is the hirality of the moleules: in a liquid rystal, the moleules an be ahi-
ral, hiral or a mixture of them. A hiral moleule has a non-superposable
mirror image: this feature is often aused by the presene of an asymmetri
arbon atom,
1
as pitured in Fig. 1.2. The presene of a given onentration
of hiral moleules may give rise to equilibrium phases that are hiral, i. e.
that lak inversion symmetry.
In general, dierent mesophases an our in a liquid rystal and the
transitions between the dierent phases are triggered either by a hange in
temperature (thermotropi liquid rystals) or beause of a hange in moleu-
lar onentration (lyotropi liquid rystals
2
). Cholesteryl benzoate is learly
thermotropi, while most lyotropi liquid rystals are formed by amphiphili
moleules in polar or non-polar solvents (soaps and phospholipides) [95℄.
1.2.2 Mesomorphi states
In a liquid rystal, the positional order, typial of a rystalline solid, disap-
pears, either fully or partially, while a kind of orientational order remains.
This orientational, and sometimes positional, order, does not hinder the
moleular mobility: that means, the aspet is liquid-like.
For that reason suh a phase is alled mesomorphi (intermediate). Georges
Friedel (see Se. 1.1) opposed the name liquid rystal, sine there is atually
1
Quite all liquid rystals are organi ompounds.
2
Reently, an important lass of liquid rystalline inorgani materials, whih are alled
metallotropi liquid rystals, has been developed. They are formed by exploiting ationi
surfatant templating of molten divalent metal halides. See [46℄ and referenes therein.
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a variety of mesomorphi phases, and eah one has its own features.
What follows is a suint lassiation of liquid rystal phases.
• The isotropi phase is a lassial liquid phase. There is no long-
range pair orrelation and the orientation of the moleules is uniformly
distributed in spae.
Figure 1.3: Arrangement of the moleules of a alamiti, ahiral
liquid rystal in the nemati phase. Piture soured from [43℄.
• The nemati phase (Fig. 1.3) is the simplest of all mesophases: it
is the one whih preserves the highest symmetry. In textbooks and
papers, a nemati is usually a alamiti: there exist disoti nematis,
too, with analogous properties (Fig. 1.6). The entres of mass of
the moleules are spatially distributed as in a liquid, but their major
axes tend to align along a partiular diretion. The oarse-grained
average orientation nˆ (i. e., an average omputed over a mesosopi
volume, like in the Ginzburg-Landau theory of ferromagnetism of spin-
1/2 magnets), whih is a funtion of spae (and time), is alled diretor
(see Se. 1.3 for more details). The spae variation of the diretor, at
rest, depends on the boundary onditions (see Se. 1.5.3): in an innite
nemati, nˆ is uniform, beause its distortions have an energy ost.
• The holesteri (or hiral nemati) phase (Fig. 1.4) is the equiva-
lent of the nemati phase for a hiral ompound. The entres of mass
are arranged as in a liquid, but the diretor is not uniform in spae:
the hirality of the moleules indues a twisting around an axis per-
pendiular to it: the rotation an be left- or right-handed, aording
to whether enantiomer is present
3
.
3
The pith of the helix usually dereases when a holesteri LC is heated. Sine the pith
4
1.2. Liquid rystalline materials and mesophases
Figure 1.4: Arrangement of the moleules of a alamiti, hiral
liquid rystal in the holesteri phase (left) and in the Smeti-C
∗
hiral phase (right). Piture soured from [43℄.
1. Liquid rystals and their emulsions
• The blue phases our only for hiral moleules, in a very narrow
range of temperatures
4
(≈ 1◦ C [47℄) or onentration, between the
isotropi and the hiral nemati phase. They are haraterized by a
simple ubi (BP1), body-entred ubi (BP2) or amorphous, loally
ubi (BP3) arrangement of defets (see Se. 1.6). Blue phases are were
rst studied in the late 1970s, although, surprisingly enough, they had
been already observd by Reinitzer himself, who wrote, in his rst report
[44℄, that holesteryl benzoate briey turned blue when hanging from
lear to loudy upon ooling.
Figure 1.5: Arrangement of the moleules of a alamiti, ahi-
ral liquid rystal in the Smeti-A (left) and Smeti-C (right)
phase. Piture soured from [43℄.
• The smeti phases, either ahiral or hiral, are loser to the solid
phases than the nemati ones: while nemati is ordered only in one
diretion, smetis are ordered in two diretions. More preisely, the
moleules of a smeti phase are arranged in a layered struture, where
the parallel layers an slide one on top of the other in a liquid fash-
ion. Within eah layer of the two most ommon smeti phases (Fig.
1.5), the entres of mass of the moleules are free to move as in a
two-dimensional liquid. In a smeti-A, the average orientation of the
moleules is perpendiular to the layer planes  and there is ylindrial
symmetry around this diretion, therefore; smeti-C breaks this sym-
metry by tilting the moleules.
determines whih light frequenies are reeted, its olour hanges, too: LC thermometers
rely on this priniple.
4
Reently, materials whose phase diagrams show blue phases in a wider temperature
range (≈ 44◦ C), have been synthesized [48℄: that paved the way to pratial appliations.
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These two mesophases are ahiral. For symmetry reasons, there does
not exist any hiral phase akin to smeti-A
5
, whereas there exists hi-
ral smeti-C
∗
(Fig. 1.4).
Beside them, there is a wide variety of other smeti phases, in whih
the layers possess internal struture.
• The olumnar phases are the equivalent disoti of the smeti phases:
the moleules are arranged in staks, along eah one of whih there is no
long-range orrelation. Also the smeti phases with internal struture
within eah layer have their disoti analogous: the ordered olumnar.
A snapshot of an ordered olumnar might look like an ordinary rystal,
but the staks an glide one over another.
Figs. 1.7 and 1.8 show the phase diagrams of two thermotropi liquid
rystals; Fig. 1.9 shows three phase diagrams of a ternary lyotropi liquid
rystalline system (see aptions).
1.3 Diretor, salar and tensor order parame-
ter for nematis
From now on, I will onentrate only on ahiral, alamiti nemati phases
and on the isotropi one, sine these phaes will be the essential onstituents
of the nemati emulsion I am going to study.
As mentioned in Se. 1.2.2, in a nemati phase, the average orientation
of the moleular major axes over a mesosopi volume is dierent from 0. It
is a unit length vetor eld  atually a headless vetor eld, beause of the
invariane under inversion of the major axis  it is ommonly denoted with
nˆ (r) and is alled diretor:
The diretor, by the way, furnishes only the loal average orientation of
the liquid rystal: it does not quantify the loal degree of ordering, i. e.
the amount of moleules that within a mesosopi volume are aligned along
nˆ (r).
5
Smeti-A (and smeti-C, too), however, an be frustrated into bloks of pure smeti
material separated by parallel, regularly spaed grain boundaries, formed by a periodi
array of srew disloations whih allows helial twist. This kind of phases are alled twist
grain boundary [49, 50, 51℄.
In a slightly narrower temperature range than for lassial blue phases (≈ 0.15◦ C), three
smeti blue phases have been observed for the hiral material FH/FH/HH-18BTMHC.
They are similar to lassial blue phases, exept for the positional order in one diretion
and for the hexagonal symmetry, at least for BPSm2 [52, 53℄.
7
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Figure 1.6: Arrangements of the moleules of a disoti, both
ahiral and hiral, liquid rystal. Piture soured from [43℄.
1.3. Diretor, salar and tensor order parameter for nematis
Figure 1.7: Phase diagram of N-(4-methoxybenzylidene)-4-butylaniline
(MBBA), a thermotropi liquid rystal with solid, nemati and
isotropi phases, soured from [94℄.
Figure 1.8: Phase diagram of 4,4
′
-bis(heptyloxy)-azoxybenzene (HAB),
a thermotropi liquid rystal with solid, smeti-C, nemati and
isotropi phases, soured from [94℄.
1. Liquid rystals and their emulsions
Figure 1.9: Phase diagrams of the lyotropi ternary sodium dodeyl
(lauryl) sulfate/water/1-deanol system, as funtion of the water molar
ratio (MW), for three xed values of the deanol molar ratio (Md),
soured from [96℄. Nc and I stand, respetively, for alamiti nemati
and isotropi: we an think of the nemati-isotropi binary mixture
investigated in Chapters 3 to 6 as a point on the upper dashed line in
either the (b) or the () graph. ND stands for disoti nemati  it
is ommon, for lyotropi ternary systems, to have both alamiti and
disoti phases [95℄. POLI indiates a polyphase, and for information
about oagel phase refer to [97℄.
1.3. Diretor, salar and tensor order parameter for nematis
A possible way to get this information onsists in omputing the average
projetion of the prinipal axis of the moleules on the diretor: if θ is the
angle formed by the two diretions, a natural salar order parameter to
ompute would be:
q ≡ 1
2
〈3 cos2 θ − 1〉 (1.1)
With this hoie, if the nemati is perfetly ordered (〈cos2 θ〉 = 1), we have
q = 1. On the other hand, if the phase is fully disordered, i. e. the rod-like
moleules are oriented randomly in spae, one has 〈cos2 θ〉 = 1/3 and q = 0.
It is interesting that a negative value of q is possible, orresponds to the
situation in whih the moleules tend to be onned to a plane perpendiular
to the diretor.
Physial values of q belong to the interval [−0.5, 1].
The introdution of a measure for the degree of alignment is one of the or-
nerstones of the Maier-Saupe theory of nemati phases [54℄, although, often,
in a real system this quantity is not suient to fully desribe the ordering.
Indeed, one of the reasons for the disrepanies with the experimental values
is that real nematogens do not have perfet ylindrial symmetry: this auses
a signiant, anisotropi alignment along a seondary axis. In this ase, the
nemati is biaxial, whereas in the more ideal ase in whih a seondary
alignment axis is negligibile, the nemati is uniaxial [59℄.
In order to aount for biaxiality, too, the notion of diretor eld nˆ and of
salar order parameter q must be generalized by dening the tensor order
parameter
6
:
Qαβ ≡ 〈uαuβ − 1
3
δαβ〉 (1.2)
where uα is the unit vetor parallel to the prinipal axis of a single moleule,
and δαβ is the Kroneker delta (α, β ∈ {1, 2, 3}).
This tensor is symmetri and traeless, and at equilibrium it depends only
on the diretor nˆ. The most general form of suh a tensor is [55℄:
Qαβ = q
(
nαnβ − 1
3
δαβ
)
(1.3)
and it follows from Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) that q is the same q dened in Eq.
(1.1), and is 1.5 times the biggest eigenvalue of Qαβ.
6
Throughout this whole thesis, the Einstein summation onvention is adopted, i. e.
when an index appears twie in a single addend, it implies summation of that term over
all the values of the index.
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With this approah we an say that if the seond and third eigenvalue
of Qαβ are equal (and smaller than the rst one) the nemati is uniaxial;
otherwise, it is biaxial. We will return to biaxiality in Se. 1.7.2.
1.4 Bulk terms of the Helmholtz free energy
The systems we are going to investigate are lyotropi binary emulsions, with
a nemati and an isotropi phase at oexistene: they are supposed to be at
xed temperature, volume and number of partiles. With these onstraints,
the equilibrium phases orrespond to the minima of the Helmholtz free energy
F .
In this setion, we will go through the terms, onstituting the Helmholtz
free energy, whih depend on the bulk properties of the system: the tensor
eld Q and the salar eld φ, the former dened in Se. 1.3, the latter dened
as the nemati onentration, more preisely its volume fration.
In Se. 1.5 we will enumerate the terms whih depend on the gradients
of Q and φ, i. e. on their distortions, together with the terms depending on
the boundaries.
1.4.1 The Landau-de Gennes free energy
In order to approximate the Helmholtz potential (per unit volume) Fs for
the liquid rystal under stati onditions, in the spirit of Landau theories,
we assume that it is an analyti funtion of the tensor order parameter Qαβ.
As long as Qαβ is a small parameter, we an expand it in power series: in
partiular, this expansion is expeted to work well near the nemati-isotropi
transition point.
Sine the Helmholtz free energy must be invariant under rotations, the
terms of the expansion have to be salar:
Fs = F0 + 1
2
AQαβQαβ − 1
3
BQαβQβγQγα +
1
4
CQαβQαβQγδQγδ (1.4)
The numerial oeients are introdued for onveniene, as well as the
minus sign before the term of order 3. F0 is the free energy atQ = 0 (isotropi
state), and the expansion is trunated at order 4. We notie that the seond
term ontains the trae of Q2 and the third term ontains the trae of Q3.
The trae of Q does not appear beause it is 0, and a theorem of linear algebra
states that, being Qαβ symmetri and traeless, QαβQβγQγδQδα, whih in the
general ase would be another salar ontaining a fourth power of the Qαβ 's,
equals
1
2
QαβQαβ.
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The Landau-de Gennes free energy an predit a rst-order phase tran-
sition between a nemati and an isotropi phase. Sine this point is entral
in my alulations, I will dediate Se. 1.4.2 to it.
1.4.2 The nemati-isotropi phase transition
It is observed experimentally that, when a liquid rystal is in the nemati
mesophase and the temperature raises (for a thermotropi) or the onentra-
tion dereases (for a lyotropi), within the nemati range the order parameter
dereases monotonially, and falls suddenly to zero at the transition point.
That is, the transition is rst-order, even if the latent heat is small (1.57 J/g
for 5CB, see [60℄, ompared to the 334 J/g for the liquid-solid transition in
water, or 108 J/g for ethanol).
Let us denote by η the quantity whose variation may determine a tran-
sition from an isotropi to a nemati phase: an eetive temperature, for a
thermotropi, or an eetive onentration, for a lyotropi. Nemati phase
orresponds to higher η, isotropi phase to lower η values.
We next assume that only A depends strongly on η: A = A0
(
1
η
− 1
ηNI∗
)
,
where ηNI∗ is lose to the transition value. a must be positive, sine for low
η the state Q = 0 is a minimum of Fs. B and C depend weakly on η.
The proedure to alulate the atual ηNI an be summarized as follows:
1. Assume that the state is uniaxial, and orient the oordinate axes in
order that the diretor is parallel to z. The tensor order parameter is
therefore diagonal, and the elements on the diagonal are (−q/2,−q/2, q).
2. Assume that there is a minimum of Fs for a q¯ 6= 0. It follows that B
and C must be positive, for a alamiti nemati.7
3. Impose
∂Fs
∂q
∣∣∣
q=q¯
= 0. The solutions are: q¯I = 0 (isotropi), and:
q¯± =
B
4C
[
1±
√
1− 24A0C
B2
(
1
η
− 1
η∗NI
)]
(1.5)
4. Impose Fs = F0 at the atual ηNI: the free energy of the nemati must
equal the free energy of the isotropi, at oexistene.
For the order parameter in the nemati phase, it results Bq¯3NI = 3Cq¯
4
NI.
Two solutions are possible:
7
For a disoti nemati, we should have imposed B < 0 in Eq. (1.4).
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q¯NI = 0 , with ηNI = η
∗
NI (1.6)
q¯NI =
B
3C
, with
1
ηNI
=
1
η∗NI
+
B2
27A0C
(1.7)
The rst solution orresponds to q¯−, the seond solution orresponds to
q¯+, at the values of η on the right.
Below the value η−NI satisfying
1
η−NI
=
1
η∗NI
+
B2
24A0C
(1.8)
the square root in Eq. (1.5) is not dened, so no nemati phase is stable.
To sum it all up, there are four distint behaviours, one for eah of the
following intervals of η:
• η < η−NI : the only minimum of the Helmholtz free energy orresponds
to an isotropi phase;
• η−NI < η < ηNI : q¯ = 0 is the global minimum of Fs (isotropi stable
state), q¯+ is a loal minimum (nemati metastable state), and between
them there is the loal maximum q¯−. The potential barrier is 0 at
η = η−NI (ritial point), while at η = ηNI the free energy is the same
at the two minima: the two phases oexist, and the potential barrier
(whih, for this system, is B4/11664C3) is the latent heat;
• ηNI < η < η∗NI : the situation is similar to the previous ase, but now
the nemati state is stable, and the isotropi state is metastable;
• η > η∗NI : the global minimum of Fs is q¯+, so the stable phase is nemati.
q¯− is a loal minimum and q = 0 is a maximum (see Eq. (1.4)).
If [55℄ a = B = C = η,8 η∗NI = 3.0:
Fs = A0
[
1
2
(
1− η
3
)
Q2αβ
− η
3
QαβQβγQγα +
η
4
(
Q2αβ
)2] (1.9)
we obtain the popular redued transition value: ηNI = 2.7.
8
The equalities onern only the numerial values: B and C are measured with a
dierent unit than a.
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(1.9) is not yet the nal form of Fs, beause it desribes a single phase, not
aounting for the presene of the salar eld φ (r) representing the nemati
volume fration. We will orret the formula in Se. 1.4.4, after disussing
the bulk energy term depending on φ.
1.4.3 The Landau-Brazovskii mixing energy
Sine, as said at the end of Se. 1.4.2, the system is haraterized not only by
the tensor eld Q (r) representing the order parameter throughout the sim-
ulation box (superell), but by the salar eld φ (r) representing the nemati
volume fration, we need to add a free energy term that governs a separation
between two phases with dierent φ's.
This an been done with a Landau free energy term for the mixture of
an isotropi liquid and a liquid rystal. In the simplest mean eld Landau
approah
9
this term is given by [64, 65℄:
Fm = Am
2
(φ− φ0)2 + Bm
4
(φ− φ0)4 (1.10)
where φ (0 ≤ φ ≤ 1) is the nemati onentration and the oeients Am < 0
and Bm > 0 (their signs must be so, for two oexisting phases [34℄) determine
the properties of the bulk phases.
1.4.4 The Matsuyama orretion to the L-dG free en-
ergy
The expression (1.9) for the Landau-de Gennes bulk free energy (Maier-
Saupe, Doi-Edwards, [54, 55℄) must be orreted (Matsuyama [82, 34℄), tak-
ing into aount that the system is a lyotropi binary emulsion, haraterized
by the volume fration φ (Se. 1.4.3), and that only the nemati phase on-
tributes to Fs:
Fs = A0φ2
[
1
2
(
1− η (φ)
3
)
Q2αβ
− η (φ)
3
QαβQβγQγα +
η (φ)
4
(
Q2αβ
)2] (1.11)
9
The energy ost of the phase separation is taken as the mean eld free energy, whih
L. D. Landau derived for a ontinuous (seond-order) phase transition. S. A. Brazovskii
found that utuations eets lead to disontinuous (rst-order) transitions.
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The quantity η, whih determines the phase (the nemati-isotropi tran-
sition ours at η = 2.7, Se. 1.4.2), is approximated as linear in the onen-
tration [82, 34℄:
η = η0 + ηs
(
φ− φ¯) (1.12)
1.5 Gradient and boundary terms of the Helmholtz
free energy
1.5.1 The Frank-Oseen distortion energy
In an ideal nemati, the diretor eld nˆ (r) is uniform, as well as the tensor
order parameter Qαβ (˜r).
In most pratial irumstanes, however, either the ideal onguration
does not satisfy the boundary onditions, typially the anhoring onstraints
at the walls of a ontainer (see Se. 1.5.3), or is distorted by external elds,
mostly eletro-magneti.
The deformations of the diretor eld an be desribed by a ontinuum
theory [25, 61, 62℄ beause their length sale is muh larger than the moleular
dimension a:
∇nˆ ≪ 1
a
(1.13)
wherefore we an expand Fd  denoting with this symbol the distortion energy
 in powers of ∇nˆ.
There will not be any term linear in ∇nˆ, beause Fd is invariant under
rotations: and sine nˆ and −nˆ represent the same state, Fd will be even in
nˆ 10.
The distortion energy per unit volume, expanded up to the seond-order
terms in the gradients of the diretor eld, takes, eventually, the following
form:
Fd = K1
2
(∇ · nˆ)2 + K2
2
(nˆ · ∇ ∧ nˆ)2 + K3
2
(nˆ ∧ (∇∧ nˆ))2 (1.14)
K1, K2 and K3, in Eq. (1.14), are elasti onstants, and desribe the
response of the nemati to its three basi types of deformations: respetively,
10
For hiral nemati LC's, whih are not symmetri under the inversion of all the three
axes, the term nˆ · ∇ ∧ nˆ is present.
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splay, twist, bend (Fig. 1 in the Introdution). A general deformation an be
seen as a ombination of them.
The elasti onstants have the dimensions of a fore. To give you their
order of magnitude, the elasti onstants of N-(4-methoxybenzylidene)-4-
butylaniline (MBBA) at 22
◦
C, measured by Rondelez and Hulin [63℄ are:
• K1 = (5.3± 0.5) pN (splay);
• K2 = (2.2± 0.7) pN (twist);
• K3 = (7.45± 1.10) pN (bend);
With a dierent meaning of the elasti onstants, the Frank-Oseen dis-
tortion energy an be expressed in terms of the gradients of the tensor order
parameter, too:
Fd = L1
2
(∂αQβγ)
2 +
L2
2
(∂αQαγ) (∂βQβγ) +
L3
2
Qαβ (∂αQγδ) (∂βQγδ) (1.15)
The one-onstant approximation
Even though experimental measures point out that the three elasti onstants
of Eq. (1.14) are dierent  usually, the bend elasti onstant is the largest
one  sine their order of magnitude is the same, they are often onsidered
equal in order to simplify alulations.
In my alulations, I adopted the one-onstant approximation. That or-
responds to assume K1 = K2 = K3 in Eq. (1.14) and imposing L2 = L3 = 0
in Eq. (1.15):
Fd = L1
2
(∂αQβγ)
2
(1.16)
1.5.2 The Cahn-Hilliard interfaial energy
Aording to Beker's model of oherent interfaes [66℄  the interfae be-
tween two phases where the moleules an glide one over another is, reason-
ably, oherent, i. e. without mists of lattie  the interfae energy density
between two immisible phases haraterized by two distint onentrations
is proportional to the onentration gradient aross the interfae.
The relation was denitely found in 1957, by J. W. Cahn and J. E. Hilliard
[39℄, with an argument similar to those used for ferromagnetism, ferroeletri-
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ity and superondutivity: it is valid for an isotropi system of nonuniform
omposition, like a binary emulsion
11
.
Given the nonuniform property  in our ase, it is the onentration φ 
the authors stated that the loal free energy is the sum of two ontribution:
one whih is funtion of the loal φ, and one whih is funtion of φ in the
immediate environment. Thus, the seond ontribution an be expanded in
the derivatives of φ: the odd order terms and the terms ontaining mixed
partial derivatives vanish in the expansion, beause the free energy is invari-
ant under inversion of an axis or under rotation about a fourfold axis. Hene,
the interfaial free energy Fi in the volume V is:
Fi = NV
∫
V
[
a0 (φ) + κ1∇2φ+ κ2 (∇c)2 + . . .
]
(1.17)
where NV is the number of moleules per unit volume.
The term proportional to ∇2φ an be written as a surfae integral, ap-
plying the divergene theorem; and it an be eliminated, beause we are not
interested in the eets related to the external surfae:
Fi = NV
∫
V
[
a0 (φ) +
K
2
(∇φ)2 + . . .
]
(1.18)
In the above equation, K = −dκ1/dφ + κ2. The bigger the K, the
smoother the interfae.
Assuming a0 (0) = 0 and trunating the expansion at the seond-order
term, we have the nal form of the interfaial free energy per unit volume:
Fi = K
2
(∂γφ)
2
(1.19)
1.5.3 Interation with the boundaries: anhoring en-
ergy terms
Following de Gennes's argument [25℄, imposing an anhoring ondition on
the walls ontaining the nemati means adding an elasti term in the free
energy. We an think of this ondition as a spring on every lattie site:
Faw = αs
2
(
Qαβ −Q0αβ
)2
(1.20)
11
The reader ould argue that, sine the moleules of a liquid rystalline ompound are
anisotropi, as well as a mesophase, the equation does not hold. But the isotropy that
Cahn and Hilliard are talking about ats on a muh larger sale: in the system whih I
simulated, it is ensured by the periodi boundary onditions.
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where αs is a measure of the strength of the pinning andQ
0
αβ = q0
(
n0αn
0
β − 13δαβ
)
with q0 the magnitude of surfae order and nˆ
0
the preferred orientation at
the boundary.
A similar ondition holds for the onentration (total wetting ondition):
Fφw = αw
2
(
φ− φ0)2 (1.21)
in whih φ0 is the onentration at the boundary.
In an isotropi-nemati emulsion, the hemial struture of the moleules
gives rise to an orientational ondition at the interfae between the two
phases. This feature, whih will be very important in the disussion of the
behaviour of a droplet under a shear ow, translates into the following on-
tribution to the free energy:
Fai =W (∂αφ)Qαβ (∂βφ) (1.22)
W > 0 implies an anhoring of the nemati parallel to the interfae;
W < 0 implies an anhoring perpendiular to the interfae.
1.6 Topologial defets
A key role in determining the equilibrium or stationary ongurations of a
liquid rystal system is played by the defets. Defets are points or regions
where the diretor eld is ill-dened and where the average orientational or-
der of the moleules drops sharply. Intuitively near a defet one an imagine
that the diretor eld hange its orientation quite rapidly. More preisely
one refers to topologial defets sine they an be seen as regions, of spatial
dimension less than that of physial spae, around whih the onguration of
the order parameter annot be trasformed into a homogeneous one via ontin-
uous deformations [29℄, just like a sphere annot be ontinuously transformed
into a torus. Defets in a vetor eld are haraterized by their topologial
harge or winding number s, whih is the number of times the vetor
eld winds around a loop enirling the defet ore in an antilokwise sense.
For example the hedgehog on the left of Fig. 1.10 has topologial harge
s = +1, as the diretor eld winds around it fully one and the diretion of
the winding along a lokwise loop is also lokwise (positive sign). Similarly
the vortex (Fig. 1.10, middle) the irular hedgehog (obtained from a radial
hedgehog by rotating the diretor at every point through π/2 about the axis
perpendiular to the page, Fig. 1.10, right), and the hyperboli hedgehog
(Fig. 1.11, left) have topologial harge +1, +1 and -1 respetively.
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Figure 1.10: From left to right: a radial hedgehog, a vortex and (a
planar setion of) a irular hedgehog. All the three topologial defets
are point defets, and have winding number s = 1. The solid lines draw
the diretor eld. Soured from [98℄.
Figure 1.11: From left to right: a hyperboli hedgehog (point defet,
s = −1) and the ross setion of two dislination lines, with winding
numbers s = −1/2 and s = 1/2. The solid lines draw the diretor eld.
Soured from [98℄.
1.6. Topologial defets
All the defets listed up to now are point defets.
However, beause of the head-tail symmetry of the diretor of a liquid
rystal, it is not neessary for it to wind around a defet an integer number
of times: half a turn is enough to have a defet. For this reason, also defets
with harges −1/2 and +1/2 are possible: these are dislination lines (Fig.
1.11, middle and right).
It an be useful to remark that any losed loop or surfae an be hosen
to measure the topologial harge, as long as no other defets are enlosed 
as in the proofs of the Gauss and Ampère theorems.
1.6.1 Shlieren textures, dislination lines and point de-
fets
An experimentally aessible way to look at defets in a liquid rystals is
based on the so-alled Shlieren textures. We an see these harateristi
patterns when we look at a liquid rystal between rossed polarizers in a
mirosope.
Figure 1.12: Sheme of polarized light mirosopy in presene of a
birefringent sample, soured from http://www.olympusmiro.om. n1
and n2 are the refration indexes.
When monohromati linearly polarized light passes through an isotropi
material, its polarization plane does not hange, and it is ompletely ab-
sorbed by the analyzer. On the other hand, when the same light passes
through a liquid rystalline sample, some light an pass through. This fea-
ture is due to the anisotropy of a nemati, whih auses birefringene: linearly
polarized light splits into two perpendiular omponents (ordinary and ex-
traordinary) whih experiene two dierent refrative indexes
12
. As the light
12
The refrative indexes are two beause a nemati is uniaxial (i. e. it is symmetri
around its prinipal axis). If the phase were biaxial, the refrative indexes would be three.
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passes through the sample, it beomes elliptially polarized; when it gets out,
it turns bak linearly polarized, but its polarization plane is rotated (optial
ativity), so a fration of it is not absorbed by the analyzer (Fig. 1.12).
For a alamiti nemati, the loal diretor (ordinary transmission axis)
oinides with the loal optial axis. On a onsequene, if the loal diretor
nˆ (r) is either parallel or perpendiular to the polarizer axis, the light wave
does not split, and a dark region is observed.
Figure 1.13: Shlieren texture of 4-Cyano-4'-pentylbiphenyl (5CB)
oated with GLYMO, soured from the slides of Y. Yi's talk at the
2010 ILCC.
In a typial Shlieren texture of a nemati phase with defets, one observes
bright regions and dark brushes (Shliere means streak, in German), whih
meet in some points (Fig. 1.13). These points, where two or four brushes
meet orrespond to the diretor eld singularities, and hene to the loation
of topologial defets [56℄.
Considering that, when moving from a dark to a light brush, or vie
versa, in a Shlieren texture, the diretor rotates of π/4, dislination lines
orrespond to the regions where two dark brushes meet, and point defets
orrespond to the points where four dark brushes meet.
1.6.2 Defets in nemati emulsions
The total topologial harge in a system is determined by boundary ondi-
tions that an be either xed at innity or at the outer surfae of an enlosed
region (like the top and bottom walls of a nemati ell). In my simulations,
I always imposed homeotropi anhoring of the nemati at both walls: this
implies a total topologial harge equal to zero.
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On the other hand, if spherial partiles, suh as olloids or a droplet
of isotropi phase, are inluded in the system, the loal orientational order
of the nemati is disrupted, and formation of defets is expeted near the
partile surfae. This is beause the diretor eld typially aligns either
normally or tangentially with respet to the surfae (or interfae) of the
spherial intrusion. For example, if the anhoring at the surfae is normal,
a radial hedgehog (s = 1) is expeted, both for two-dimensional and three-
dimensional systems [26℄.
In this ase, the onservation of the total topologial harge requires the
nuleation of a single topologial defet of strength s = −1, or of an assembly
of defets whose total harge is −1.
In a two-dimensional system, we will see in Chapter 3 how this is ahieved.
In three dimensions, as for the experimental setup of Poulin and Weitz, it
turns out that the two most stable defet ongurations are either the one
in whih a hyperboli hedgehog forms lose to the partile (elasti dipole),
or when a dislination line (Saturn ring) enirles the partile at its equa-
tor (elasti quadrupole). Basially, the former onguration is preferred by
larger partiles with stronger surfae anhoring: smaller partiles with weaker
surfae anhoring tend to arrange nemati in the seond way [31, 57℄.
1.7 Detetion of topologial defets in numeri-
al simulations
The ongurations of the system in the simulations I am going to disuss
in Chapters 3 to 6 are desribed in terms of the spatially varying Q-tensor
order parameter.
Unfortunately, this is not the best format to visualize defets. The abrupt
variation of the diretor nˆ is learly a signal of the presene of a defet but,
sine nˆ lls the entire spae, it is not the most eient way to look for defets.
The rst simplest alternative one an think of relies on the spatial variation
of the salar order parameter q.
1.7.1 Detetion by the salar order parameter
The defet detetion based on the salar parameter is based on the following
argument: as said in Se. 1.6.1, at the ore of a topologial defet the orien-
tation of the diretor eld is not well-dened. In fat, in terms of Shlieren
textures
13
two or more domains with dierent orientation meet. In other
13
It is possible, of ourse, to generate Shlieren textures by the simulation data [58℄.
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words the nemati is loally disordered and one an say that it melts loally
into the isotropi phase [30℄. In this respet a drop almost to zero of the
salar order parameter (desribing the degree of order) at the ore of the
defet is expeted. Sine away of the defets q assumes its bulk value orre-
sponding to the equilibrium nemati phase, the isosurfaes of q are learly a
good way to visualize the defets.
1.7.2 Detetion by biaxiality
Another way to loate and visualize defets is based on biaxiality, i.e. the
property of a liquid ystals to have two axes of alignment  a stronger one,
along the diretor, and a weaker one, along a seondary axis (see Se. 1.3).
Indeed, near a defet, the linear anisotropy dereases and the biaxiality, whih
is zero for the uniaxial phase in the bulk, an beome signiantly dierent
from zero in proximity of a defet ore.
An eient way to measure biaxiality is based on the denition of the
biaxiality parameter given by Westin et al., and mentioned in [59℄. This
works as follows: if one adds the term δαβ/3 to the tensor order parameter
Qαβ (Eq. (1.2)), the resulting tensor Dαβ ≡ Qαβ + δαβ3 is positive denite
and symmetri. It an be then diagonalized and the relative eigenvalues an
be sorted suh that λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ≥ 0. With respet to the basis of the
eigenvetors, the Westin tensor an be written:
Dαβ =

λ1 λ2
λ3

 ≡

13 (2S + 1) 1
3
(1− S + 3b)
1
3
(1− S − 3b)

 .
(1.23)
Note that S is an eetive salar order parameter, whih is dierent from
q: indeed the latter one an be negative (e. g. for negative uniaxial nematis),
while S is always nonnegative.
In Eq. (1.23), b is the biaxiality parameter: If b = 0, λ2 = λ3, the two
minor eigenvalues of Qαβ are equal, and the liquid rystal is loally uniaxial.
If, on the other hand, b 6= 0, biaxiality is loally present.
Following Westin, we an introdue the parameters
kl = λ1 − λ2 = S − b (1.24)
ks = 3λ3 = 1− S − 3b (1.25)
kp = 2 (λ2 − λ3) = 4b. (1.26)
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kl, ks, kp form a baryentri spae (i. e. their sum is 1) over all possible
Dαβ . In partiular:
• kl is a measure of the positive uniaxiality;
• ks is a measure of the isotropy;
• kp is a measure of the biaxiality.
In my simulations, in addition ot the prole of the order parameter q, I
have hosen to look at the spatial variation of the parameter kp = 4b as a
further tool to loate and follow defets. Often the two measures are both
used and ompared, to have a better resolution of the defets loops and points
in the system.
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Chapter 2
The equations of motion and the
hybrid Lattie Boltzmann
algorithm
2.1 Introdution: lassial uid dynamis
Classial theory of owing uids treats veloity u, density ρ, pressure P0,
temperature T and other relevant measurable quantities as ontinuous and
dierentiable funtions of spae. We know, from statistial mehanis, that
pressure and temperature are not dened for a single partile: they are
marosopi onepts; and veloity and density have huge utuations on the
moleular sale. In lassial uid dynamis, a point in spae (uid partile)
is a volume, atually, and it must be big enough to dene all the quantities
properly (as averages, of ourse) and to eliminate the random utuations.
From lassial uid dynamis, we know that the time evolution of a simple
owing uid is desribed by ontinuity and Navier-Stokes equations [67℄:
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0 (2.1)
ρ
Du
Dt
= ∇ · s (2.2)
where D/Dt denotes the material derivative, i. e. the rate of hange of a
physial quantity assoiated to a uid partile, while following it in its ow:
D
Dt
≡ ∂
∂t
+ u · ∇ (2.3)
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and s is the stress tensor : thinking of an innitesimal ube (uid partile),
its element sαβ is the omponent of the fore, per unit area, ating on the
α-th fae (1: parallel to yz; 2: parallel to xz; 3: parallel to xy), in the β-th
diretion (Fig. 2.1).
Figure 2.1: Components of the stress tensor s in Eq. (2.2).
The Navier-Stokes equation is the uid-dynamial form of Newton's law.
From the desription of the stress tensor, it is lear that the diagonal om-
ponents are the normal stresses, and the others are the shear stresses. The
form for the stress tensor hanges from uid to uid. A part of the normal
stress is due to the hydrostati pressure gradient ∇P0, dening the pressure
as minus the mean normal stress and exluding all external fores. Usually,
the hydrostati pressure gradient and the external fore eld f are pointed
out, as well as the visosity terms.
As an example, this is the speial form of the Navier-Stokes equation for a
simple, inompressible uid with visosity ηV . I hoose this example beause
the Navier-Stokes equation for a liquid rystal (2.18), as we shall see, is not
so dierent from this:
ρ
Du
Dt
= −∇P0 + ηV∇2u+ f (2.4)
2.2 The Leslie-Eriksen model and the bak-
ow eet
Classial uidodynamis stands as basis for studying the dynamis of a ne-
mati liquid rystal, even though it must be deeply enrihed, sine a nemati
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liquid rystal has internal mirostruture, whih makes it muh more om-
pliated to desribe.
Leslie and Eriksen's model, developed in the 1960s, gained great suess
during the next deades, in desribing the rheologial behaviour of a low
moleular-weight liquid rystal [38℄. It is not the only model of nematody-
namis developed sine Reinitzer's disovery (Se. 1.1), but it is worth to
be skethed beause the model employed in my simulation an be redued
to Leslie and Eriksen's, in partiular onditions, not to mention its easy
onnetion to experimental data.
Without having to spell things out, Leslie-Eriksen theory inorporates
the elasti energy arising from inhomogeneities in the diretor eld  the
Frank-Oseen energy, in terms of nˆ, (1.14)  and the eet of diretor ro-
tation. It provides a Navier-Stokes equation and an evolution equation for
the diretor eld nˆ, whih are oupled. Better to say: the evolution of the
veloity eld has a dependene on the diretor eld and the evolution of the
diretor eld has a dependene on the veloity eld.
This is known as the bakow eet, and is a peuliar feature of liquid
rystals.
In its onstitutive equation, the Leslie-Eriksen stress tensor depends on
six parameters {α1, . . . , α6}. Of them, only ve are independent (Parodi
relation), related to the same number of experimentally aessible quantities.
An example of set of ve independent observables are:
• the three Misowiz visosities [103℄, measured when a nemati is sub-
jet to a shear ow and is uniformly oriented
(a) along the shear veloity: η¯1 = (α4 + α6 + α3) /2;
(b) along the shear rate: η¯2 = (α4 + α5 − α2) /2;
() perpendiular both to shear veloity and to shear rate: η¯3 = α4/2;
• the Helfrih visosity [104℄ η¯12 = 4η¯4−2 (η¯1 + η¯2) = α1, where η¯4 is the
visosity obtained for the diretor orientation within the plane where
shear veloity and shear rate lie, whih forms an angle of 45
◦
with the
diretion of ow [105℄;
• the rotational (twist) visosity γ1 = α3 − α2, whih reets the rate
of relaxation of the diretor from a twist deformation (Fig. 1) to a
uniform onguration.
The relative ease whih Leslie-Eriksen parameters an be measured with
is one of the reasons for the suess of the model in the deades whih followed
its publiation.
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The aws start to show when we deviate from a perfetly oriented ne-
mati, beause Leslie-Eriksen model neither onsiders the variations in the
degree of orientation (i. e. the salar order parameter q) nor an desribe a
biaxial phase, i. e. a phase with two harateristi axes of orientation (Se.
1.7.2) [38℄.
2.3 The Beris-Edwards equations of nematody-
namis
The Beris-Edwards model (onformation tensor theory) [38℄ desribes the
dynamis of a nemati liquid rystals in terms of a generalized Hamiltonian
formulation. The (quite long, and diult) derivation is outlined in Appendix
A.
Here, we will give you only the laws of motion desending from this theory,
whih have been employed in the simulations.
2.3.1 Evolution of the tensor order parameter
The evolution equation of the tensor order parameter Q (A.8) an be written
in the following, relatively simple form:
(∂t + uγ∂γ)Q− S (W,Q) = ΓH (2.5)
where
S (W,Q) = (ξD+ Z) (Q + 1/3) + (Q + 1/3) (ξD− Z)
− 2ξ (Q + 1/3)Tr (QW) (2.6)
and
H = −
(
δF
δQ
− 1
3
Tr
δF
δQ
)
(2.7)
H is the moleular eld, and replaes the term in square brakets of (A.8).
Given the formulas for the Q-dependent part of the free energy, with an
obvious meaning of the indexes, H is the sum of the following ontributions:
(Hs)αβ = A0φ
2
{
−
(
1− η (φ)
3
)
Qαβ
+ η (φ)
[
QαγQγβ −
(
Qαβ +
1
3
δαβ
)
Q2γǫ
]}
(2.8)
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(Hd)αβ = L1∂γ∂γQαβ (2.9)
(Haw)αβ = −αs
(
Qαβ −Q0αβ
)
(2.10)
(Hai)αβ = −W
(
∂αφ∂βφ− δαβ
3
∂γφ∂γφ
)
(2.11)
S (W,Q) replaes all the other terms in the right-hand side of (A.8),
linear ombination of the omponents of the veloity gradient tensor: D =(
W +WT
)
/2 and Z =
(
W−WT) /2 are, respetively, the symmetri (rate
of strain) and antisymmetri (vortiity) part of the veloity gradient tensor
Wαβ ≡ ∂βuα.
The onstant ξ (funtion of βm8 , Appendix A) is related to the moleular
struture of the liquid rystal; the onstant Γ (funtion of βm7 , Appendix A)
is a kind of olletive rotational onstant. We see, indeed, that in stationary
onditions (onstant eld veloity) S (W,Q) = 0, so (2.5) desribes a simple
relaxation towards equilibrium, governed by the onstant Γ.
Reovery of the Leslie-Eriksen parameters
As said at the beginning of Se. 2.2, the Leslie-Eriksen model an be seen as
a speial ase of the Beris-Edwards model, namely assuming the orientational
degree as uniform and a perfetly uniaxial phase. The following equations
relate the salar order parameter q, the bulk visosity ηV and the onstants
Γ and ξ in (2.5) and (2.6) to the Leslie-Eriksen parameters. A derivation of
these equations an be found in [78℄:
α1 = −
2
3
q2 (3 + 4q − 4q2) ξ2
Γ
(2.12)
α2 =
−q (2 + q) ξ − 3q2
3Γ
(2.13)
α3 =
−q (2 + q) ξ + 3q2
3Γ
(2.14)
α4 =
4 (1− q)2 ξ2
9Γ
+ ηV (2.15)
α5 =
q (4− q) ξ2 + q (2 + q) ξ
3Γ
(2.16)
α6 =
q (4− q) ξ2 − q (2 + q) ξ
3Γ
(2.17)
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Sine Leslie-Eriksen parameters are related to experimentally measur-
able quantities, these equations help us to map the simulation (redued)
units of length, time, mass. . . into real quantities. We will return on this
point after disussing the simulation algorithm, in Se. 2.8.
2.3.2 Evolution of the veloity eld
The other entral equation of Beris-Edwards model (A.7) desribes the time
evolution of the veloity eld. It reads:
ρ (∂t + uβ∂β) uα = ∂βσαβ + ∂βταβ + ∂βΠαβ
+ ηV ∂β [∂αuβ + ∂βuα + (1− 3∂ρP0) ∂γuγδαβ]
(2.18)
with ηV being the bulk visosity.
We an reognize, in (2.18), a Navier-Stokes equation: the left-hand term
is the material derivative of u. The stress tensor (A.9) is the sum of three
omponents:
sαβ = σαβ + ταβ +Παβ (2.19)
• σαβ is the symmetri part of the stress tensor whih results from the
liquid rystalline order (bakow). The hydrostati pressure is taken
to be P0 = ρT − L1 (∇Q)2 /2 and is approximated, in the simulations,
as a onstant [37℄, beause ρ and T are, and the gradient of Q is small
by assumption (Se. 2.6.3).
σαβ = −P0δαβ − ξHαγ
(
Qγβ +
δγβ
3
)
− ξ
(
Qαγ +
δαγ
3
)
Hγβ + 2ξ
(
Qαβ +
δαβ
3
)
QγǫHγǫ
(2.20)
• ταβ is the antisymmetri part of the stress tensor whih results from
the liquid rystalline order:
ταβ = QαγHγβ −HαγQγβ (2.21)
• Παβ is aused by distortions of the diretor eld, and by the dependene
of the free energy on the nemati volume fration and on its gradient:
Παβ = −
(
δF
δφ
φ−F
)
δαβ − δF
δ (∂βφ)
∂αφ− δF
δ (∂βQγν)
∂αQγν (2.22)
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2.4 The Cahn-Hilliard equation of motion for
the onentration
[69, 70℄ If we dene h as the mass urrent density, this quantity is related to
the hemial potential µ:
h = −M∇µ (2.23)
where M is a diusion onstant. The onentration φ and the mass urrent
density are onneted with a kind of ontinuity equation:
D
Dt
φ+∇ · h = 0 (2.24)
I said a kind of ontinuity equation beause in Eq. (2.24) there is the
material derivative. It would not be orret to put the ordinary partial time
derivative, beause the system is owing, so at a xed point in spae the loal
onentration an hange not only beause of a hemial potential gradient,
but beause the uid has moved, as well. Eq. (2.24) points out only the
variation of φ due to the hemial potential gradient; ombining it with Eq.
(2.23), we obtain, indeed:
∂tφ+ ∂α (φuα) =M∂α∂αµ (2.25)
remembering that the hemial potential is the funtional derivative, with
respet to φ, of the total free energy [69℄:
µ =
δFs
δφ
+ A (φ− φ0) +B (φ− φ0)3 − K
2
(∂α∂αφ)
− 2W [(∂α∂βφ)Qαβ + (∂αφ) (∂βQαβ)]
(2.26)
2.5 Introdution to Lattie Boltzmann Meth-
ods: the Lattie Gas Automata
So, to put it briey: to simulate a nemati-isotropi emulsion, we have to
solve
• the Navier-Stokes equation, for the evolution of the veloity eld (2.18);
• the Beris-Edwards equation, for the evolution of the tensor order pa-
rameter (2.5);
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• the Cahn-Hilliard equation, for the evolution of the nemati volume
fration (2.25).
Apart from the Clay Millennium problem of existene and smoothness of
global solutions of Navier-Stokes equations, these equations are very ompli-
ated, and even oupled.
The intention of the sientists who developed, in the late 1980s, Lat-
tie Boltzmann methods (LBM), was speially to nd solutions, although
approximate, of the Navier-Stokes equations.
Now, LBM are a very important lass of omputational shemes for uid
dynamis simulations [35℄.
To introdue you to them, I am giving a sketh of how their anestors,
the Lattie Gas Automata (LGA), work.
A lattie gas an be seen as a simplied version of a lassial moleular
dynamis [73℄, to simulate bigger systems than the ones whih atomisti
methods an model. In a lattie gas, spae, time and partile veloities are
all disretized: atually, the gas is represented by boolean partiles, whih
evolve aording to a set of rules [68℄.
If the lattie is ubi and ∆r is the lattie spaing, every lattie site r is
onneted to z neighbouring lattie sites (z depends on the lattie topology)
by z vetors (edges), whose length an be ∆r (straight edge),
√
2∆r (square-
diagonal edge),
√
3∆r (ube-diagonal edge). Dividing eah of these vetors
by ∆t (disrete time step), and imposing, by onvention, e0 = 0, we obtain
z + 1 veloities: {e0, . . . , ez}.
Every lattie topology is denoted by DnQ(z + 1), where n is the number
of spatial dimensions and z is the number of edges starting from (and arriving
to) every lattie site.
We dene the boolean-valued funtions Ni (r, t), i = 0, . . . z. If Ni (r, t) =
1, it means that, at the lattie site r and at the time t, a (titious) partile
is moving with veloity ei (e0 = partile at rest). They are alled, for this
reason, partile oupation funtions.
Every iteration of a lattie gas automaton (LGA) is omposed of:
• a propagation step: at eah lattie site, every titious partile whih
is present at that site (i. e. whih orresponds to a Ni (r, t) = 1) moves
towards the rst site enountered in the diretion of the veloity ei;
• a ollision step: if two or more partiles meet at a lattie site, they
ollide and are sattered, ending in one of a nite number of possible
ongurations.
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Figure 2.2: Rules for the ollision step of the D2Q7 lattie gas automa-
ton. The left olumn shows the situation before the ollision step; the
right olumns shows the possible situations (they have equal probabil-
ity) after the ollision step. A blak irle represents a Ni (r, t) = 1;
the entral irle orresponds to N0. Piture soured from [74℄.
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The rules must be hosen aording to the onservation priniples of mass
and momentum. An example is given in Fig. 2.2 for the D2Q7 lattie.
The keystone, when developing suh a mesosopi simulation method as
a LGA, is to path together the three levels on whih a uid an be de-
sribed [68℄, well explained at any non-equilibrium statistial physis gradu-
ate ourse:
1. the moleular level, usually desribable in a Hamiltonian fashion, at
whih the dynamis is reversible;
2. the kineti level, whose basis is the Boltzmann transport equation: if
f (q,p, t) d3qd3p is the number of partiles in the innitesimal phase-
spae volume around the point (q,p),
∂f
∂t
+
p
m
· ∇f + F · ∂f
∂p
=
(
∂f
∂t
)
c
(2.27)
where the index  stands for ollision. The dynamis desribed by
this equation is irreversible, beause of the assumption of moleular
haos;
3. the marosopi level, at whih the ontinuum approximation holds,
governed by the ontinuity (2.1) and Navier-Stokes equations (2.2).
The ollision rules of the LGA reprodue the moleular haos grounding
the Boltzmann equation
1
, while the link between (mesosopi) kineti and
marosopi levels is given by the Chapman-Enskog expansion
2
, whih will
be skethed in Se. 2.6.3 for a Lattie Boltzmann sheme.
2.6 The Lattie Boltzmann Bhatnagar-Gross-
Krook sheme
While a LGA handles boolean-valued funtions, yielding a strong statistial
noise, a Lattie Boltzmann method (LBM) is dened in terms of a set of
ontinuous funtions [76℄. TheNi's of the LGA are replaed by their ensemble
1
Of ourse, the name Lattie Boltzmann, given to the suessors of LGA, adverts to
the Boltzmann transport equation.
2
Atually, not every LGA reovers the Navier-Stokes equation orretly. Frish, Hass-
laher and Pomeau [68℄ developed their D2Q7 (hexagonal) sheme after observing that the
rst LGA sheme, proposed by Hardy, de Pazzis and Pomeau [75℄ in 1972 and adopting
the D2Q4 topology, was not good enough in this respet.
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averages fi = 〈Ni〉, whih are single-partile distribution funtions, then; and
in the ollision step, too, we alulate a mean-eld eet, not the eets of
single ollisions anymore. In this way, the intrinsi statistial noise of a LGA
is redued.
Any iteration of the sheme an be summarized in the following equation
(i = 0, . . . , z):
fi (r+ ei∆t, t+∆t) = fi (r, t) + Ωi ({fi (r, t)}) (2.28)
where Ωi is the ollision operator, funtion of all fi's in the ollision site: if
Ωi was 0, we would have simple propagation. Ωi is the material dierene
quotient (f. the material derivative, Se. 2.1) of fi.
Seeing that
ρ (r, t) =
∑
i
fi (r, t) (2.29)
is the loal density, and
ρ (r, t)u (r, t) =
∑
i
fi (r, t) ei (2.30)
is the loal momentum density, onservation of mass and momentum are
insured by the following onditions:
∑
i
Ωi = 0 (2.31)
∑
i
Ωiei = 0 (2.32)
2.6.1 Linearization of the ollision operator
In a 1989 paper [77℄, Higuera and Jiménez proposed a simpliation of the
ollision operator Ωi in (2.28), without whih, atually, a LBM would be
nothing but a mean-eld version of a LBA.
In the spirit of Boltzmann approah, when the mean free path of the
moleules is small, ompared to the harateristi length of the system (small
Knudsen number) and the mean partile speed is small, ompared to the
speed of sound
3
in the uid (small Mah number), the lattie spaing ∆r
and the time step ∆t an be regarded as small parameters, of order ǫ, and
3
The speed of sound, in a uid with adiabati index γ, moleular mass m and temper-
ature T , is
√
γkBT/m.
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the ollision operator Ωi an be simplied by expanding the loal distribution
funtions about their loal equilibrium values:
fi = f
eq
i + ǫf
neq
i (2.33)
and an expansion of (2.28) up to order O (ǫ) yields a linearized ollision
operator:
Ωi (f, t) =
∂Ωi (f
eq)
∂fj
(
fj − f eqj
)
(2.34)
2.6.2 The Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook relaxation model
Already nearly 40 years before the development of Lattie Boltzmann shemes,
P. L. Bhatnagar, E. P. Gross and M. Krook [36℄ presented a kineti theory
approah to ollision proesses in one-omponent ionized and neutral gases,
to avoid the ompliated nature of the ollision term in the full Boltzmann
equation (2.27) even for very simple physial problems.
The ollision term in (2.27) is written as:(
∂f
∂t
)
c
≡ f
eq − f
τf
(2.35)
where τf is an average ollision time. This expresses the fat that ollisions
tend to relax the distribution funtion to an equilibrium value [36℄. It is
interesting to remark that the authors developed the model to desribe small
amplitude osillations: although the number of partiles is instantaneously
onserved in ollisions, momentum and energy are not; if T0 is the equilibrium
temperature,
∫
mv
(
∂f
∂t
)
c
d3v = −m
τf
∫
vfd3v (2.36)∫
mv2
(
∂f
∂t
)
c
d3v =
m
2τf
(
3kBT0
m
−
∫
v2fd3v
)
(2.37)
The equilibrium distribution funtions must, of ourse, be hosen in a-
ordane to the mass and momentum onservation priniples
∑
i
f eqi = ρ (2.38)∑
i
f eqi eiα = ρuα (2.39)
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and to the following ondition onerning σ, the symmetri part of the stress
tensor resulting from liquid rystalline order (2.19):∑
i
f eqi eiαeiβ = −σαβ + ρuαuβ (2.40)
The relaxation time τf is related to the bulk visosity ηV : ηV = ρτf/3.
We use (2.35) for the expression of the ollision operator in (2.28), adding
a foring term, and applying it in a preditor-orretor fashion [78℄:
fi (r+ ei∆t, t+∆t)− fi (r, t) =
=
∆t
2
[Cfi (r, t, {fi}) + Cfi (r+ ei∆t, t+∆t, {f ∗i })]
(2.41)
Cfi (r, t, {fi}) = 1
τf
[f eqi (r, t, {fi})− fi (r, t)] + gi (r, t, {fi}) (2.42)
f ∗i is a rst-order approximation to fi (r+ ei∆t, t+∆t), obtained im-
posing f ∗i = fi in (2.41). That is the reason why this formula resembles
a preditor-orretor sheme: indeed, we an repeat it how many times we
want, to improve the approximation. It an be proven [78℄ that this preditor-
orretor form of the ollision operator wipes out lattie visosity eets to
seond order:
Dfi (r, t) = Cfi (r, t, {fi}) + O
(
∆t2
)
(2.43)
The foring terms gi are subjet to the following onstraints, given xαβ
the remaining part of the stress tensor (xαβ ≡ ταβ +Παβ , f. Eq. (2.19)):
∑
i
gi = 0 (2.44)
∑
i
gieiα = ∂βxαβ (2.45)
∑
i
gieiαeiβ = 0 (2.46)
A way to satisfy the onditions (2.38)-(2.40), (2.44)-(2.46), is to write the
equilibrium distribution funtion, in (2.42), as a polynomial expansion in the
veloity [79, 80℄:
f eqi = As +Bseiαuα + Csuαuα +Dsuαuβeiαeiβ + Esαβeiαeiβ (2.47)
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and the foring term as:
gi = Ts∂βxαβeiα (2.48)
In the above equations, s = |ei|2 ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}: every oeient identied
by the same apital letter assumes a dierent value, aording to whih is
the modulus of the ei multiplied by it.
The set of oeients depends on the system and on the lattie topology.
A suitable hoie of oeients for D3Q15  the lattie topology I used  will
be given in Table 2.1 (Se. 2.7.1).
2.6.3 The Chapman-Enskog expansion
As I said at the end of Se. 2.5, the Lattie Boltzmann sheme works 
in other words, it provides a solution, although approximate, of the uid
dynamis laws  if we an onnet its equations, mesosopi, to the ontinuity
and Navier-Stokes equations, marosopi.
This onnetion is atually ahieved by the Chapman-Enskog expansion
of the distribution funtions.
The basi assumption of Chapman and Enskog is the following: suessive
derivatives of the quantities at stake are of inreasingly high order [81℄.
If fi = f
(0)
i + f
(1)
i + f
(2)
i + . . . , with the upper index denoting the order,
from Eqs. (2.43) and (2.42) it follows that:
f
(0)
i = f
eq
i + τfgi (2.49)
f
(1)
i = −τfDf eqi − τ 2fDgi (2.50)
f
(2)
i = τ
2
fD
2f eqi + τ
3
fD
2gi (2.51)
The proedure is explained extensively in [78℄; its basi points are:
1. summing fi over i;
2. applying the onstraints on fi, f
eq
i and gi ((2.38), (2.39), (2.40), and
(2.44) to (2.46));
3. eliminating the higher-order terms;
4. multiplying the expansion of fi by eiα and repeating the three previous
points;
5. ombining the results, wiping out idential terms.
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In the end, we obtain:
∂tρ+ ∂α (ρuα) = 0 + O
(
∂3
)
(2.52)
i. e. a ontinuity equation up to seond order in derivatives, and:
∂t (ρuα) + ∂β (ρuαuβ) = ∂βσαβ + ∂βxαβ
+ τf∂β
[
−∂tσαβ + ∂t (ρuαuβ) + ∂γ
∑
i
f eqi eiαeiβeiγ
+τf∂γ
∑
i
gieiαeiβeiγ
] (2.53)
i. e. a Navier-Stokes equation up to rst order in derivatives.
This is not the nal form of the Navier-Stokes equation, yet. The nal
steps to get it are not ommon to any Lattie Boltzmann BGK sheme, but
are peuliar to the lattie topology in use:
6. we need, namely, the expliit expressions of the equilibrium distribution
funtions f eqi 's (Eq. (2.47) and Table 2.1) and of the body fore gi (Eq.
(2.48) and Table 2.1). We substitute these expressions in (2.53);
7. we assume that the uid is inompressible, ignore third-order terms in
the veloities and approximate as a onstant −P0 (hydrostati pressure,
see Se. 2.3.2) the stress tensor within seond-order terms.
Proeeding this way, we derive (2.18).
2.7 Hybrid Lattie Boltzmann algorithm
Of ourse, Lattie Boltzmann methods are suitable not only to solve the
equations of uid dynamis, although they were developed for this aim. Ap-
plying the same tehnique to the (ve) independent omponents of the tensor
order parameter, i. e. dening a set of distribution funtions Gi, writing a
propagation-ollision equation for eah of them, assuming the ollision oper-
ator as relaxation towards an equilibrium value, verifying that the Chapman-
Enskog expansion gives us bak the marosopi equation. . . we an nd an
approximate disrete-time solution of the Beris-Edwards equation (2.5).
For a single nemati, that means alulating, in addition to the evolution
(Eq. (2.28)) of the distribution funtions fi whose sum over i yields the
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material density, the evolution of ve extra distribution funtion sets, one
for eah of the ve independent omponents of Q.
If, instead of a single nemati, we have a binary emulsion, whose har-
ateristi quantity is the nemati volume fration φ, governed by the Cahn-
Hilliard equation (2.25), another distribution funtion set is required. A
Chapman-Enskog expansion an be performed for eah of the distribution
funtion set, to give bak the marosopi dynamial equation.
Anyway, this approah is onsiderably omputationally expensive. Stor-
ing six (for a single nemati) or seven (for a binary nemati emulsion) sets
of distribution funtions requires a lot of memory, and that limits the size of
the system we an simulate by a full LBM [85℄.
For that reason, following the approah used in studies of a thermal ow
[84℄, holesteri blue phases [85℄, olloids in liquid rystals [86℄, ative liq-
uid rystals
4
[87℄, shear banding of uids with a lamellar phase [88℄ and
binary mixtures of simple uids [90℄, I applied the Lattie Boltzmann algo-
rithm only for the ontinuity (2.1) and Navier-Stokes equations (2.18). The
Beris-Edwards equation for the tensor order parameter (2.5) and the Cahn-
Hilliard equation for the onentration (2.25) are solved by an ordinary nite-
dierene sheme (preditor-orretor).
In the study of ative liquid rystals [87℄ we an nd a omparison between
a hybrid LB and two full LB shemes: the agreement is really good, at least
for intermediate/long times (≈ 105 LB iteration).
Of ourse, every iteration of the algorithm, starting from {fi,Q, φ} de-
ned at time t for every lattie site r, alulates the value of the funtions
for eah r at time t+∆t: the fi's, via the LBGK sheme; Q and φ, via the
nite-dierene solver. Sine the points r are disrete and periodi boundary
onditions are imposed (see Se. 2.7.2), when translating the algorithm into
an exeutable ode, the fi's, the independent omponents
5
of Q and φ are
two- (for D2Qx lattie topologies) or three- (for D3Qx lattie topologies)
dimensional arrays.
It is evident, now, why hybrid Lattie Boltzmann is less omputation-
ally expensive than a full LBGK: for a D2Q9 lattie topology, for instane,
determining the volume fration and the tensor order parameter requires 54
two-dimensional arrays altogether; for a D3Q15 lattie topology, the total
number of arrays raises up to 90, and they are three-dimensional, too! On
4
A liquid rystal is ative if it onsumes energy, being driven out of thermodynami
equilibrium even in absene of external fores [87℄. Ativity is given by an extra term
−ζQαβ in the stress tensor, where ζ > 0 means that the (rod-like) moleules are extensile,
ζ < 0 means that they are ontratile. Ative liquid rystals are useful to model, for
instane, ows of bateria.
5
Typially, physiists hoose Qxx, Qxy, Qxz, Qyy, Qyz.
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the ontrary, with the nite-dierene sheme, the number of needed arrays
for Q and φ is always 6.
2.7.1 Lattie topology and equilibrium distribution fun-
tion
Even though I simulated both two-dimensional (Chapters 3 and 4) and
three-dimensional (Chapters 5 and 6) systems, I hose a 15-veloity three-
dimensional model for both geometries. For two-dimensional systems, I im-
posed one of the three dimensions of the simulation box (superell) equal to
1.
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Figure 2.3: The D3Q15 lattie topology for a Lattie Boltzmann
sheme.
The arrangement of the vetors are shown in Fig. 2.3. Aording to the
denition given at page 40, the s index of the oeients of the polynomial
expansion of the equilibrium distribution funtions f eqi (2.47) and of the body
fore gi (2.48) an be:
• 0 for e0 = (0, 0, 0);
• 1 for ei = (±1, 0, 0) , (0,±1, 0) , (0, 0,±1), i = 1, . . . , 6;
• 3 for ei = (±1,±1,±1), i = 7, . . . , 14.
A suitable hoie of oeients is given in Table 2.1.
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s = 3 s = 1 s = 0
As σγγ/30 A3 ρ− 14A3
Bs ρ/24 8B3 0
Cs −ρ/24 2C3 −2ρ/3
Ds ρ/16 8D3 0
Esαβ
(
σαβ − 13δαβσγγ
)
/16 8E3αβ 0
Ts 1/24 8T3 0
Table 2.1: Coeients of the equilibrium distribution funtions f eqi
dened in (2.47) and for the body fore gi dened in (2.48).
2.7.2 Settings of the simulations and boundary ondi-
tions
The superell I dened at the beginning of every simulation is a retangular
box, of dimensions:
• 1 × 100 × 100 lattie units, for two-dimensional systems (Chapters 3
and 4);
• 38 × 38 × 38 lattie units, for three-dimensional systems (Chapters 5
and 6).
From now on, I will refer to these dimensions with {Nx, Ny, Nz}.
Non-sheared systems
As is ustomary in omputer simulations, to avoid huge surfae eets, I
imposed periodiity at the boundaries.
Both in the two-dimensional and in the three-dimensional ase, at rst I
simulated a single non-sheared isotropi droplets in a nemati environment,
with periodi boundary onditions along all the three diretions: in other
words, if a fration of matter goes out of the superell through a fae, it goes
bak into the superell through the opposite fae.
Tehnially, sine every oordinate of a ubi lattie site (suh as D3Q15)
is an integer multiple of the lattie onstant ∆r (and, in simulation units,
is an integer), to impose periodi boundary onditions means to replae the
oordinate α with its least residue system modulo Nα.
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This ondition does not merely simulate a homogeneous
6
emulsion of the
two oexisting phases: as we will see in Chapter 3 and 5, the droplet hanges
its shape, and its aspet ratio, a very important role will be played by the
elasti onstant L1 of the surrounding nemati (1.16) and by the anhoring
oeient W for the nemati near the interfae (1.22).
The simulations without external shear ow started with the droplet at
the entre of the superell. That means,
φ (r, 0) =
{
φ0iso if |r| < R0
φ0nem if |r| ≥ R0
(2.54)
where φ0iso and φ
0
nem are the initial values of the onentration for, respe-
tively, the isotropi and the nemati phase, and R0 is the initial radius of the
droplet.
The interfae, therefore, is a step funtion at t = 0. Comparing this ini-
tialization to a real situation, we ould think of a nemati whereto isotropi
droplets are injeted all at one. During the simulation, the interfae smoothes
out
7
, and the onentration values for the two oexisting phases onverge to
the atual oexistene values, determined predominantly by the bulk free
energy Fs + Fm ((1.11) and (1.10)).
Having hosen Am = −0.016 and Bm = 0.8, φ0 = 0.5 in (1.10), the only
mixing energy Fm would give φiso ≈ 0.359 and φnem ≈ 0.641 as onentration
values at oexistene (see Fig. 2.4).
I imposed two values almost lose to them, for the starting ongurations:
φiso = 0.295, φnem = 0.745.
At the beginning of the simulation, the nemati diretor is set parallel
to the z axis.
The initial radius of the isotropi drop is R0 = 22 lattie units in the
two-dimensional ase, so the overall nemati volume fration ≈ 0.677; it is
R0 = 14 lattie units in the three-dimensional ase, so the overall nemati
volume fration ≈ 0.651.
The overall nemati volume fration is kept onstant by a subroutine,
alled after every iteration of the hybrid Lattie Boltzmann algorithm, whih
osets properly all values of φ (r, t).
6
Here, homogeneous means that all drops in the emulsion have the same size.
7
It must be remarked that the regularity whih the funtions are required by a Lattie
Boltzmann algorithm yields an interfae muh thiker than the interfae of a real system.
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Figure 2.4: Phase diagram of the nemati-isotropi emulsion desribed
by the bulk free energy Fs+Fm, with η0 = 2.7, A0 = 1.5, φ0 = φ¯ = 0.5
((1.11), (1.10) and (1.12)). The letter I stands for isotropi phase; the
letter N stands for nemati phase; the A on the ordinate axis is the
Am of (1.10). The solid line joins the results of Lattie Boltzmann
simulations, the blak squares refer to a double-tangent alulation
[83℄. (Diagram soured from [34℄.)
Sheared systems
In a shear ow experiment with a surfae rheometer (Couette devie), the
uid is sandwihed between two plates, moving one with respet to another.
Either shear stress is imposed and strain rate is measured, or strain rate is
imposed and shear stress is measured (Fig. 2.5). The onguration of my
simulations resembles an innitely long sliding-plate rheometer, where I an
tune the strain rate  atually, I impose a veloity v, always parallel to the
y axis, on the walls, whih are set parallel to the xy plane. More preisely:
the upper wall (z = Nz − 1) moves forward in the y diretion, the lower wall
(z = 0) moves bakward in the y diretion, and their speed is v.
The starting onguration of the two-dimensional system, for low values
of the strain rate, is the same as for the unsheared system: hene, the situa-
tion an be depited as a irular drop injeted, very fast, in the rheometer,
at the same moment when the plates start moving.
For high values of the strain rate, instead, every time I inreased it,
maintaining all the other parameters xed, I let the simulation begin from
the nal onguration of the previous simulation, as though I sped up the
plates of the Couette devie.
Due to the long times needed for the equilibration, this latter option has
been hosen for all the values of the strain rate of three-dimensional sheared
2.7. Hybrid Lattie Boltzmann algorithm
systems.
Figure 2.5: Shear ow for a simple uid. Stress: F/A, strain: d/h.
In order to simulate an emulsion between parallel walls, I have to turn
o the periodi boundary onditions along the z axis. In their plae, I
impose the full way boune-bak boundaries to the fi's at z = 0 and
z = Nz − 1 (Fig. 2.3) [91, 37℄.
1. zero ux through the wall, i. e.
∑
i fieiz = 0:
f6 + f11 + f12 + f13 + f14 = f5 + f7 + f8 + f9 + f10 (2.55)
2. no slip
8
along x (uid stuk to the surfae), i. e.
∑
i fieix = 0:
f1 + f7 + f10 + f11 + f14 = f3 + f8 + f9 + f12 + f13 (2.56)
3. xed veloity
9 v¯ along y, i. e.
∑
i fieiy = ρv¯:
f2 + f7 + f8 + f11 + f12 − f4 − f9 − f10 − f13 − f14 = ρv¯ (2.57)
For the lower wall, the unknown distributions  the ones orresponding
to vetors oming from inside the wall  are {f5, f7, f8, f9, f10}; for the upper
wall, they are {f6, f11, f12, f13, f14}. In either ase, we need ve equations, and
up till now we have only three. To lose the system, more than one solution
8
The original idea of non-slip onditions is the following: uid moleules that strike
the wall are assumed to leave it with the Maxwellian veloity distribution orresponding
to the temperature and veloity of the wall. Nevertheless, with this assumption, normally
to the boundary we obtain the expeted veloity, but along the boundary we do not. The
dierene between the atual and the expeted veloities is the slip veloity : so, we let the
unknown distribution funtions (the ones orresponding to vetors oming from beyond
the boundary) be equilibrium distribution funtions with suh a ounter-slip veloity to
ompensate this dierene [92, 93℄.
9v¯ = +v at z = Nz − 1, v¯ = −v at z = 0.
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an be adopted: we assume that the boune-bak rule is still valid for the
non-equilibrium part of the distribution funtion normal to the boundary
[91℄:
f5 = f6 (2.58)
and, for symmetry reasons [37℄:
f7 + f9 = f8 + f10 for z = 0 (2.59)
f11 + f13 = f12 + f14 for z = Nz − 1 (2.60)
At the walls, I imposed homeotropi anhoring for the nemati (1.20)
with loal salar order parameter q0 = 0.3972: it is the salar order parameter
for the nemati resulting in unsheared emulsions.
The elasti onstant is αs = 1.0, and the same numerial value is set for
αw in the wetting ondition (1.21).
The anhoring of the nemati at the interfae (1.22) is always perpendi-
ular. Its strength W , anyway, is a variable parameter, as well as the elasti
onstant L1 of the nemati (1.15) and the shear veloity v, when the system
is sheared.
Indeed, I studied the equilibrium onguration of an unsheared two-
dimensional or three-dimensional droplet when varying the anhoring strength
W and the nemati elasti onstant L1; and the deformation of the droplet
under a shear ow when varying the anhoring strength W , the nemati
elasti onstant L1 and the shear veloity v.
2.8 Fixed and variable parameters. Mapping
of simulation units
In Table 2.2 I am giving you a summary of the values of all xed parameters
and the ranges of variable parameters.
In order to ompare the simulation results with experimental data, any-
way, we need to establish the relations between the simulation units and the
measurable quantities.
The hoie depends on the properties of the substane we want to sim-
ulate: in partiular, it must allow for its Leslie-Eriksen oeients, whih
are funtions of experimentally measurable quantities (Se. 2.2).
I hose the same mapping of [34℄:
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Parameter
Symbol
Value(s)
for 2D
Value(s)
for 3D
Superell size Nx×Ny×Nz 1×100×100 38× 38× 38
Density ρ 2.0
Temperature T 0.5
LBGK relaxation time (2.35) τf 2.4 (time step ∆t = 1.0)
Bulk visosity ηV = ρτf/3 1.6
Moleule-strutural onstant ξ 0.7
Rotational diusion onstant
for Q (2.5)
Γ 0.2
Diusion onstant for φ (2.25) M 0.5
Constants in Landau-de
Gennes-Matsuyama bulk free
energy (1.11), (1.12)
A0 1.5
η0 2.7
ηs 0.3
φ¯ 0.5
Constants in
Landau-Brazovskii mixing
energy (1.10)
Am −0.016
Bm 0.8
Nemati elasti onstant (one-
onstant approximation) (1.16)
L1 10
−4
, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1
Interfae energy oeient
(1.19)
K 0.1
Coeients for wall-nemati
anhoring (*) (1.20)
αs 1.0
q0 0.3972
Coeients for wall-nemati
wetting (*) (1.21)
αw 1.0
φ0 0.745
Interfae anhoring oeient
(1.22)
W 0.040, 0.080, 0.133
Initial radius of the droplet R0 22.0 14.0
Shear veloity (*) v 0 ÷ 0.016 0 ÷ 0.005
Table 2.2: Fixed and variable parameters of the hybrid LB sheme for
a nemati-isotropi emulsion at rest or under a shear ow. All values
are in simulation units. The values of starred quantities hold only
for sheared systems. Quantities whih are not kept xed during the
simulations are shown in bold.
2. The equations of motion and the hybrid LBM
• the spaing between lattie sites is 10−7 m;
• the time step ∆t is 10−6 s;
• a redued density = 1 orresponds to 250 kg/m3.
With this mapping, a redued elasti onstant L1 = 0.01 (1.16) orre-
sponds to a real elasti onstant = 20 pN, whih is a typial value for liquid
rystals (Se. 1.5.1).
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Chapter 3
Two-dimensional droplets at rest
As a hek of the validity of my approah to the study of nemati-isotropi
emulsions, I have tried to reprodue the results in [34℄ on the equilibrium
shape of two-dimensional droplets of isotropi phase in a nemati host.
The system is two-dimensional, but beause of the translational symmetry
along x (Se. 2.7.2), the system is, in fat, three-dimensional and the drops
an be seen as the ross setions of ylindrial regions of isotropi phase.
The simulations have been arried out in a periodi box of size 1×100×100
and for dierent ombinations of the bulk elasti onstant L1 and anhoring
oeient W (see Eqs. (1.22) and (1.16). These parameters and the surfae
tension parameter, that is set equal to K = 0.1, are the most important ones
in ontrolling the shapes of the isotropi drops in the nemati host.
All the other quantities listed in Table 2.2 are kept xed.
3.1 Simulation parameters and relevant dimen-
sionless ratios
Among the several fators that may aet the equilibrium shape of the
isotropi droplet, the surfae anhoring strength at the drop surfae (sur-
fae anhoring energy per unit area, f. (1.22))
Fai
Σ
=
∫ Faid3x∫
Sd
dΣ
=
∫
W (∂αφ)Qαβ (∂βφ) d
3x
Σ
, (3.1)
the surfae tension (surfae energy per unit area, f. (1.19))
Fi
Σ
=
∫ Fid3x
Σ
=
∫
K
2
(∂γφ)
2 d3x
Σ
(3.2)
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and the liquid rystal bulk elasti onstant L1 (1.16 are the most relevant
ones. In the above equations (3.1) and (3.2), Σ is the perimeter of the
drop. Rigorously, sine the system is two-dimensional, we should replae
the words per unit area with per unit length, but remember: as said at the
beginning of this hapter, the system is, in fat, three-dimensional, with the
third dimension (x, with our hoie of the axes) equal to 1, so Σ has the same
numerial value as the droplet area.
Typial values of Fai/Σ and Fi/Σ found in literature [106, 107℄ are Fai/Σ =
10−7 ÷ 10−3 J/m2, L1 = 10−11 N and Fi/Σ = 10−2 J/m2. It is important to
stress that, while the experimental values of Fai and L1 are aessible by our
model, the values of the surfae tension that an be reprodued by the LB
simulations are ≈ 10−3 in simulation units. This orresponds to a physial
value ≈ 2 · 10−5 J/m2, whih is very small, if ompared to the typial val-
ues onsidered in the literature, but that an be ahieved experimentally by
addition of a surfatant.
Aording to [34℄, a good dimensionless ratio to lassify the possibile
equilibrium drop shapes is given by FaiR/ΣL1, where R is the drop radius.
1
This ratio measures the strength of the surfae anhoring energy relative to
the bulk diretor deformations [25℄. Sine typial sizes of the drops ahieved
in a nemati emulsions are within the range 1 ÷ 10 µm, the possible values
of FaiR/ΣL1 orresponding to experiments are within the range 10
−2 ÷ 103.
When FaiR/ΣL1 < 1, the anhoring is onsidered to be weak. In this ase
the oupling between the nemati host and the isotropi drops through the
interfae is expeted to be negligible and both the nemati diretor eld and
the interfae would not be severely aeted. In other words, undistorted
drops and nemati eld should be observed.
If, on the other hand, FaiR/ΣL1 ≫ 1, the anhoring is strong and this
would eet both the shape and the loal orientation of the nemati lose to
the interfae; in this regime, defets may be present, as well. In this ase,
another interesting dimensionless ratio to follow is given by Fai/Fi, whih
measures the interfae anhoring strength vs. the surfae tension.
The ratio Fai/Fi, together with L1Σ/FiR, onstitute an alternative set of
dimensionless numbers that an be used to lassify the equilibrium properties
of the isotropi drops, and is adopted in [99℄. The latter ratio measures the
strength of the elasti nemati distorsion, relative to the surfae tension.
In terms of our model (see Chapters 1 and 2) the ratios Fai/Fi and
L1Σ/FiR an be equivalently represented respetively by the dimensionless
parameters L1/K and |W |/K.
1
N. B. Sine Fai is negative, from now on, with the symbol Fai we will onsider im-
pliitly its absolute value.
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The riterion for the hoie of the values of L1, W and K is the same
as in Sulaiman's paper [34℄: namely, physial quantities omparable to the
experimental values found in literature, and a wide enough range of the two
dimensionless parameters to explore as muh as we an the spae of the
equilibrium droplet shapes. Note, however, that the system we simulate is
not idential to the one presented in [34℄ both beause of the smaller superell
size we onsider (Sulaiman et al. let the simulation run in a superell of size
1×200×200) and beause of the dierene in size of the initial drop (in [34℄,
the starting radius is R0 = 60 lattie onstants).
Referring to Table 2.2, the set of relevant parameter values we hoose in
our simulations are
L1 ∈
{
10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1
}
(3.3)
|W | ∈ {0.04, 0.08, 0.133} (3.4)
in simulation units, orresponding to the dimensionless numbers
L1/K ∈
{
10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 1
}
(3.5)
|W/K| ∈ {0.40, 0.80, 1.33} . (3.6)
3.2 Reahing equilibrium
For every ombination of L1 and W (K is xed to 0.1), I let the simulations
run until the total free energy of the system (the sum of all terms enumerated
in Ses. 1.4 and 1.5) reahes a stable value, identied as the equilibrium value.
In most of the ases this ours after 2· 105 ÷ 8· 105 hybrid LB iterations.
From Fig. 3.1, we an notie that the equilibrium value of F is not
equal to its minimum value. This is essentially due to the dierent times
needed by the system in responding to two dierent stimuli imposed by
the initial ondition, namely the time needed to the onentration eld to
reah it equilibrium prole and the time needed by the nemati to orient
itself along the droplet interfae.
In fat, as said at page 45, in the initial onguration the nemati is
oriented parallel to the z axis and the onentration eld φ is a step funtion,
with approximately the nemati value outside a irle of radius R0 = 22
entred on the entre of the superell and approximately the isotropi value
inside it.
Given this initial ondition, sine the surfae energy oeient K is
nonzero, the interfae smoothes out, reahing an equilibrium onguration
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Figure 3.1: Time evolution of the free energy of a drop of isotropi
phase within a nemati matrix. The values of the parameters onsid-
ered are W = −0.04, L1 = 0.01 (solid line) and W = −0.133, L1 = 0.1
(dashed line).
similar to the one shown in Fig. 3.2. In this new state the values of φ inside
and outside the drop onverge to the atual oexistene values (Fig. 2.4) and,
sine the overall nemati volume fration is onstant (page 45), the initial
droplet is ontrated.
One the droplet and its interfae is formed, the nemati must orient
perpendiular to the interfae. The smoothing of the interfae dereases the
free energy, beause the interfae assumes the onguration whih minimizes
the surfae tension, and is faster. The re-orienting of the diretor eld is
slower and inreases the free energy, beause if nˆ ‖ z, Fd = 0 at the beginning,
but the equilibrium onguration usually requires Fd > 0.
3.3 Charaterizing two-dimensional droplets
Fig. 3.2 shows a prole of the onentration φ vs. the z oordinate at y
= 50 (entre of the superell) when the orresponding system has reahed
equilibrium, in two ases. The values of z where the onentration gradient
diers signiantly from 0 dene the interfae between the nemati matrix
and the isotropi droplet.
In this respet, the interfae is not a well-dened boundary. From a
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Figure 3.2: Equilibrium prole of the onentration φ along z taken at
y = 50, for W = −0.04, L1 = 0.01 (solid line), and for W = −0.133,
L1 = 0.1 (dashed line).
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physial point of view, that is orret, beause the interfae is, atually, a
region of spae of nonzero volume; however, in order to dene the shape and
size of the droplet the interfae has to be dened properly. As far as the
shape of the droplet is onerned, we expet the droplet to assume a irular
(spherial, in three dimensions) or a distorted irular shape. From previous
studies one would expet that, at equilibrium, a two-dimensional Newtonian
drop in a Newtonian immisible matrix would be perfetly irular (spher-
ial, in three dimensions) being the shape that, keeping the area (volume)
onstant, minimizes the interfae energy. This is still almost true when both
the anhoring strength-surfae tension ratio and the nemati elasti onstant
are suiently small. On the other hand, by inreasing either W or L1, the
droplet ontrats along z, the initial diretion of nˆ, and, espeially when L1
is big enough, the droplet looks like a rugby ball, sometimes with two bulges
[99, 100℄.
To a rst approximation, its shape an be onsidered elliptial.
2
and it is
then onvenient to assume an elliptial shape as the most general shape the
drop an assume at equilibrium.
3.3.1 Approximation of the droplet shape as an ellipse
In order to alulate the ellipse whih best approximates the boundary of
the droplet, it is rst onvenient to ompute a sort of inertia tensor of it,
thinking of it as a two-dimensional rigid system of partiles, with masses
{mi}, at the positions {(yi, zi)}, measured with respet to an origin O:
I =
( ∑
imiz
2
i −
∑
imiyizi
−∑imiyizi ∑imiy2i ,
)
(3.7)
The mass mi of the i-th LB ell is related to the loal nemati onen-
tration φi as follows:
mi = (1− (φi − φmin) / (φmax − φmin)) (3.8)
where φmin and φmax are, respetively, the minimum and the maximum value
of φ throughout the superell. Note that with this denition mi ≈ 1 for an
LB ell lying in the bulk of the droplet whereas mi ≈ 0 for an LB ell lying
2
Lishhuk et al., whih disussed a very similar situation [99, 100℄, though they adopted
a dierent model, never used the word ellipse. In fat, the analytial expression of the
shape whih they derived (3.10) is not the equation of an ellipse: it desribes a droplet with
sharp edges, depending on the anhoring strength vs. surfae tension ratio. I approximated
the shape as an ellipse for oherene with the desription of the behaviour of the droplets
under a shear ow.
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in the nemati host. Clearly mi assumes an intermediate value for an LB ell
lying at the interfae.
As referene point O for the omputation of the inertia tensor, I hose
the entre of mass of the droplet, alulated with the mi's dened above.
I imposed a ut-o of 0.04 for the mass values, i. e. I set mi = 0 if the
value obtained with Eq. (3.8) is less than 0.04, beause numerial noise in
the nemati phase leads to an overestimate of the size of the superell. As
we an see from the denition of inertia tensor (3.7), a point partile loated
far from the origin weighs muh more than a point partile loated lose to
it. So, utuations in mi within the nemati phase, espeially far from the
entre of mass of the droplet, an yield longer axes of the approximating
ellipse (see below).
By diagonalizing the matrix I, we an nd the prinipal axes of inertia:
if the system is not sheared, they should oinide with the y and z axes; if a
shear stress is applied, as we will see in Se. 4, the droplet will be tilted and
in this way the tilt angle an be omputed, too.
The prinipal moments of inertia are 1/
√
Iy and 1/
√
Iz, where Iy and Iz
are the eigenvalues of I.
From lassial mehanis, we know that the prinipal moments of inertia
of an elliptial plate of mass M , with semiaxes a, b, are: Iy = Mb
2/4,
Iz = Ma
2/4. With these relations, with M being the sum of all mi's in the
superell, I an obtain the semiaxes a, b of the approximating ellipse (a > b),
the aspet ratio a/b (as dened in [100℄) and, through the Ramanujan formula
[101℄, an estimate of the perimeter Σ:
Σ = π
{
(a+ b) +
3 (a− b)2
10 (a+ b) +
√
a2 + 14ab+ b2
}
(3.9)
3.3.2 An alternative way to estimate the perimeter
Another way to estimate the perimeter of the droplet is the following.
We draw 12 straight lines passing through the entre of mass of the
droplet, and (by linear interpolation) nd their intersetion with the bound-
ary. Observing (see Fig. 3.2) that the onentration φ is quite uniform,
both inside the bulk of the droplet (≈ φmin) and in the surrounding nemati
(≈ φmax), we imagine a point moving along eah straight line, starting from
the entre. We selet the two onseutive LB ells between whih, ideally,
lies the arithmeti mean φ = (φmax + φmin) /2, and, by a linear interpolation,
we estimate the oordinates where φ = φ.
One the 24 intersetions (every straight line intersets the boundary of
the droplet twie) are found, the alulation of the perimeter of the onvex
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24-gon whose verties are the 24 intersetions is straightforward.
In this way, we obtain always a value smaller than the estimate by the
Ramanujan formula, of about 3.5%. (The perimeter of a regular 24-gon is
2.85% smaller than the irumsribed irumferene.)
3.4 Results
During the simulations, the system was sampled every 105 hybrid LB itera-
tions, and for every sample I omputed the two semiaxes a, b of the ellipse
whih approximates best the real shape of the droplet, its perimeter Σ (Se.
3.3.1) and the dimensionless ratio FaiR/ΣL1 where R =
√
ab.
I estimated the atual value of eah mesosopi quantity by a simple
arithmeti mean, if the quantity utuates about the average. Sometimes,
anyway, a quantity inreases or dereases monotonially in time, and it would
take too long to onverge to the nal value. In this ase, I performed a power
law regression and took the zero degree term.
3.4.1 Equilibrium shapes of the drops
The equilibrium shapes obtained at the end of the simulations are shown in
Fig. 3.3. The blak areas orrespond to the isotropi phase, beause in the
isotropi phase q ≈ 0. Comparing these shapes with the orresponding ones
in [34℄, we nd a qualitative similarity. , whih holds mostly for high elasti
onstants, i. e. when the dimensionless ratio FaiR/L1Σ . 1, orresponding
to the ondition of weak anhoring.
The ombinations with the two lowest (absolute) values of the anhoring
oeient W and the two lowest values of L1 (Fig. 3.3, panels a, b, e, f)
yield a quite perfet irular shape of the droplet (Table 3.1). Both the ratio
between the interfae anhoring and the surfae energy oeient |W |/K
and the ratio between the elasti onstant and the surfae energy oeient
L1/K (Se. 3.1) are small (K = 0.1), so the system is dominated by the
surfae tension, whih favours a irular shape, as brought forward in Se.
3.3.
When we inrease L1, the shape deviates from the quite perfet irle,
beause the elasti fores beome omparable to the surfae tension and
the system onverges towards the onguration whih onstitutes the best
ompromise between the two eets. If W = −0.04 (Figs. 3.3 and 3.6), the
shape ontrats simply along z (Table 3.1); ifW = −0.08, the anhoring plays
a more important role (in Fig. 3.6, relative to W = −0.04, L1 = 0.01, we see
that the diretor eld is basially undistorted, exept from the immediate
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Figure 3.3: Equilibrium proles of the salar order parameter q of a
drop of isotropi phase in a nemati host. The rst olumn refers
to |W/K| = 0.4, the seond olumn to |W/K| = 0.8 while the last
olumn to |W/K| = 1.33. The four panels of eah olumn refer to four
dierent values of the elasti onstant L1. More preisely we have: (a)
L1 = 10
−4
, W = −0.04; (b) L1 = 10−3, W = −0.04; () L1 = 10−2,
W = −0.04; (d) L1 = 10−1, W = −0.04; (e) L1 = 10−4, W = −0.08;
(f) L1 = 10
−3
,W = −0.08; (g) L1 = 10−2,W = −0.08; (h) L1 = 10−1,
W = −0.08; (i) L1 = 10−4, W = −0.133; (j) L1 = 10−3, W = −0.133;
(k) L1 = 10
−2
, W = −0.133; (l) L1 = 10−1, W = −0.133. See Eqs.
(1.16), (1.22). The plots are taken over a box of size 1 ≤ y ≤ 100×11 ≤
z ≤ 90 entred around the drop.
3. Two-dimensional droplets at rest
W = −0.04 W = −0.08 W = −0.133
L1=0.0001 1.003 (*) 1.003 (*) 1.165
L1=0.001 1.006 (*) 1.017 (*) 1.178
L1=0.01 1.086 1.138 1.217
L1=0.1 1.143 1.325 1.714
Table 3.1: Values of the aspet ratio a/b, where a and b are, respe-
tively, the major and the minor semi-axes, for two-dimensional droplets
in a nemati matrix, at rest. The values marked with (*) orrespond
to shapes where the major axis is parallel to z, whereas, normally, the
major axis is parallel to y. However, onsidering their errors, the values
marked with (*) are quite ompatible with 1: we an onsider these
shapes as irular.
viinity of the interfae) and the droplet assumes a shape whih resembles a
rugby ball, with a bulge at eah side of the major axis. I an argue, sine the
diretor eld is parallel to z at the beginning, it should be perpendiular to
the interfae and its mobility is omparable to the mobility of the interfae
(|W |/K = 0.8), that the droplet tends slightly to extend perpendiularly to
the initial diretion of nˆ in order to favour its alignment.
This eet is more pronouned when |W |/K = 1.33 (Fig. 3.3k). The
ontration of the droplet along z inreases (the aspet ratio a/b dereases)
when L1 assumes the highest value (last row of Table 3.1).
With high anhoring oeient W = −0.133, but low elasti onstant
(L1 = 10
−3
or 10−4), the interfae must not deform too muh (Fig. 3.3,
panels i, j): we will see that this ongurations implies two dislination lines
of topologial harge s = −1/2, orresponding to the bright points anking
the drop.
We an ompare in a more quantitative way the shapes assumed by the
drops that, as said at the beginning of Se. 3.3, we approximate to be
elliptial. In partiular, we an ompare their aspet ratio a/b, listed in Table
3.1, with the ones predited by the theoretial study of Lishhuk and Care
[100℄. In their work, Lishhuk and Care disussed a very similar situation,
although the model onsidered is muh simpler than ours. In partiular, they
onsidered a uniform nemati diretor eld at large distanes from the drop
(negligible elasti energy); the interfae energy is assumed uniform aross the
drop surfae; and the oupling between the diretor eld and the interfae is
modeled by the simple Rapini-Papoular phenomenologial formula [24℄: if,
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at the surfae element dΣ, the angle between nˆ and the surfae normal is
α, we have Fi = −W2
∫
sin2 αdΣ, where the minus sign is put for onsisteny
with (1.22) (homeotropi anhoring favoured by W < 0; note, however, that
W has a dierent dimensionality than in (1.22)).
Their model predits a drop with smooth edges if Fai/Fi ≤ 2, sharp edges
(lens-shaped) otherwise.
From Fig. 3.4, we see that these simulations never yielded a ratio Fai/Fi >
2, so the approximation of the droplet shape as an ellipse is aeptable:
moreover, the axes of the approximating ellipse are very lose to the axes
alulated manually , i. e. interseting the boundary with a horizontal and
vertial line passing through the drop entre (f. Se. 3.3.2) and taking the
distane between the two intersetions.
The aspet ratio predited by Lishhuk and Care is given by the following
funtion:
ALC =
{
1 + Fai
2Fi
if 0 ≤ Fai
Fi
≤ 2
2
√
Fai
2Fi
if
Fai
Fi
> 2
(3.10)
and in Fig. 3.4 we nd a omparison between their predition and my results.
The aspet ratios of the simulated drops are not so far from the expeted
values, exept for L1 = 0.1. This is not surprising, sine Lishhuk and Care
negleted the elasti free energy [100℄: the largest deviations from their model
our for the largest value of the elasti onstant, preisely. Anyway, one of
the other assumptions made by the authors was a large extrapolation length,
3
ompared to the size of the droplet, and this assumption is not valid at all in
my simulations: the maximum extrapolation length was K/|W | = 2.5, while
the order of magnitude of the radiuses of the drops is at least 10.
3.4.2 Anhoring strength vs. elasti fores
The values of the dimensionless ratio FaiR/L1Σ, whih measures the anhor-
ing strength with respet to the elasti fores, are listed in Table 3.2. For
omparison we report in the same table the orresponding ratios alulated
by Sulaiman et al. [34℄ for |W/K| = 0.4 and 〈W/K〉 = 0.8 (they did not
report this quantity for |W/K| = 1.33). As one an see, there is a good
agreement for values of the elasti onstant suiently high (L1 = 0.1 and
L1 = 0.01). On the other hand, for very small values of L1 (L1 = 10
−4
) the
agreement is poor even for small values ofW . It is interesting to remark that
3
Even if in [25℄ the denition is slightly dierent, the extrapolation length is, roughly,
the distane from a wall, or from an interfae, beyond whih, in absene of other bound-
aries, the diretor eld is uniform and not inuened by the presene of the wall.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between the aspet ratio a/b of the simulated
droplets (⊡: L1 = 10
−4
,  : L1 = 10
−3
, ⊙: L1 = 10−2, : L1 = 10−1)
and the aspet ratio predited by Lishhuk and Care's model [100℄
(3.10) (dashed line).
W = −0.04 W = −0.08 W = −0.133
L1=0.0001 5.463 (27.1) 18.42 (68.7) 116.4
L1=0.001 0.3450 (2.27) 1.426 (6.42) 12.25
L1=0.01 0.1548 (0.154) 0.5475 (0.50) 1.074
L1=0.1 6.273 · 10−3 (9 · 10−3 ) 1.794 · 10−2 (2 .6 · 10−2 ) 4.675 · 10−2
Table 3.2: Values of the dimensionless ratio FaiR/L1Σ for two-
dimensional droplets in a nemati matrix, at rest. The values in bold-
fae, inside gray ells, orrespond to a regime where the anhoring
strength is not negligible, and whih indue defets in the nemati
phase. The values in light gray ells orrespond to a regime where the
bulges anking the droplet are present. In brakets, for W = −0.04
and W = −0.08, the values alulated in [34℄ for droplets of radius 60,
in a superell 1× 200 × 200.
3.4. Results
the values of ratio FaiR/L1Σ onsidered in our simulations are well inside the
range of values (10−2−103) that an be ahieved experimentally. In Table 3.2
the values of FaiR/L1Σ≫ 1 have been highlighted in boldfae, these values
should orrespond to the strong anhoring regime.
3.4.3 Proles of nˆ and of q. Defets
Figure 3.5: Diretor eld of the nemati hosting an isotropi droplet,
with interfae anhoring oeient W = −0.133 (1.22) and elasti
onstant L1 = 0.001 (1.16). The irles are drawn around the defets,
whose topologial harge is s = −1/2 (Se. 1.6).
Dierently from isotropi emulsions, the visoelastial properties of ne-
mati emulsions ome essentially from the elasti distorsion of the nemati
phase and in partiular on the presene of defets that interfere both with
the ow eld and with the shape of the droplet. In this respet an inspetion
of the diretor eld prole and a loalization of possible defets is ruial
to understand the shape and rheologial properties of the inverted nemati
emulsion we are studying.
In our model, there is a lear ompetition between the anhoring energy
of the diretor eld at the interfae of the drop, parametrized by W , and the
bulk distorsion energy parametrized by L1. As said before, this ompetition
an be quantied by the dimensionless ratio FaiR/L1Σ.
If FaiR/L1Σ < 1, the system is in the weak anhoring regime where the
bulk distorsion energy dominates over the anhoring one and no distorsion is
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Figure 3.6: Diretor eld of the nemati hosting an isotropi droplet,
with interfae anhoring oeient W = −0.04 (1.22) and elasti on-
stant L1 = 0.01 (1.16).
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Figure 3.7: Diretor eld of the nemati hosting an isotropi droplet,
with interfae anhoring oeient W = −0.04 (1.22) and elasti on-
stant L1 = 0.01 (1.16).
3. Two-dimensional droplets at rest
Figure 3.8: Diretor eld of the nemati hosting an isotropi droplet,
with interfae anhoring oeient W = −0.04 (1.22) and elasti on-
stant L1 = 0.0001 (1.16). The irles are drawn around the defets:
blue when their topologial harge s = +1/2, red when their topologi-
al harge s = −1/2 (Se. 1.6). Note that the total topologial harge
of the marked defets is 0, and irumnavigating the interfae, the di-
retor does not hange, so the total topologial harge of the system is
0, as required by the boundary onditions.
3.4. Results
Figure 3.9: Diretor eld of the nemati hosting an isotropi droplet,
with interfae anhoring oeient W = −0.08 (1.22) and elasti on-
stant L1 = 0.0001 (1.16). The irles are drawn around the defets:
blue when their topologial harge s = +1/2, red when their topologi-
al harge s = −1/2 (Se. 1.6). Note that the total topologial harge
of the marked defets is -1, and irumnavigating the interfae lok-
wise, the diretor winds lokwise, too, so the total topologial harge
of the system is 0, as required by the boundary onditions..
3. Two-dimensional droplets at rest
observed either in the nemati phase or at the interfae. This is for example
the ase for L1 = 0.1, for any values of W onsidered as shown in Table 3.2.
Indeed, in this ase, the diretor eld does not deform around the drop but
it stays oriented tangentially to the drop at the equator.
4
In the opposite
ase of strong anhoring, suh as the ombinations L1 = 10
−3
, W = −0.133
(FaiR/L1Σ = 12.25), or L1 = 10
−4
, W = −0.133 (FaiR/L1Σ = 116.4) the
surfae energy dominates over the bulk elasti energy and the diretor eld
is well anhored perpendiularly at the interfae drop. In this ase the drop
is similar to a olloid in a nemati, i. e. it beomes a ore of a defet whose
topologial harge is +1 (Se. 1.6).
The onservation of the topologial harge (see Se. 1.6.2), sine the total
topologial harge must be 0 (no defets at the beginning of the simulation),
yields the formation of two defets of strength −1/2 that, for these values of
the parameters, are well separated from the drop surfae and positioned at
opposite poles of the drop. The situation orresponds to a Saturn ring defet
in 3D (see Se. 1.7.1). and an be readily seen, for example, in the prole of
the diretor eld nˆ shown in Fig. 3.5, where the point defets are highlighted
by two red irles.
The inrease of the anhoring energy (at L1 xed) should move the defets
further away from the drop.
If, on the other hand, the bulk elasti onstant is very small (L1 = 10
−4
),
the isotropi drop grows and the periodi boundary onditions produe an
eetive interation between drops in ontiguous superells, giving rise to
multiple defets. It is interesting to notie that, when W = −0.04, the de-
fets are arranged in pairs of opposite topologial harges (s = ±1/2), giving
a total harge of zero (Fig. 3.8), and if one irumnavigates the interfae, he
does not detet any rotation of the diretor. Inreasing the interfae anhor-
ing oeient (W = −0.08, Fig. 3.9), instead, the sum of the topologial
harges of the defets gives −1, and irumnavigating the interfae the di-
retor rotates in a prograde motion (s = +1): the topologial harge of the
whole system is still 0.
The other ombinations of W and L1 orrespond to intermediate ases,
in whih the anhoring surfae strength is not suiently big with respet
to the bulk elasti energy to fore the diretor to be ompletely aligned per-
pendiularly to the interfae (see Fig. 3.6 for the ase FaiR/L1Σ = 0.1548).
In this situation the defet harge of the drop, if omputed at the interfae,
4
The ase L1 = 0.1, is almost speial. Apparently, the interfae lls the whole region
of the bubble. Atually, the values of the nemati volume fration φ inside and outside
the line of maximum gradient of q are not dissimilar from the ones usually found in these
simulations: nevertheless, it seems that suh strong elasti fores yield an ordering even
in the isotropi phase, like a shear ow [102℄.
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is zero, and the situation an be desribed in terms of the presene of two
s = −1/2 imaginary defets inside the drop [108℄.
If we slightly inrease FaiR/L1Σ up to the value 1.074, the two imagi-
nary defets reah the drop surfae at the equator and the resulting strong
elasti deformation gives rise to the rugby like shape (bulges at the poles)
previously disussed (see Fig. 3.7).
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Chapter 4
Two-dimensional droplets under
shear stress
After having looked at the equilibrium shape onformations of two-dimensional
isotropi drops inside a nemati matrix, we now turn our attention on the
eets that an imposed external ow may have on the system. We will fous
on four typial ombinations of the interfae anhoring oeient W (1.22)
and bulk elasti onstant L1 (1.16) that were showing dierent behaviour at
equilibrium (Chapter 3):
• W = −0.04, L1 = 0.01 (Se. 4.2, page 74): in this ase FaiR/L1Σ < 1
and |W |/K = 0.4. The equilibrium onguration does not display
defets, either imaginary (i. e. inside the drop) or real (i. e. two
defets of harge s = −1/2) (Figs. 3.3, 3.6). In this ase we an
antiipate that the drop under shear behaves qualitatively as a typial
drop in a visoelasti uid, for suiently small values of the shear
rate, while it presents some peuliarities for high shear rate, like the
non-monotoni behaviour (as a funtion of the apillary number) of the
tilt angle;
• W = −0.133, L1 = 0.001 (Se. 4.3, page 82): in this ase FaiR/L1Σ≫
1 and |W |/K = 1.33. The equilibrium onguration presents two real
(i. e. out of the isotropi region) defets of harge s = −1/2 (Figs.
3.3j, 3.5). We will see that the presene of these defets will bring
some instabilities in the system (for some values of the shear rate) due
to their motion;
• W = −0.133, L1 = 0.01 (Se. 4.4, page 82): here FaiR/L1Σ ≈ 1
and |W |/K = 1.33 and the equilibrium drop shows defets that are
loated at the interfae, giving rise to a rugby ball-like shape with two
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bulges (Figs. 3.3k, 3.7). As in the previous ase, some instabilities
are observed for some values of the shear rate; these are due to the
imaginary defets that, under shear, move out of the drop beoming
real defets;
• W = −0.08, L1 = 0.001 (Se. 4.5, page 92): here FaiR/L1Σ ≈ 1 and
|W |/K = 0.8 and the equilibrium drop, apparently, does not show any
defet (Fig. 3.3f). Atually, we will see that two imaginary defets are
present, although well inside the drop: as for the previous ase, under
shear, these defets move out of the drop yielding ongurations with
real defets.
4.1 Parameters of the system and measured
quantities
To simulate the inverted nemati emulsion under shear, we sandwihed the
system between two parallel walls, loated at z = 1 and z = 100, to whih the
nemati is anhored homeotropially; on the other hand, along the x and y
diretions, periodi boundary onditions are imposed. As far as the veloity
eld is onerned, no-slip boune-bak onditions are set at the walls.
The shear ow is imposed by moving the walls in the opposite diretions
along the y axis (page 46). More preisely, the upper wall moves along y
with veloity v > 0 while the lower wall moves along the same axis in the
opposite diretion (veloity −v) The shear rate is then γ˙ = 2v/Nz = v/50,
in simulation units.
For low values of the shear rate, the initial onguration was the same
as for the unsheared systems: a irular drop, of radius 22, of isotropi LC
(initial φiso = 0.295), surrounded by nemati (initial φnem = 0.745), loated
at the entre of the superell, with a step funtion interfae. We an piture
this situation as an isotropi drop injeted into the rheometer simultaneously
with the shear ow starting.
For high values of the shear rate, instead, searhing for its maximum
allowed value (Se. 4.2.2), I inreased progressively the shear rate, starting
eah simulation from the nal onguration of the previous one.
Knowing the imposed shear rate, the radius of the droplet at rest
1
, the
surfae tension σ = Fi/Σ (3.2) and the bulk visosity ηV (page 39), one an
1R is taken as the geometri mean of the two semiaxes of the approximating ellipse:
R =
√
ab (Se. 3.4)
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dene the dimensionless apillary number:
Ca =
Rγ˙ηVΣ
Fi
. (4.1)
This number, that is often used in experiments of droplets under shear,
relates the uid visosity to the interfaial fores. The range of the apillary
numbers throughout these simulations is ≈ 0.1÷ 12.
It is also interesting to notie that the maximum value of the Reynolds
number
Re =
ργ˙R2
ηV
(4.2)
ahieved in our simulations is ≈ 0.17; in this respet our simulations operate
in the Stokes regime (Re ≪ 1) i. e. when the advetive inertial fores are
small ompared with the visous ones.
Being our system based on liquid rystals, besides the apillary number
Ca, we should onsider the two dimensionless numbers monitored in the
equilibrium ase: the ratio FaiR/L1Σ (anhoring strength vs. bulk elasti
fores) and the ratio |W |/K (anhoring strength vs. surfae tension), whih
have been introdued in Se. 3.1.
If a similar investigation was arried out either for Newtonian [5℄ or vis-
oelasti [18℄ emulsions, one would expet that under shear the drop would
deform and orient itself along the shear ow. Moreover, if the shear rate is
large enough, the drop an deform widely and evetually breaks into smaller
drops. Traditionally, as measure of the deformation, one takes the Taylor
deformation parameter [2℄:
D ≡ a− b
a+ b
(4.3)
(a is the major semiaxis) and the tilt angle, α formed by the major axis
with the shear diretion.
In the Taylor model of drop deformation under shear, for a small defor-
mation, D follows the law:
D =
19λ+ 16
16λ+ 16
Ca = (λ = 1) =
35
32
Ca (4.4)
where λ is the visosity ratio (visosity of the matrix uid / visosity of the
droplet uid), whih in our ase is 1: within the Lattie Boltzmann sheme,
ηV = ρτf/3 (Se. ), and there is no dierene between an isotropi and a
nemati phase, in this respet.
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4.2 Small anhoring regime
4.2.1 Deformation and tilt for low shear rate
In this setion, we will analyze the results of the simulations for W = −0.04
and L1 = 0.01, orresponding to a ratio FaiR/L1Σ < 1 and |W |/K = 0.4.
We onsider rst the ase of relatively small shear rates, orresponding
approximately to the range of shear rates [0, 10−4]. This is the simplest of
all ases whih we are going to onsider: its phenomenology should be the
losest to the one observed for Newtonian and/or visoelasti emulsions.
Fig. 4.2 shows the eets of a shear rate γ˙ = 4 · 10−5 (Ca = 1.098, panel
(b)) and γ˙ = 10−4 (Ca = 3.358, panel ()) on the shape of the isotropi drop
inside the nemati matrix.
As one would expet, the droplet is strethed and tilted along the shear
diretion. The Taylor deformation parameter D and the tilt angle α vs. the
apillary number Ca are shown in Fig. 4.3: they orrespond respetively to
the squares and to the diamonds symbols on the graph, from the rst point
on the left to the eighth point along the dashed line.
2
Figure 4.1: Taylor deformation parameter vs. apillary number for
a Newtonian drop of initial radius equal to 10 lattie onstants, in a
Newtonian matrix, simulated by a Lattie Boltzmann algorithm. The
diamonds represent the results of the alulations, the solid line is the
theoretial Taylor result (for small deformations) for visosity ratio
= 1. Plot soured from [112℄.
As expeted, D inreases with v (i. e. the droplet is more strethed)
while α dereases with v (i. e. the droplet tends to be parallel to v). The
2
The non monotoni, or inversion behaviour, that ours at the last points of the
graphs (i. e. for higher shear veloities) will be disussed at the beginning of Se. 4.2.2.
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deformation D is muh smaller than it would be expeted, both for a New-
tonian emulsion, for any visosity ratio (4.4, Fig. 4.1), and for a visoelasti
emulsion [20, 15℄.
The diagram in Fig. 4.4 shows the variation of the dimensionless ratio
FaiR/ΣL1, whih relates the interfae anhoring energy to the deformations
of the bulk diretor. It is not surprising that this ratio falls when the shear
rate γ˙ inreases, beause the shear stress ompetes with the anhoring in
foring the nemati to follow dierent diretions (respetively the one of
the ow and the one perpendiular to the drop surfae). The ratio an
beome even negative at high values of γ˙, beause the shear stress is so strong
that overomes the anhoring fore and, therefore, the diretor does not
orient perpendiular to the interfae anywhere (see Fig. 4.5 orresponding
to γ˙ = 10−4).
4.2.2 Breakdown and preession at high shear rate
Looking at the urves in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, we observe that, when the shear
rate is suiently high, the apillary number dereases with γ˙ (see aptions).
This is essentially due to the derease of the drop radius R =
√
ab (4.1) (Fig.
4.2d).
When the shear rate inreases, the droplet beomes smaller and smaller
until there is a value of γ˙ above whih the system does not reah a stationary
state anymore and the phase oexistene of the isotropi droplet with the
surrounding nemati disappears. In fat, during a simulation with a too high
shear rate, the droplet keeps shrinking until eventually disappears, replaed
entirely by the nemati phase.
This feature onerns all the ombinations of interfae anhoring oef-
ient and bulk elasti onstants, with the only exeption of W = −0.04,
L1 = 0.001, where the droplet, at very high shear, deforms into a stripe
whih rosses the superell. Sometimes, the disappearane of the isotropi
phase is preeded by a break-up of the droplet, a phenomenon whih was
widely investigated both for Newtonian [4, 5, 14℄ and for visoelasti uids
[17℄.
In this respet, it is interesting to look at the time evolution of the free
energy (see Fig. 4.6). Typially, when the droplet is about to vanish, the
slope of the free energy vs. time urve is positive and inreases, instead
than approahing 0: simultaneously with the disappearane of the isotropi
phase, there is a sudden fall of the total free energy F (Fig. 4.6), due to the
vanishing both of the interfae anhoring energy and of the interfae energy
(surfae tension).
Moreover, as we an see for all the examined ases (Figs. 4.3, 4.10, 4.17,
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4. Two-dimensional droplets under shear stress
Figure 4.2: Proles of the salar order parameter q of an isotropi
droplet in a nemati host, with interfae anhoring vs. surfae energy
oeients ratio |W |/K = 0.4 and bulk elasti onstant L1 = 0.01
(Eqs. (1.22), (1.19), (1.16)) (a) at equilibrium; (b) under a shear rate
γ˙ = 4·10−5 (Ca = 1.098); () under a shear rate γ˙ = 10−4 (Ca = 3.358;
(d) under a shear rate 1.8 · 10−4 (Ca = 5.059). The plots are taken
over a box of size 1 ≤ y ≤ 100× 11 ≤ z ≤ 90.
4.2. Small anhoring regime
Figure 4.3: Taylor deformation parameter D (squares, left-hand ver-
tial sale) and tilt angle α (diamonds, right-hand vertial sale), as
a funtion of the apillary number of an isotropi droplet under shear
ow, in a nemati host with interfae anhoring vs. surfae energy o-
eients ratio |W |/K = 0.4 and bulk elasti onstant L1 = 0.01 (Eqs.
(1.22), (1.19), (1.16)). Along the dashed lines, starting from the points
lying on the left-hand vertial axis (Ca = 0 ⇔ γ˙ = 0, the points are
ordered by inreasing shear rate.
4. Two-dimensional droplets under shear stress
Figure 4.4: Dimensionless ratio FaiR/ΣL1, as a funtion of the apil-
lary number of the owing system, of an isotropi droplet under shear
ow, in a nemati host with interfae anhoring vs. surfae energy o-
eients ratio |W |/K = 0.4 and bulk elasti onstant L1 = 0.01 (Eqs.
(1.22), (1.19), (1.16)). Along the dashed lines, starting from the points
lying on the left-hand vertial axis (Ca = 0 ⇔ γ˙ = 0, the points are
ordered by inreasing shear rate.
4.2. Small anhoring regime
Figure 4.5: Proles of the diretor eld of the nemati hosting an
isotropi droplet in a nemati host, with interfae anhoring vs. surfae
energy oeients ratio |W |/K = 0.4 and bulk elasti onstant L1 =
0.01 (Eqs. (1.22), (1.19), (1.16)) (a) at equilibrium; (b) under a shear
rate γ˙ = 4 · 10−5 (Ca = 1.098); () under a shear rate γ˙ = 10−4
(Ca = 3.358; (d) under a shear rate 1.8 · 10−4 (Ca = 5.059). The plots
are taken over a box of size 1 ≤ y ≤ 100× 11 ≤ z ≤ 90.
4. Two-dimensional droplets under shear stress
Figure 4.6: Time evolution of the free energy of a nemati-isotropi
emulsion inside a (1×100×100) simulation box, with interfae anhor-
ing vs. surfae energy oeients ratio |W |/K = 0.4, bulk elasti on-
stant L1 = 0.01 (Eqs. (1.22), (1.19), (1.16)), and shear rate γ˙ = 2·10−4
(higher than the breakdown value). The peak at t = 3.07 ·105 (simula-
tion units) and the subsequent derease in the free energy, is the sign
of the breakdown.
4.2. Small anhoring regime
W = −0.04 W = −0.08 W = −0.133
L1 = 0.001  2.60÷ 2.70 · 10−4 3.10÷ 3.12 · 10−4
L1 = 0.01 1.80÷ 1.84 · 10−4 1.88÷ 1.90 · 10−4 2.4÷ 2.6 · 10−4
L1 = 0.1 1.40÷ 1.44 · 10−4 1.52÷ 1.56 · 10−4 1.8÷ 1.9 · 10−4
Table 4.1: Breakdown shear rates (in simulation units) for two-
dimensional droplets under shear: i. e. the smallest shear rates at
whih the droplets disappear.
4.20), the ongurations where the shear rate is just below the maximum
allowed value γ˙max show an inrease, rather than a derease, of the tilt angle.
We all this non-monotoni behaviour of α as (drop preession).
Comparing the thikness of the region of q > 0 for the high-shear rate
onguration (Fig. 4.2d) with the one at rest, or at low shear rate (Fig.
4.2a, b, ), one an observe that this region is thiker in the former ase.
Shear-indued isotropi-nemati transition benets of an abundant litera-
ture, both theoretial and experimental [109, 110, 111℄. The shear stress
indues an order in an isotropi LC, i. e. an inrease in the salar order
parameter q, whih normally would be 0. If q beomes omparable to the
nemati value, the isotropi merges with the surrounding nemati beoming,
in fat, nemati. If the shear rate is below the maximum allowed value γ˙max,
this phenomenon involves only the external region of the drop, making it
beome smaller; if we are above γ˙max, it involves the whole drop, leading to
its disappearane.
In Table 4.1 we report the values of γ˙max for eah ombination of W and
L1 onsidered. We have got only an upper and a lower bound of γ˙max, beause
I estimated it by trying dierent values and seeing if the system maintains
the nemati-isotropi oexistene or not. The proedure is similar to the one
usually adopted to nd a root of an equation via the bisetion algorithm.
Note also that γ˙max is smaller when either the nemati anhoring at the
interfae is weaker or the elasti onstant is bigger. The dependene on L1
ould be explained by observing that, at γ˙ = 0 already, the salar order
parameter at the entre of the droplet deviates from 0 to a larger extent
when L1 is higher.
On a onsequene, when L1 is high, the droplet should not need a strong
shear stress in order to merge with the nemati phase.
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4.3 |W |/K = 1.33, L1 = 10−3: osillating, non-
periodi states
For these values of the parameters W and L1, we have FaiR/L1Σ ≫ 1 and
|W |/K = 1.33: at equilibrium, the system is in the strong anhoring regime
and the anhoring strength dominates over both the elasti bulk deformation
energy and the surfae tension.
The two defets of harge s = −1/2 that are present at equilibrium (Fig.
3.5) move aross the ell under the eet of the shear stress.
The motion of the defets, the high rotation mobility of the nemati (due
to its relatively low elasti onstant L1) and the interations with the drops
in the neighbouring ells (Se. 2.7.2) lead to ompliated ongurations with
multiple distortions, even when the shear rate is low (Fig. 4.7b, γ˙ = 10−5).
These distortions an give rise to further defets that form, move, and
die. This auses the osillations in the free energy, plotted in Fig. 4.9.
On the ontrary, when the shear rate is inreased (Fig. 4.7, γ˙ = 5 ·10−5),
the onguration beomes stable: apparently, the shear stress manages to
regularize the diretor eld (Fig. 4.8) along its diretion.
When the shear rate rises further (Fig. 4.7d, γ˙ = 7.5 · 10−5), the defets
appear again quite learly out of the drop, and we do not nd any other stable
stationary state before, after reahing the ritial γ˙max, the droplet disappears
due to the melting of the isotropi into the nemati (Se. 4.2.2).
If we look, moreover, at the time evolution of the free energy, we an
see that no one of the osillating states (the bigger points in Fig. 4.10) is
periodi. For some time intervals we an observe quasi-periodiity (Fig. 4.9,
dotted line), but never perfet periodiity. This is due, reasonably, to the
ompliated geometries of the distorted ongurations.
The Taylor deformation parameter and the tilt angle are, for this ase,
reported in Fig. 4.10
4.4 |W |/K = 1.33, L1 = 10−2: pulsating states
If we maintain the interfae anhoring oeientW (1.22) equal to 0.133, but
inrease the bulk elasti onstant L1 (1.16) to 0.01, we know from Chapter 3
that the equilibrium shape of the drop is very deformed, resembling a two-
dimensional rugby ball with two bulges at its poles (Fig. 4.11a). At page
68, we have argued that this shape is due to the presene of two imaginary
defets" i. e. two defets inside the isotropi drop.
The behaviour of this system under shear ow reinfores, to a given ex-
tent, this argument.
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4.4. |W |/K = 1.33, L1 = 10−2: pulsating states
Figure 4.7: Proles of the salar order parameter q of an isotropi
droplet in a nemati host, with interfae anhoring vs. surfae energy
oeients ratio |W |/K = 1.33 and bulk elasti onstant L1 = 0.001
(Eqs. (1.22), (1.19), (1.16)) (a) at equilibrium; (b) under a shear rate
γ˙ = 2·10−5 (Ca = 0.367); () under a shear rate γ˙ = 10−4 (Ca = 2.010;
(d) under a shear rate γ˙ = 1.5 ·10−4 (Ca = 3.135). The plots are taken
over a box of size 1 ≤ y ≤ 100 × 11 ≤ z ≤ 90. The plots at panels (a)
and () refer to stable ongurations; the plots at panels (b) and (d)
are snapshots.
4. Two-dimensional droplets under shear stress
Figure 4.8: Proles of the diretor eld of the nemati hosting an
isotropi droplet in a nemati host, with interfae anhoring vs. surfae
energy oeients ratio |W |/K = 1.33 and bulk elasti onstant L1 =
0.001 (Eqs. (1.22), (1.19), (1.16)) (a) at equilibrium; (b) under a shear
rate γ˙ = 2 · 10−5 (Ca = 0.367); () under a shear rate γ˙ = 10−4
(Ca = 2.010; (d) under a shear rate γ˙ = 1.5 · 10−4 (Ca = 3.135). The
plots are taken over a box of size 1 ≤ y ≤ 100 × 11 ≤ z ≤ 90. The
plots at panels (a) and () refer to stable ongurations; the plots at
panels (b) and (d) are snapshots.
4.4. |W |/K = 1.33, L1 = 10−2: pulsating states
Figure 4.9: Time evolution of the free energy of a nemati-isotropi
emulsion inside a (1 × 100 × 100) simulation box, with interfae an-
horing vs. surfae energy oeients ratio |W |/K = 1.33, bulk elas-
ti onstant L1 = 0.001 (Eqs. (1.22), (1.19), (1.16)), and shear rate
γ˙ = 2 · 10−5 (Ca = 0.367, solid line), γ˙ = 10−4 (Ca = 2.010, dashed
line), γ˙ = 1.8 · 10−4 (Ca = 3.135, dotted line). All the three lines over
a time interval of 4 ·105 hybrid LB iterations, but the zero of the t axis
is not t = 0: it is t = 3 · 105 for the solid line and t = 8 · 105 for the
dashed and dotted lines. The energy sale is arbitrary, too: I had to
oset the atual values beause, otherwise, the osillations in F would
not be evident.
4. Two-dimensional droplets under shear stress
Figure 4.10: Taylor deformation parameter D (squares, left-hand ver-
tial sale) and tilt angle α (diamonds, right-hand vertial sale), as a
funtion of the apillary number of the owing system, of an isotropi
droplet under shear ow, in a nemati host with interfae anhoring
vs. surfae energy oeients ratio |W |/K = 1.33 and bulk elasti
onstant L1 = 0.001 (Eqs. (1.22), (1.19), (1.16)). Along the dashed
lines, starting from the points lying on the left-hand vertial axis
(Ca = 0 ⇔ γ˙ = 0, the points are ordered by inreasing shear rate.
Bigger, darker points and solid lines indiate the osillating states (see
text).
4.4. |W |/K = 1.33, L1 = 10−2: pulsating states
Figure 4.11: Proles of the salar order parameter q of an isotropi
droplet in a nemati host, with interfae anhoring vs. surfae energy
oeients ratio |W |/K = 1.33 and bulk elasti onstant L1 = 0.01
(Eqs. (1.22), (1.19), (1.16)) (a) at equilibrium; (b) under a shear rate
γ˙ = 10−5 (Ca = 0.042); () under a shear rate γ˙ = 2·10−5 (Ca = 0.396;
(d) under a shear rate γ˙ = 2.5·10−5 (Ca = 0.095: the apillary number
is lower than for γ˙ = 10−5 beause of an inrease in the surfae tension).
The plots are taken over a box of size 1 ≤ y ≤ 100× 11 ≤ z ≤ 90. The
plots at panels (a), (b) and () refer to stable ongurations; the plot
at panel (d) is a snapshot.
4. Two-dimensional droplets under shear stress
Figure 4.12: Proles of the diretor eld of the nemati hosting an
isotropi droplet in a nemati host, with interfae anhoring vs. surfae
energy oeients ratio |W |/K = 1.33 and bulk elasti onstant L1 =
0.01 (Eqs. (1.22), (1.19), (1.16)) (a) at equilibrium; (b) under a shear
rate γ˙ = 10−5 (Ca = 0.042); () under a shear rate γ˙ = 2 · 10−5
(Ca = 0.396; (d) under a shear rate γ˙ = 2.5 · 10−5 (Ca = 0.095: the
apillary number is lower than for γ˙ = 10−5 beause of an inrease in
the surfae tension). The plots are taken over a box of size 1 ≤ y ≤
100× 11 ≤ z ≤ 90. The plots at panels (a), (b) and () refer to stable
ongurations; the plot at panel (d) is a snapshot.
4.4. |W |/K = 1.33, L1 = 10−2: pulsating states
In Figs. 4.11b and  we an see the eet of a low shear rate (respetively,
γ˙ = 10−5 and 2 · 10−5) on the droplet shape: the shear indues a (lokwise)
rotation of the bulges. In partiular, the higher the shear rate, the wider the
rotation angle.
These two values of the shear rate are too low to let the bulges (i.e. the
imaginary defets) omplete half a revolution (remember the symmetry of
the system); but if we inrease further the shear rate up to γ˙ = 2.5 · 10−5
(Fig. 4.11d), not only the bulges omplete the half round, but the imaginary
defets are slung away from the droplet, beoming real defets. It is worth
notiing that, after the leap of the bulges, the droplet reovers an ellipsoidal
shape sine the exess of the elasti energy that previously was stored at the
interfae is now loalized around the defets that lie in the bulk.
One the defets are away from the drop, the veloity eld move them
far apart until they reah the image drop in the neighbouring superell (Se.
2.7.2). Eventually, they merge again in proximity of the interfae, and the
overall proess just desribed repeats.
Note that, unlike the ase desribed in Se. 4.3, here the geometry of the
system is muh simpler (only two defets our in the system) and the proess
has a (quite) perfet periodiity for any value of the shear rate ≥ 2.5 · 10−5,
provided it is not too high. In the latter ase the strong ow eld shifts the
nemati-isotropi transition point and the droplet tends to disappear (Se.
4.2.2).
Figs. 4.13 and 4.14 show a time sequene of the prole of q in the superell
overing a whole period of the proess at shear rate γ˙ = 6·10−5 (Ca = 0.224):
• from panel (i) to panel (xiii) we see the bulges rotating;
• in panels (xiv) and (xv) we see the bulges leap from the interfae and
moving away as a pair of point defets of harge s = −1/2;
• in panels (xvi) to (xviii) we see them re-enter the superell from the
opposite side of their exit, beause of periodi boundary onditions,
and reah the droplet again;
• in panel (xix), the bulges have just merged with the interfae;
• in panels (xx) to (xxiv), they are rotating again.
Following this piture, we an say that the droplet is undergoing a sort
of osillatory behaviour, or pulsating state.
Often, when there is a pulsating state the time evolution of the maro-
sopi quantities suh as the deformation parameter and the tilt angle follows
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4. Two-dimensional droplets under shear stress
Figure 4.13: Proles of the salar order parameter q of an isotropi
droplet in a nemati host, with interfae anhoring oeient W =
−0.133 (1.22) and bulk elasti onstant L1 = 0.01 (1.16), at time
intervals of 20000 HLB iterations, from (i) t = 106 to (xviii) t = 1.16 ·
106. The plots are taken over a box of size 1 ≤ y ≤ 100× 11 ≤ z ≤ 90.
4.4. |W |/K = 1.33, L1 = 10−2: pulsating states
Figure 4.14: Proles of the salar order parameter q of an isotropi
droplet in a nemati host, with interfae anhoring oeient W =
−0.133 (1.22) and bulk elasti onstant L1 = 0.01 (1.16), at time
intervals of 20000 HLB iterations, from (i) t = 1.18 · 106 to (xviii)
t = 1.34·106 . The plots are taken over a box of size 1 ≤ y ≤ 100×11 ≤
z ≤ 90.
4. Two-dimensional droplets under shear stress
the periodiity of the free energy (Fig. 4.15). Note also that the period of the
pulse is a dereasing funtion of the shear rate (Fig. 4.16), beause a higher
shear stress indues a faster rotation of the bulges and a faster translation of
the slung defets.
Figure 4.15: Time evolution of the free energy (solid line), Taylor defor-
mation parameter (dashed line), tilt angle (dotted line) of an isotropi
droplet inside a nemati, when W = −0.133, L1 = 0.01, γ˙ = 6 · 105.
The units are arbitrary: this diagram has been drawn only to show the
periodiity of the mesosopi quantities following the periodiity of the
free energy.
In Fig. 4.17 we report the Taylor deformation and the tilt angle for the
values of the parameters W and L1 disussed in this setion.
4.5 |W |/K = 0.8, L1 = 10−3: imaginary defets
revealed
As we saw in Se. 3.4.3, the ombination |W |/K = 0.8, L1 = 10−3 yields
a ratio FaiR/ΣL1 = 1.426 whih is not so big to produe defets in the
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4.5. |W |/K = 0.8, L1 = 10−3: imaginary defets revealed
Figure 4.16: Periods of the pulsating states of an isotropi droplet
inside a nemati, with W = −0.133, L1 = 0.01, as a funtion of the
shear rate.
4. Two-dimensional droplets under shear stress
Figure 4.17: Taylor deformation parameter D (squares, left-hand ver-
tial sale) and tilt angle α (diamonds, right-hand vertial sale), in
funtion of the apillary number of the owing system, of an isotropi
droplet under shear ow, in a nemati host with interfae anhoring
vs. surfae energy oeients ratio |W |/K = 1.33 and bulk elasti
onstant L1 = 0.01 (Eqs. (1.22), (1.19), (1.16)). Along the dashed
lines, starting from the points lying on the left-hand vertial axis
(Ca = 0 ⇔ γ˙ = 0, the points are ordered by inreasing shear rate.
Bigger, darker points and solid lines indiate the pulsating states. N.
B. sine in a pulsating state the droplet undergoes a sort of vibration,
the marosopi quantities an have huge errors. See text for details.
4.6. Observations on the anhoring energy
equilibrium onguration (Fig. 4.18a). This is onrmed by the prole of
the diretor eld (Fig. 4.19a).
Nevertheless, when we impose a weak shear ow (γ˙ = 4 ·10−5), something
quite surprising ours in the system. The droplet is tilted, the interfae
region has thikened (Se. 4.2.2), but now, there are also two bulges, whih
in Fig. 4.18b are highlighted with two white irles.
As one an expet, after the disussion in Se. 4.4, when the shear rate is
large enough (γ˙ = 6 · 10−5), the bulges are able to jump out of the interfae
region (Fig. 4.18) as real defets yielding an osillating behaviour.
A good periodiity is observed, approximately, in the interval of shear
rates [6 · 10−5, 1.6 · 10−4]: in this ase, however, the period of the pulse is
not always dereasing with γ˙ (Fig. 4.21). Moreover, for high γ˙, the system
reahes a stable stationary state (Fig. 4.18d).
Also in this ase the Taylor deformation parameter D and the tilt angle
α is reported in Fig. 4.20.
4.6 Observations on the anhoring energy
In Se. 4.2.1, we notied, for |W |/K = 0.4 and L1 = 0.01, that the di-
mensionless ratio FaiR/L1Σ, whih throughout the whole disussion about
the emulsions at rest (Chapter 3) has been used to disriminate the weak
anhoring regime (vs. the elasti fores in the nemati), whih does not yield
defets, from the strong anhoring regime, whih does, dereased with the
shear rate.
Basially, with few exeptions, the same feature is observed for the sys-
tems whose behaviour is not so simple as the one mentioned above. This is
not surprising, beause the shear stress ompetes with the anhoring. After
all is not a oinidene that FaiR/L1Σ beomes negative either when the
anhoring is already small or when the elasti onstant is small, allowing the
nemati to rotate more easily.
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4. Two-dimensional droplets under shear stress
Figure 4.18: Proles of the salar order parameter q of an isotropi
droplet in a nemati host, with interfae anhoring vs. surfae energy
oeients ratio |W |/K = 0.8 and bulk elasti onstant L1 = 0.001
(Eqs. (1.22), (1.19), (1.16)) (a) at equilibrium; (b) under a shear rate
γ˙ = 4 · 10−5 (Ca = 0.924); () under a shear rate γ˙ = 6 · 10−5 (Ca =
1.551; (d) under a shear rate γ˙ = 2 · 10−4 (Ca = 5.065). The plots
are taken over a box of size 1 ≤ y ≤ 100 × 11 ≤ z ≤ 90. The plots at
panels (a), (b) and (d) refer to stable ongurations; the plot at panel
() is a snapshot. The white irles in panel (b) highlight two bulges
whih are invisible at rest.
4.6. Observations on the anhoring energy
Figure 4.19: Proles of the diretor eld nˆ of an isotropi droplet in a
nemati host, with interfae anhoring vs. surfae energy oeients
ratio |W |/K = 0.8 and bulk elasti onstant L1 = 0.001 (Eqs. (1.22),
(1.19), (1.16)) (a) at equilibrium; (b) under a shear rate γ˙ = 4 · 10−5
(Ca = 0.924); () under a shear rate γ˙ = 6 · 10−5 (Ca = 1.551; (d)
under a shear rate γ˙ = 2 · 10−4 (Ca = 5.065). The plots are taken
over a box of size 1 ≤ y ≤ 100 × 11 ≤ z ≤ 90. The plots at panels
(a), (b) and (d) refer to stable ongurations; the plot at panel () is
a snapshot. The white irles in panel (b) highlight two bulges whih
are invisible at rest.
4. Two-dimensional droplets under shear stress
Figure 4.20: Taylor deformation parameter D (squares, left-hand ver-
tial sale) and tilt angle α (diamonds, right-hand vertial sale), in
funtion of the apillary number of the owing system, of an isotropi
droplet under shear ow, in a nemati host with interfae anhoring vs.
surfae energy oeients ratio |W |/K = 0.8 and bulk elasti onstant
L1 = 0.01 (Eqs. (1.22), (1.19), (1.16)). Along the dashed lines, starting
from the points lying on the left-hand vertial axis (Ca = 0 ⇔ γ˙ = 0,
the points are ordered by inreasing shear rate. Bigger, darker points
and solid lines indiate the pulsating states. N. B. sine in a pulsat-
ing state the droplet undergoes a sort of vibration, the marosopi
quantities an have huge errors. See text for details.
4.6. Observations on the anhoring energy
Figure 4.21: Periods of the pulsating states of an isotropi droplet
inside a nemati, with W = −0.08, L1 = 0.001, as a funtion of the
shear rate.
Chapter 5
Three-dimensional droplets at
rest
In this and in the following hapter, we extend the analysis of the drop shape
at equilibrium and under shear to a fully three-dimensional system.
Beause of the higher omputational ost, the Lattie Boltzmann super-
ell had to be downsized to 38× 38× 38 (Table 2.2) and, onsequently, the
initial radius of the droplets is redued to 14 lattie onstants.
Apart from that, the xed parameters of the simulations are the same as
in the two-dimensional ase (Chapters 3 and 4), as well as the set of values
of the interfae anhoring oeient W ∈ {−0.04,−0.08,−0.133} (1.22) and
of the bulk elasti onstant L1 ∈ {10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1} (1.16).
5.1 Charaterizing three-dimensional droplets
5.1.1 Approximation of the droplet shape as an ellipsoid
As the boundary of a two-dimensional droplet an be approximated to an
ellipse (Se. 3.3), to furnish some measure of the shape of a three-dimensional
droplet we approximate it as an ellipsoid.
The proedure to alulate the prinipal axes and the tilt angles (polar
and azimuthal) of the approximating ellipsoid is analogous to the one out-
lined in Se. 3.3.1 for the two-dimensional ase: to the i-th LB ell in the
simulation box we assign a weight mi, aording to the formula (3.8). To
minimize the eet of the numerial noise we set to zero any weight mi less
than 0.04. This proedure allows us rst to evaluate the oordinates (x, y, z)
of the entre of the droplet, through the denition of entre of mass of a set
of bodies of mass mi.
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To alulate the lengths of the semi-axes a, b, c, instead than using the
formula adapted for a two-dimensional spae (3.7) we make use of the us-
tomary denition of inertia tensor:
I =


∑
imi (y
2
i + z
2
i ) −
∑
imixiyi −
∑
imixizi
−∑imixiyi ∑imi (x2i + z2i ) −∑imiyizi
−∑imixizi −∑imiyizi ∑imi (x2i + y2i )


(5.1)
The relations between the semi-axes of an ellipsoidal rigid body of mass
M (whih, here, is the sum of all mi's) and its prinipal axes of inertia Ix,
Iy, Iz, are:
a =
√
5
2M
(−Ix + Iy + Iz) (5.2)
b =
√
5
2M
(Ix − Iy + Iz) (5.3)
c =
√
5
2M
(Ix + Iy − Iz) (5.4)
Let us suppose to order the prinipal axes suh that a ≥ b ≥ c ≥ 0.
We see immediately the analogy to the eigenvalues of the osetted (Westin)
tensor order parameter of a liquid rystal (1.23).
As a onsequene, we an haraterize the shape of a three-dimensional
droplet, approximated as an ellipsoid, in the same way as the Westin metris
an desribe loal biaxiality in a nemati liquid rystal.
To this purpose we dene the three parameters
cl =
a− b
a+ b+ c
, (5.5)
cs =
3c
a+ b+ c
, (5.6)
cp =
2 (b− c)
a+ b+ c
, (5.7)
whih have respetively the following meanings:
1
1
Note that, unlike kl, ks, kp (Se. 1.7.2), these three parameters must be divided by
the sum of the eigenvalues, otherwise their sum is not 1 and they do not form a baryentri
spae.
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• cl is a measure of the degree of prolateness of the ellipsoid: the ex-
treme ase is cl = 1, in whih there is only one eigenvalue > 0, i. e.
the ellipsoid degenerates into a segment. cl must be ompared to cp 
not to cs  to establish whether the ellipsoid is nearer to the prolate
shape than to the oblate shape.
2
Remember that the adjetives prolate
and oblate refer to spheroids, i. e. to ellipsoids with a symmetry axis
or, equivalently, where two of the three axes are equal. If cl > cp, the
ellipsoid tends to be prolate, and cp is a measure of the deviation from
a perfet prolate shape (salenity);
• cs is a measure of the spheriity: cs an be 1 only if the three eigenval-
ues are equal, i. e. the ellipsoid is a sphere. It must be 6= 0, otherwise
the ellipsoid is, in fat, a two-dimensional ellipse;
• cp is a measure of the oblateness: the extreme ase is cp = 1, where
we have a = b > 0 and c = 0, i. e. the ellipsoid degenerates into
a two-dimensional irle. cp must be ompared to cl  not to cs  to
establish whether the ellipsoid is nearer to the oblate shape than to the
prolate shape. If cp > cl, the ellipsoid tends to be oblate, and cl is a
measure of the deviation from a perfet oblate shape (salenity).
Notie that (cl, cs, cp) form a baryentri spae over all possible shapes of
an ellipsoid.
5.1.2 Knud Thomsen's formula for the area
To estimate the area of the surfae of the drop Σ, we rely on the Knud
Thomsen's approximate formula
3
for the area of an ellipsoid with semiaxes
a, b, c:
Σ = 4π
(
(ab)p + (ac)p + (bc)p
3
)1/p
(5.8)
where p = 1.6075.
2
For example, let us have a = 0.4, b = 0.3, c = 0.3. The ellipsoid is undoubtedly
prolate, but cl = 0.1, cs = 0.9, cp = 0.
3
http://home.att.net/~numeriana/answer/ellipsoid.htm#thomsen; in lieu of
traditional peer review, this approximation has been disussed and analyzed by Sigma
Xi mathematiian David W. Cantrell in the si.math newsgroup (searh with keywords
knud thomsen and ellipsoid) [Xu et al., 2009℄
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5.2 Results and omparison to the two-dimensional
ase
5.2.1 Equilibrium shapes of the three-dimensional droplets
All the shape parameters cl, cs, cp for the three-dimensional droplets at
equilibrium, as funtions of the simulation parameters W , L1, are listed in
Tables 5.1, 5.2, 5.3.
In the panels of Fig. 5.1 we report the equilibrium isosurfaes φ = 0.6, for
all the ombinations ofW and L1 listed in Table 2.2 (all the other parameters
of the simulations are kept xed) and at the beginning of this hapter. I hose
φ = 0.6 as representative of the drop surfae, onsidering that, at equilibrium,
φiso ≈ 0.30 and φnem ≈ 0.69 respetively for the isotropi and the nemati
phase.
As in the two-dimensional ases, the equilibrium drop ongurations are
the result of the ompetition of three energy terms: the surfae tension, the
bulk elasti energy of the nemati and the anhoring energy of the nemati
orientation at the interfae. The realative strength of these terms an be
again lassied in terms of the dimensionless numbers FaiR/L1Σ and |W |/K.
From Figs. 5.1a to 5.1e, the equilibrium ongurations refer to values
of W and L1 orresponding to the weak anhoring regime (FaiR/L1Σ < 1),
i. e. when the anhoring energy is too small to fore the nemati to align
perpendiularly. Under this ondition, sine, in addition, the surfae tension
dominates over the anhoring energy ( |W |/K ≤ 0.8), the drop is nearly
spherial.
This is onrmed quantitatively by the values of the spheriity cs (Se.
5.1.1), listed in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 that are extremely lose to 1 (sphere).
As in the two-dimensional ase (Se. 3.4.1, Fig. 3.3, the deviation from
the spherial shape ours either by inreasing W , with respet to K, or by
inreasing L1.
In partiular, when W = −0.133 and the elasti onstant is still at its
lowest value (10−4, Fig. 5.1i), the droplet is ontrated along the initial
orientation of the nemati in the bulk (the z axis), and cp is a measure of
this ontration. The relative low value of L1 allows the nemati to rotate
quite freely in the bulk, but the strong anhoring valueW fores the interfae
to adapt to the nemati orientation in the bulk. Note that this is essentialy
the only ase in the 3D simulations whih we an be referred as a lear
example of strong anhoring regime: see Table 5.5.
We should expet that an inrease of L1, whih strengthens the elasti
ontribution to the free energy, to the detriment of the surfae tension, would
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Figure 5.1: Isosurfaes φ = 0.6 of three-dimensional isotropi droplets,
with initial radius 14 (simulation units), in a nemati host, with initial
diretor eld parallel to z, at equilibrium. Interfae anhoring oef-
ient (1.22) vs. surfae energy oeient (1.19): from the rst to
the third olumn, |W |/K = 0.4, 0.8, 1.33. Bulk elasti onstant (Eq.
(1.16)): from the rst to the fourth row, L1 = 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1.
5. Three-dimensional droplets at rest
cl cs cp
L1 = 0.0001 2.37696 · 10−4 0.999261 3.48926 · 10−4
L1 = 0.001 4.44 · 10−5 0.999192 7.639 · 10−4
L1 = 0.01 2.102 · 10−3 0.93071 6.7187 · 10−2
L1 = 0.1 1.952 · 10−3 0.917002 8.1047 · 10−2
Table 5.1: Values of the shape parameters cl, cs, cp (Se. 5.1.1) for
three-dimensional droplets in a nemati matrix, at rest, with |W |/K =
0.4 (Eqs. (1.22), (1.19)).
make the droplet shrink along z (an inrease of cp). Atually, that happens
only for the lowest anhoring energy vs. surfae tension ratio: |W |/K = 0.4:
for |W |/K = 0.8, the oblateness cp does not hange signiantly (Table 5.2);
for |W |/K = 1.33, the droplet is exeptionally lose to the spherial shape
(Table 5.3). We will explain this apparent anomaly in Se. 5.2.3, when we
will disuss defets.
To observe a visible ontration along z, we must raise L1 at least to the
value 0.01 (Figs. 5.1, 5.1g): the eet is more evident for W = −0.08, but
in both ases the drop is slightly oblate. For W = −0.133 and L1 = 0.01
(Fig. 5.1k), the oblateness parameter cp is still bigger, and the drop takes
the shape of a dis airraft, whih reminds us of the rugby ball with bulges
observed in the two-dimensional ase for the same set of values of |W | and
L1 (Fig. 3.3k). Muh less disernible is suh a shape when W = −0.08 (see
Fig. 5.1g) but the relative large value of cp suggests that the eet is still
there.
If the elasti bulk term L1 is further inreased to 0.1, the equilibrium
drop assumes the shape of a Smartie, whose oblateness inreases with W
(Figs. 5.1d, 5.1h,5.1l). This is again quantied by the rise of cp, whih is
about 21%, bigger than the value measured at L1 = 0.01, forW = −0.04 and
−0.08, and about 46% bigger for the orresponding value at W = −0.133.
Notie, at W = −0.133, the shape transition from the dis-airraft situ-
ation for L1 = 0.01 to the oblate spheroid at L1 = 0.1.
It is interesting to look at the L1 dependene of the shape parameters for
dierent anhorings W , whih are reported in Figs. 5.2, 5.3, 5.4.
Note the non-monotoni behaviour of the urves cl for W = −0.133 and
L1 = 0.01, and of cp and cl for W = −0.133 and L1 = 10−4. This behaviour
is related to the presene of defets in the systems, as we will disuss in Se.
5.2.3.
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cl cs cp
L1 = 0.0001 5.35824 · 10−4 0.995417 4.04725 · 10−3
L1 = 0.001 6 · 10−5 0.997787 2.154 · 10−3
L1 = 0.01 2.43293 · 10−3 0.855623 0.141944
L1 = 0.1 2.6486 · 10−3 0.825639 0.171713
Table 5.2: Values of the shape parameters cl, cs, cp (Se. 5.1.1) for
three-dimensional droplets in a nemati matrix, at rest, with |W |/K =
0.8 (Eqs. (1.22), (1.19)).
cl cs cp
L1 = 0.0001 1.547 · 10−2 0.792166 0.192367
L1 = 0.001 7.08571 · 10−3 0.942773 5.03883 · 10−2
L1 = 0.01 7.2 · 10−4 0.787717 0.211563
L1 = 0.1 7.18 · 10−3 0.684449 0.30837
Table 5.3: Values of the shape parameters cl, cs, cp (Se. 5.1.1) for
three-dimensional droplets in a nemati matrix, at rest, with |W |/K =
1.33 (Eqs. (1.22), (1.19)).
5. Three-dimensional droplets at rest
Figure 5.2: Plots of the prolateness parameter cl for three-dimensional
droplets in a nemati matrix, at rest, with |W |/K = 0.4 (ohre
squares), |W |/K = 0.8 (blue irles), |W |/K = 1.33 (green triangles)
(Se. 5.1.1, Eqs. (1.22), (1.19)).
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Figure 5.3: Plots of the spheriity parameter cs for three-dimensional
droplets in a nemati matrix, at rest, with |W |/K = 0.4 (ohre
squares), |W |/K = 0.8 (blue irles), |W |/K = 1.33 (green triangles)
(Se. 5.1.1, Eqs. (1.22), (1.19)).
5. Three-dimensional droplets at rest
Figure 5.4: Plots of the oblateness parameter cp for three-dimensional
droplets in a nemati matrix, at rest, with |W |/K = 0.4 (ohre
squares), |W |/K = 0.8 (blue irles), |W |/K = 1.33 (green triangles)
(Se. 5.1.1, Eqs. (1.22), (1.19)).
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Finally, it is interesting to ompare again the aspet ratios of the simu-
lated drops with the values predited in [100℄ (see Fig. 5.5): the agreement
between our simulations and their theory suers roughly of the same issues
found in the two-dimensional ase, and disussed in Se. 3.4.1.
Figure 5.5: Comparison between the aspet ratio a/b of the simulated
droplets (⊡: L1 = 10
−4
,  : L1 = 10
−3
, ⊙: L1 = 10−2, : L1 = 10−1)
and the aspet ratio predited by Lishhuk and Care's model [100℄
(3.10) (dashed line).
The aspet ratios of the droplets in the two- and the three-dimensional
ase, for the same values of W and L1, are then ompared in Table 5.4. The
agreement between the two dimensions, that is in general reasonable, is best
for L1 = 0.001, 0.1 and worst for L1 = 0.01.
5.2.2 Anhoring strength vs. elasti fores
Comparing the dimensionless ratios |FaiR/L1Σ| alulated for these geome-
tries
4
 and listed in Table 5.5  with the ones found in the two-dimensional
ase (Se. 3.4.2), we nd a similar trend, although the values, in the same
onditions of interfae anhoring and bulk elasti onstant (remember that all
4
The only dierene with the two-dimensional ase, in the alulation of |FaiR/L1Σ|,
is that now R is evaluated as the geometri mean of the three semiaxes, instead of two.
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W −0.04 −0.08 −0.133
(2D) (3D) (2D) (3D) (2D) (3D)
L1=0.0001 1.00049 1.00052 1.00122 1.00610 1.20111 1.36426
L1=0.001 1.00203 1.00115 1.00229 1.00324 1.09594 1.08017
L1=0.01 1.07279 1.10829 1.09594 1.24884 1.15935 1.40287
L1=0.1 1.14724 1.13258 1.32746 1.31196 1.71520 1.67579
Table 5.4: Comparison between the aspet ratios (horizontal axis /
vertial axis) of the simulated droplets in two and in three dimensions,
with all the same parameters in the ode.
W = −0.04 W = −0.08 W = −0.133
L1=0.0001 4.072 · 10−1 1.297 & 12.3
L1=0.001 2.985 · 10−2 −6.985 · 10−1 8.178 · 10−1
L1=0.01 3.904 · 10−3 1.765 · 10−2 5.445 · 10−2
L1=0.1 1.042 · 10−4 4.875 · 10−4 1.798 · 10−3
Table 5.5: Values of the dimensionless ratio |FaiR/L1Σ| for three-
dimensional droplets in a nemati matrix, at rest.
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the other parameters are xed, Table 2.2), were bigger in the two-dimensional
ase. In fat, sine the anhoring is onsidered weak if |FaiR/L1Σ| . 1,
only in one of the three-dimensional systems the anhoring is strong, namely
W = −0.133, L1 = 0.0001.
In the three-dimensional ase, too, the ratio between the highest and
the lowest value of |FaiR/L1Σ| is bigger when W = −0.133 (≈ 6841) than
when W = −0.04 (≈ 3907), suggesting that the anhoring strength (i. e.
anhoring energy per unit area) is not linear in W . Anyway, the data set
for W = −0.08, whose ratio between the highest and the lowest value of
|FaiR/L1Σ| is about 2661, onstitute an exeption.
ButW = −0.08 is a notable exeption for another, more stunning, reason.
When L1 = 0.001, Fai is even positive (it should be negative, see Eq. (1.22)),
meaning that the diretor is not perpendiular to the interfae, at least aross
parts of the interfae. This point will be disussed in more details in Se.
5.2.3.
5.2.3 Proles of nˆ, q and kp. Defets
Deteting point and line defets, in three-dimensional binary emulsions, is
more diult than in the two-dimensional ase. For instane, examining the
behaviour of the salar order parameter q (Se. 1.7.1) is not always suient
to detet defets and one has to look either at the proles of the biaxiality
parameter kp (Se. 1.7.2) or diretly at the orientation of the diretor eld.
Fig. 5.6 shows the isosurfaes of kp (at kp = 0.007, solid green ontours)
and, for referene, the interfaes, taken as φ = 0.6 (Fig. 5.1) at dierent
values of W and L1. From the equilibrium ongurations, one an observe
that:
• when |FaiR/L1Σ| ≪ 1 (Se. 5.2.2), as in the two-dimensional ase (Se.
3.4.3), we are in the weak anhoring regime and there are no defets
at all. The values of |FaiR/L1Σ| in Table 5.5 suggests us an even
weaker anhoring than in the two-dimensional ase. The elasti fores,
proportional to L1, are so strong with respet to the anhoring energy,
proportional to |W |, that the diretor is quite uniform throughout the
superell and around the three-dimensional drops, too.
• When L1 = 0.01, although the ratio |FaiR/L1Σ| inreases, the diretor
and the salar order parameter proles, neither for W = −0.04 (Fig.
5.7) nor forW = −0.08, still show the presene of defets. The diretor
is indeed still quite uniform in the ell. Note that this behaviour diers
from the one observed in the two-dimensional drops where, for the same
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Figure 5.6: Isosurfaes (green ontours) of the biaxiality kp = 0.007 of
three-dimensional isotropi droplets, with initial radius 14 (simulation
units), in a nemati host, with initial diretor eld parallel to z, at
equilibrium. Interfae anhoring oeient (1.22) vs. surfae energy
oeient (1.19): from the rst to the third olumn, |W |/K = 0.4,
0.8, 1.33. Bulk elasti onstant (Eq. (1.16)): from the rst to the
fourth row, L1 = 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1. The isosurfaes φ = 0.6
(semi-transparent ontours) are drawn for referene.
5.2. Results and 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Figure 5.7: Prole of the nemati diretor for W = −0.04, L1 =
0.01, along the plane x = 19.
5. Three-dimensional droplets at rest
Figure 5.8: Conentration φ (dashed line, left-hand vertial
sale) and biaxiality parameter kp (solid line, right-hand ver-
tial sale) along the line y = 19, z = 19 in the superell, with
W = −0.08 and L1 = 0.01. The horizontal dotted line marks
kp = 0.007, the threshold value hosen to identify defets. The
salar order parameter q is not plotted in this graph beause,
apart from the dierene in sale, its variations are indistinguish-
able from the variations of φ.
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parameters, the anhoring strength is higher (see Tables 3.2 and 5.5).
However, atW = −0.08, under the isosurfae φ = 0.6, a toroidal region
in whih the biaxiality is greater than 0.007 (the threshold value whih
I hose to detet defets) appears in the equatorial plane (Fig. 5.6g).
More preisely, the toroid lies between the isosurfae φ = 0.33 (very
lose to the isotropi onentration) and the isosurfae φ = 0.43: in Fig.
5.8 we an see the proles of kp and φ along the straight line parallel
to the x axis, passing through the entre of the superell. As in the
two-dimensional ase, one an think in terms of an imaginary line of
defets loated inside the drop, the reason being that the anhoring is
not strong enough (with respet to the nemati elasti energy) to fore
the diretor to orient perpendiularly to the drop surfae where the
nemati phase is important. On the other hand, inside the drop, where
the nemati phase is negligible, the biaxiality may be non-negligible.
Note that in this ase the prole of salar order parameter q (not shown
in Fig. 5.8) seems unaeted as we ross the drop surfae.
• If we inrease the anhoring strength up to 0.133) the toroidal region of
non-negligible biaxiality moves outward loser to the surfae drop (see
Fig. 5.10), plaing itself between φ = 0.3 (the isotropi onentration)
and φ = 0.51. By sweeping the diretor eld around the interfae, we
an ount a zero topologial harge: in this respet we an argue that,
as in the two-dimensional droplet with the same parameter values (Fig.
3.3k), the distortion of the liquid rystal within the interfae region (the
imaginary Saturn ring mentioned above [108℄) deforms onsiderably
the interfae itself, giving rise to a dis airraft-like shape. Note that
the distortions do not our in the region of the full nemati phase
beause of the high value of L1.
• If, on the other hand, we x the anhoring strength to W = −0.133,
ans derease the bulk elasti onstant to L1 = 0.001, the Saturn ring
forms out of the drop surfae and separates from it, the same way as
the two line defets ank the droplet for the same anhoring oeient
and elasti onstant, in the two-dimensional ase (Figs. 3.3j, 3.5).
This behaviour is evident both from the prole of the salar order
parameter (Fig. 5.12, setion at z = 19) and from the prole of the
diretor (Fig. 5.11, setion at x = 19). In partiular we an see that,
along the plane z = 19, whih ontains the Saturn ring, between the
interfae and the dislination line the diretor is parallel to the xy plane
(and perpendiular to the interfae), whereas outside the Saturn ring
the diretor is parallel to the z diretion, i. e. it is parallel to the
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Figure 5.9: Prole of the nemati diretor for W = −0.133, L1
= 0.01, along the plane x = 19. The red irles mark the alleged
evidene of two defets, intersetions, with the plane x = 19, of
an image Saturn ring within the interfae region.
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Figure 5.10: Conentration φ (dashed line, left-hand vertial
sale) and biaxiality parameter kp (solid line, right-hand ver-
tial sale) along the line y = 19, z = 19 in the superell, with
W = −0.133 and L1 = 0.01. The horizontal dotted line marks
kp = 0.007, the threshold value hosen to identify defets. The
salar order parameter q is not plotted in this graph beause,
apart from the dierene in sale, its variations are indistinguish-
able from the variations of φ.
5. Three-dimensional droplets at rest
Figure 5.11: Prole of the nemati diretor for W = −0.133,
L1 = 0.001, along the plane x = 19. The red irles mark the
defets.
5.2. Results and omparison to the two-dimensional ase
Figure 5.12: Prole of the salar order parameter q for W =
−0.133, L1 = 0.001, along the plane z = 19. The semi-
transparent ontour is the isosurfae φ = 0.6 (Fig. 5.1j).
5. Three-dimensional droplets at rest
Figure 5.13: Conentration φ (dashed line, left-hand vertial
sale) and biaxiality parameter kp (solid line, right-hand ver-
tial sale) along the line y = 19, z = 19 in the superell, with
W = −0.133 and L1 = 0.001. The horizontal dotted line marks
kp = 0.007, the threshold value hosen to identify defets. The
salar order parameter q is not plotted in this graph beause,
apart from the dierene in sale, its variations are indistinguish-
able from the variations of φ.
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interfae, just as when the elasti onstant is L1 = 0.01 (Fig. 5.11).
That orroborates the assertion aording to whih, when L1 = 0.01,
there is a Saturn ring inside the droplet.
Figure 5.14: Prole of the nemati diretor for W = −0.04, L1
= 0.001, along the plane x = 19. We an observe that this
onguration does not show defets in the nemati phase.
• When L1 = 0.001 and W = −0.08 or −0.04, the prole of kp still re-
veals a Saturn ring, or at least the semblane of a Saturn ring, even
for weak anhoring. Indeed, as when L1 = 0.01 and W = −0.133, the
diretor is parallel to the interfae along the equator (Fig. 5.14, setion
x = 19. This piture shows the prole for W = −0.04, but the prole
for W = −0.08 is very similar to it). Near eah pole of the droplet,
the ompetition between anhoring fores and elasti fores auses the
diretor not to orient perfetly perpendiular to the interfae, but to
wrap around it  (Figs. 5.15 and 5.16)  and the eet is more evident
when the anhoring is weaker.
We an try to explain, in this way, the anomaly in the anhoring en-
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Figure 5.15: Prole of the diretor nˆ for W = −0.04, L1 =
0.001. The ontour is the isosurfae φ = 0.6 (Fig. 5.1b): the
golden part is the half above the equator, the light violet part is
the half below it.
5.2. Results and omparison to the two-dimensional ase
Figure 5.16: Prole of the diretor nˆ for W = −0.08, L1 =
0.001. The ontour is the isosurfae φ = 0.6 (Fig. 5.1f): the
golden part is the half above the equator, the light violet part is
the half below it.
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ergy, mentioned at the end of Se. 5.2.2. The diretor parallel to the
interfae in the equatorial zone, due to the presene of the Saturn ring,
onits with the anhoring onditionW < 0, whih favours perpendi-
ular anhoring. The imperfet homeotropi anhoring aross the rest
of the interfae ompensates this eet when W = −0.04, but is not
able to ompensate it when W = −0.08.
Figure 5.17: Setion y = x of the simulation box of an isotropi
drop in a nemati matrix with interfae anhoring oeient
W = −0.04, bulk elasti onstant L1 = 0.00001. The semi-
transparent ontour is the isosurfae φ = 0.6 (Fig. 5.1a).
• The prole of q, for the two ases disussed in the previous point,
resembles a soer ball (Fig. 5.19 for W = −0.08), whih appears in
the proles of q at the same two values of the anhoring oeient (W =
−0.04 or−0.08), at L1 = 0.0001, as well. With this low elasti onstant,
the Saturn ring is no more present: instead, the diretor prole (Figs.
5.17 and 5.18: plane y = x) is as weird as the analogous one for the
two, two-dimensional ombinations W = −0.04, L1 = 0.0001 and W =
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Figure 5.18: Prole of the nemati diretor forW = −0.04, L1 =
0.0001, along the plane y = x. The red irles mark the defets.
−0.08, L1 = 0.0001 (Fig. 3.8), with a bunh of defets all around the
interfae.
• We an nd several defets around the interfae when W = −0.133,
too, even though there is still the Saturn ring. The satellite defets
are loated espeially on two irles, lose to the interfae, parallel to
the xy plane.
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Figure 5.19: Isosurfae φ = 0.6 of an isotropi drop in a nemati
matrix with interfae anhoring oeient W = −0.08, bulk
elasti onstant L1 = 0.0001. The ontour is olour-mapped,
aording to the sale on the right, to draw the prole of the
salar order parameter q aross the interfae.
5.2. Results and omparison to the two-dimensional ase
Figure 5.20: Setions z = 13, z = 19, z = 26 (lattie onstants)
of the simulation box of an isotropi drop in a nemati matrix
with interfae anhoring oeient W = −0.133, bulk elasti
onstant L1 = 0.00001. The semi-transparent ontour is the
isosurfae φ = 0.6 (Fig. 5.1i).
Chapter 6
Three-dimensional droplets under
shear stress
As mentioned in the beginning of the previous hapter, the last part of this
numerial study deals with three-dimensional isotropi drops hosted in a
nemati phase and subjet to a shear stress.
We an antiipate that, while often the two-dimensional drop under (small)
shear behaves similarly to Netwonian drops (see Chapter 4), the three-dimensional
ase presents unexpeted and peuliar features due to the omplex interplay
between the presene of defets and the shear eld.
As in Chapter 4, we will examine a few (three) representative examples of
three-dimensional droplets, eah one orresponding to a dierent ombination
of the interfae anhoring oeient W (1.22) and nemati elasti onstant
L1 (1.16). It is worth to remind that in all our simulations the interfae
energy oeient K (1.19) is kept xed at 0.1:
• W = −0.133, L1 = 10−4 (Se. 6.2, page 133): here we are in the strong
anhoring regime and at equilibrium, the droplet is surrounded both by
a Saturn ring and by some satellite defets . In this ase, under shear
the droplet deforms with the veloity eld, but the main dislination
line (i.e. the Saturn ring) tends to stays still with respet to the ow,
while the satellite defets disappear;
• W = −0.04, L1 = 10−4 (Se. 6.3, page 138): at equilibrium the system
displays many defets around the interfae (a soer ball-like prole of
q aross the interfae). In this situation, under shear, the drop seems
pinned to an imaginary defet inside it;
• W = −0.04, L1 = 10−2 (Se. 6.4, page 141): here the anhoring is so
weak that the equilibrium onguration shows no defets. On the other
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hand the system under shear display planes of non negligible biaxiality
that ross the whole superell.
6.1 Parameters of the system and measured
quantities
The boundary onditions imposed for the simulations of the three-dimensional
droplets subjet to a shear ow are the same as in the two-dimensional ase,
and treated in Se. 4.1: periodi boundary onditions along x and y; no-
slip, boune-bak onditions at the walls, whih are parallel to the xy plane;
symmetri shear ow, with the upper wall moving parallel to the y axis with
veloity v > 0, and the lower wall moving with the same veloity in the
opposite diretion. In this latter respet, sine the size of the superell, now,
is 38× 38× 38, the shear rate is γ˙ = 2v/38. Aording to the terminology of
uid mehanis, yz is the shear plane and x is the vortiity diretion.
Apart from the overall size of the three-dimensional system (the radii of
the droplets are smaller, as well), the other important dierene with the
simulations desribed in Chapters 3 and 4 onerns the starting ongura-
tion. Due to the longer time needed by the system to relax, I started every
simulation either (low shear rates) from the equilibrium onguration of the
system , or (high shear rates) from the nal stationary onguration of a
system with the same parameters but with a slightly lower shear rate.
In general, both for a Newtonian [113, 112, 14℄ and for a visoelasti
emulsion [13, 20℄, the deformation of the droplet ours only along the shear
plane and no observations (as far as we know) of a drop tilted along a dierent
diretion has been reported for suh systems.
In our ase, on the ontrary, a nonzero tilt angle of the droplet towards the
vortiity diretion is observed: we will see later that this peuliar behaviour
is the result of a omplex interplay between the imposed veloity eld and
the defets whih have a bigger inertia than the droplet to respond to the
shear stress.
In order to measure the degree of deformation of a three-dimensional
droplet under shear stress, we still approximate its shape by an ellipsoid.
Moreover, besides the three Westin shape parameters {cl, cs, cp} (Se. 5.1),
we need to ompute the polar and the azimuthal angles of eah of the three
axes of the ellipsoid.
For a better omparison with the two-dimensional ase, instead of the
usual denition of the polar angle (i. e. the angle formed with the z axis),
we will quantify the orientation of the droplet in spae through the angle
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θ formed with the xy plane. Finally, sine the shear diretion is y and, in
the Newtonian and visoelasti ase, the droplet would not be inlined with
respet to y, we will use the word azimuth to denote the angle ψ formed by
the droplet axis and the y axis, instead of the ustomary x axis.1
6.2 |W |/K = 1.33, L1 = 10−4: osillating, non-
periodi states
Among all the systems studied in Chapter 5, the one haraterized by a ratio
|W |/K = 1.33 between the anhoring and the surfae fores and by a bulk
elasti onstant L1 = 10
−4
is the only one that orresponds to the strong
anhoring regime where real defets are expeted. Indeed, at equilibrium,
the system displays a Saturn ring in the bulk enirling the equator of the
droplet, whose shape is similar to an oblate spheroid.
In Se. 4.3 we saw a two-dimensional example of an isotropi droplet
with defets in the bulk, whih only for a narrow interval of shear rates did
not respond to the shear with osillations in the free energy.
Here, on the ontrary, for any value of the shear rate onsidered the long
time states are osillating and, as in the two-dimensional ase, they do not
display a perfet periodiity.
Figure 6.1 shows the drop shape under shear for the ase onsidered in
this setion: with no shear (panel (a)), as we remember from Fig. 5.20, the
droplet is surrounded by a well-dened Saturn ring and a set of satellite
defets, loated mostly on two irles parallel to the Saturn ring. When a
weak shear stress is applied (panel (b)), the satellite defets essentially vanish.
The Saturn ring, on the other hand, seems quite unaeted both by the shear
ow and by the deformation of the droplet, whih beomes prolate (see Fig.
6.4 for the shear-indued variations of the Westin shape parameters). In this
respet, it is worth notiing that the rise of the prolateness cl, when the shear
rate inreases, is ompensated by a derease of the degree of oblateness cp.
With few exeptions, one of the two parameters is always quite negligible, i.
e. the droplet is always, approximately, a spheroid.
Moreover, exept for the highest allowed values of the shear rate, where
a drop preession (a sudden rise of the polar tilt angle θ, Se. 4.2.2) is
observed, the polar and the azimuthal tilt angles (sine the droplet is prolate,
1
Maybe the attentive reader is wondering why, in these paragraphs, we never speied
whih of the three axes we are talking about. As we will see throughout the disussion,
usually it is the major axis that haraterizes the orientation of the droplet: in a bunh of
ases, however, it is the intermediate one.
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Figure 6.1: Isosurfae of the nemati volume fration φ = 0.6 (white
ontour) of an isotropi droplet in a nemati matrix with anhoring
vs. surfae fores ratio |W |/K = 1.33 and nemati elasti onstant
L1 = 10
−4
(Eqs. (1.22), (1.19),(1.16)), and isosurfaes of the salar
order parameter q = 0.22 (gray ontours), (a) at equilibrium; (b) under
a shear rate γ˙ = 5.26 · 10−5 (Ca = 0.128), () under a shear rate
γ˙ = 2.11 · 10−4 (Ca = 0.563). The isosurfaes of q identify defets:
we an see that, while the droplet extends, the Saturn ring remains
approximately in its original position, whereas the satellite defets tend
to vanish.
Figure 6.2: Isosurfae of the nemati volume fration φ = 0.6 (white
ontour) of an isotropi droplet in a nemati matrix with anhoring
vs. surfae fores ratio |W |/K = 1.33 and nemati elasti onstant
L1 = 10
−4
(Eqs. (1.22), (1.19),(1.16)), and isosurfaes of the biaxiality
parameter kp = 0.02 at three dierent instants, whih are separated
one from another by 104 hybrid LB iterations, under a shear rate γ˙ =
1.18 · 10−4 (Ca = 1.552).
6.2. |W |/K = 1.33, L1 = 10−4: osillating, non-periodi states
Figure 6.3: Isosurfae of the nemati volume fration φ = 0.6 (white
ontour) of an isotropi droplet in a nemati matrix with anhoring
vs. surfae fores ratio |W |/K = 1.33 and nemati elasti onstant
L1 = 10
−3
(Eqs. (1.22), (1.19),(1.16)), and prole (oloured map) of
the plane ontaining the original Saturn ring, tilted by the shear stress,
whose shear rate is γ˙ = 5.26 · 10−5 (Ca = 0.651).
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we take the angles of the major axis) are approximately the same during the
whole shear proess and respetively equal to θ ≈ 12.6◦ and ψ ≈ 22.3◦.
Figure 6.4: Westin shape parameters as funtions of the apillary num-
ber for an isotropi droplet in a nemati matrix with anhoring vs. sur-
fae fores ratio |W |/K = 1.33 and nemati elasti onstant L1 = 10−4
(Eqs. (1.22), (1.19),(1.16)). Following the dashed lines from the points
on the left, we enounter points of inreasing shear rate.
At low shear rate, as in the two-dimensional ase, there are defets whih
move aross the superell, whih are detetable by looking at the biaxiality
parameter (Fig. 6.2), and whih yield the utuations in the free energy.
Also when the shear rate is high (Fig. 6.1), i. e. γ˙ = 2.11·10−4 the Saturn
ring is still at its plae (see for omparison Fig. 6.3 whih shows a similar
situation for |W |/K = 1.33, L1 = 10−3) whereas no satellite defets are
observed. Remembering the disussion in Ses. 4.3 and 4.4, one ould think
that the energy should be stationary. Instead, it still utuates: presumably,
the utuations are due to the onit between the shear stress, whih tends
to align the nemati along a given diretion
2
and the interfae anhoring
fore, whih tends to align it perpendiularly to the droplet surfae. Fig. 6.5
shows the prole of the nemati diretor at dierent times: one an see signals
2
The Leslie-Eriksen theory predits a tilt angle arctan
√
α3/α2 (Se. 2.2).
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 states
Figure 6.5: Prole of the diretor eld on the isosurfae of the nemati
volume fration φ = 0.6 (white ontour) of an isotropi droplet in a
nemati matrix with anhoring vs. surfae fores ratio |W |/K = 1.33
and nemati elasti onstant L1 = 10
−4
(Eqs. (1.22), (1.19),(1.16)), at
nine suessive instants separated by 104 hybrid LB iterations, under
a shear rate γ˙ = 2.11 · 10−4 (Ca = 0.563).
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of frustration in the nemati orientation, in a little region of the interfae,
whih yield osillations in the free energy.
6.3 |W |/K = 0.4, L1 = 10−4: pinning at an
imaginary defet
Despite all the peuliarities of a liquid rystalline substane, in Se. 6.2,
where we have desribed the behaviour of a liquid rystal emulsion whih,
at rest, is in the strong anhoring regime (FaiR/L1Σ ≫ 1), we saw the
deformation of the droplet shape by shear stress (Fig. 6.4) as expeted from
our knowledge of ordinary liquids [112℄.
The behaviour of a droplet under shear with the same elasti onstant
the befor (L1 = 10
−4
) but a muh smaller ratio |W |/K is in some way less
preditable, although few similarities an be found with the previous ase.
The proess an be basially summarized by relying on Fig. 6.6: at
equilibrium, sine both the surfae anhoring and the nemati elasti fores
are weak, the droplet is spherial, being dominated by the surfae tension
(Se. 5.2.1). The diretor eld, at equilibrium, has many defets around the
interfae (Fig. 5.18) and that yields the soer ball-like prole of q (Fig.
6.6a).
After turning the shear stress on, the soer ball-like prole looks smeared
(Fig. 6.6b). Not shown in the piture are some distortions in the nemati 
detetable, as in the ase studied in Se. 6.2, by an analysis of the prole of
the biaxiality  whih move aross the superell, ausing noise in the time
evolution of the free energy.
Unlike the strong anhoring ase, however, the shear stress does not make
the droplet prolate. At least for low shear rate (Fig. 6.7), it is only the
oblateness parameter cp that inreases: only when the shear rate is su-
iently large, and the isotropi droplet is about to dissolve into the nemati
phase (shift of the nemati-isotropi transition point indued by shear), the
prolateness parameter cl inreases slightly. On the other hand, with this par-
tiular ombination of physial parameters, the approximation of the drop
shape as an ellipsoid is not as good as before. The reason of this behaviour
(and the reason why cp grows so muh, too) is the pinning of the droplet at
a plane, parallel to the xy plane and loated halfway between the two walls
sandwihing the system. This eet is observed for every value of the shear
rate and is learer if we look at the droplet from a view diretion parallel to
the xy plane (Fig. 6.6e).
By looking at the prole of the biaxiality parameter kp (Figs. 6.6e,f) (see
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Figure 6.6: (a) Isosurfae of the nemati volume fration φ = 0.6 of
an isotropi droplet in a nemati matrix with anhoring vs. surfae
fores ratio |W |/K = 0.4 and nemati elasti onstant L1 = 10−2
(Eqs. (1.22), (1.19),(1.16)), at equilibrium; (b) under a shear rate
γ˙ = 5.26 · 10−5 (Ca = 0.167); () under a shear rate of γ˙ = 2.11 · 10−4
(Ca = 0.540); (d) same as (), lateral view; (e) same as (), with the
isosurfae kp = 0.02 in green; (f) same as (e), lateral view. The sale
of the olour map on panels (a), (b) and () is the same as in Fig. 5.19.
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Figure 6.7: Westin shape parameters as funtions of the apillary num-
ber for an isotropi droplet in a nemati matrix with anhoring vs. sur-
fae fores ratio |W |/K = 0.4 and nemati elasti onstant L1 = 10−4
(Eqs. (1.22), (1.19),(1.16)). Following the dashed lines from the points
on the left, we enounter points of inreasing shear rate.
6.4. |W |/K = 0.4, L1 = 10−2: hornet-like states
Se. 1.7.2), one an notie a onsiderably wide region, under the surfae of
the droplet and extending exatly aross the horizontal plane at the entre
of the superell, where the biaxiality is nonnegligible  the green ontour in
Figs. 6.6e,f orresponds to kp = 0.02. Note that in other pitures suh as
Fig. 5.1, we had hosen kp = 0.007 to identify a defet.
This situation is another example of imaginary defet inside the droplet:
as the real Saturn ring seen in the previous ase, this imaginary line of defets
does not move with the ow eld. Another similarity with the ase desribed
in Se. 6.2 is the regularity of the tilt angles: here, θ ≈ 11.9◦ and ψ ≈ 62.5◦.
Note that while the stronger anhoring onditions allows the interfae to
move rather independently (Se. 6.2) from the Saturn ring, in this ase the
imaginary defet seems to hinder its deformation.
6.4 |W |/K = 0.4, L1 = 10−2: hornet-like states
The last ase that we are going to examine onerns an isotropi drop whose
interfae anhoring oeient (1.22) is W = −0.04 and bulk elasti onstant
L1 = 0.01 (1.16).
At equilibrium, this system is in the low anhoring regime (FaiR/L1Σ =
3.904 ·10−3) and the nemati maintains, substantially, the originally imposed
orientation, that in our ase is parallel to the z axis throughout the whole
superell. As said in Se. 5.2.3, and as you an see in Figs. 6.9 (panels
(a) and (b)), the nemati is quite perfetly parallel to z everywhere, even
though the anhoring term of the free energy (1.22) favours an anhoring
perpendiular to the interfae.
I said quite perfetly, and the reason beomes lear if we look at Fig. 6.9b.
At page 123, we disussed the wrapping of the nemati near the poles of
the drop, due to the ompetition between anhoring and elasti fores. We
foused on this feature for L1 = 10
−3
, but it ours, to a smaller extent, for
L1 = 10
−2
, as well.
When a shear stress is applied, it indues a strething and a ounterlok-
wise rotation of the interfae (see the the panels in the right-hand olumn of
Fig. 6.9, where the drop is shown from above). This latter feature ourred
also in the two ases treated in Ses. 6.2 and 6.3: ψ, the azimuthal tilt angle
(alulated with respet to the y axis, the shear diretion), was positive.
If the shear stress is very weak, the droplet is simply tilted (Fig. 6.8a).
But it is suient a shear rate γ˙ = 5.26·10−5 and the equilibrium breaks: the
system tumbles down into a new state where the droplet is strethed quite
perpendiularly, with respet to the weak-shear bending diretion, beoming
onsiderably salene (see Fig. 6.11 for the variation of the shape parameters
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Figure 6.8: Isosurfae of the nemati volume fration φ = 0.6 of an
isotropi droplet in a nemati matrix with anhoring vs. surfae fores
ratio |W |/K = 0.4 and nemati elasti onstant L1 = 10−2 (Eqs.
(1.22), (1.19),(1.16)): (a) under a shear rate γ˙ = 2.6·10−5 (Ca = 0.560);
(b) under a shear rate γ˙ = 5.26 · 10−5 (Ca = 0.212); () under a
shear rate of γ˙ = 1.31 · 10−4 (Ca = 3.412); (d) under a shear rate of
γ˙ = 2.11 · 10−4 (Ca = 5.873)
6.4. |W |/K = 0.4, L1 = 10−2: hornet-like states
dened in Se. 5.1) and a olour map of the salar order parameter q aross
the interfae (Fig. 6.8b) reminds us of the body of a hornet. For this reason,
I all this state hornet-like .
In Fig. 6.9 we an see the transition from the original onguration to the
hornet-like onguration. The argument aording to whih this transition
is indued by the tendeny of the nemati to wrap around the poles of the
droplet, frustrated by the shear stress, is based on the fat that it begins near
the poles (panels (e)-(f)), extending, later, to the whole surfae. And not
only to the surfae: the prole of the biaxiality parameter kp, in Fig. 6.10,
reveals planes on non-negligible biaxiality whih ross the whole superell,
suh that the stripes of the hornet-like prole of q aross the surfae are
the intersetions of those planes with it.
By inreasing the shear rate further, the shear-indued bending beomes
stronger and the droplet assumes a igar-like shape (Figs. 6.8, d), maintain-
ing the hornet-like prole of q. When the shear rate is big enough it aligns
the diretor uniformly along a given diretion  aording to Leslie-Eriksen
theory (Se. 2.2), the angle formed by the diretor and the ow diretion is
arctan
√
α3/α2, and with our parameters (Table 2.2 it is ≈ 30.3◦  and the
prole of q is regular again (Fig. 6.12).
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Figure 6.9: Snapshots of the time evolution of the isosurfae of the
nemati volume fration φ = 0.6 and of the diretor eld nˆ, aross the
isosurfae, of an isotropi droplet in a nemati matrix with anhoring
vs. surfae fores ratio |W |/K = 0.4 and nemati elasti onstant L1 =
10−2 (Eqs. (1.22), (1.19),(1.16)), under a shear rate γ˙ = 7.89 · 10−5
(Ca = 0.212; it is smaller than for γ˙ = 5.26 · 10−5 beause of a fall
of the surfae tension). Panels (a), (), (e), (g), (i): snapshots at,
respetively, t = 0 (equilibrium), t = 104, t = 1.7 · 104, t = 1.8 · 104,
t = 2.0 · 104 hybrid LB iterations; diretion of view parallel to the x
axis. Panels (b), (d), (f), (h), (j): snapshots at, respetively, the same
instants as the panels on the left-hand side, seen from a diretion of
view parallel to the z axis.
6.4. |W |/K = 0.4, L1 = 10−2: hornet-like states
Figure 6.10: Blak/red: isosurfae φ = 0.6 of a three-dimensional
isotropi droplet inside a nemati matrix, with initial radius 14 (LB
ells), elasti onstant L1 = 0.01, anhoring oeient W = −0.04 and
shear rate γ˙ = 5.26·10−5. Red areas orrespond to lower q (0.112÷0.2,
where the maximum value is 0.258). Green, semi-transparent: isosur-
faes of kp (biaxiality, see Se. 1.7.2) = 0.008. The diretion of view is
parallel to the isosurfaes of kp.
6. Three-dimensional droplets under shear stress
Figure 6.11: Westin shape parameters as funtions of the apillary
number for an isotropi droplet in a nemati matrix with anhoring
vs. surfae fores ratio |W |/K = 0.4 and nemati elasti onstant
L1 = 10
−2
(Eqs. (1.22), (1.19),(1.16)). Following the dashed lines
from the points on the left, we enounter points of inreasing shear
rate.
6.4. |W |/K = 0.4, L1 = 10−2: hornet-like states
Figure 6.12: Isosurfae of the nemati volume fration φ = 0.6, and
prole of the diretor eld nˆ aross it, of an isotropi droplet in a
nemati matrix with anhoring vs. surfae fores ratio |W |/K = 0.4
and nemati elasti onstant L1 = 10
−2
(Eqs. (1.22), (1.19),(1.16)),
under a shear rate γ˙ = 2.37 · 10−4 (Ca = 8.627).
Conlusions
In this thesis I have studied the behaviour of a two-dimensional and a three-
dimensional drop of isotropi phase in oexistene with the nemati phase of
a liquid rystal system. In partiular, I have been interested in looking at
how some physial parameters suh as the elasti energy of the nemati, the
surfae tension of the drop and the anhoring energy of the nemati at the
drop surfae may inuene the equilibrium properties and the response under
shear of the system desribed in terms of the drop shape and the orientation
of the nematis.
Unlike the more studied systems of Newtonian and visoelasti emulsions,
inverted nemati emulsions have additional degrees of freedom suh as the
loal orientation of the nemati phase that indues further stress at the in-
terfae of the droplet. That aets, sometimes in a quite unpreditable way,
the overall behaviour of the system.
Beause of its extreme rihness, inverted nemati emulsions are quite
ompliated to be desribed and studied properly, and I had to rely on nu-
merial simulations based on the hybrid Lattie Boltzmann algorithm that
in the past has been proved to be very eient in simulating liquid rystals
systems.
The equilibrium shapes of a two-dimensional droplet (Chapter 3), sim-
ulated at dierent values both of the oeient governing the nemati an-
horing at the nemati-isotropi interfae W (1.22) and of the bulk elasti
onstant L1 (1.16) whih quanties the energy ost of the distorsions in the
nemati phase, are oherent with the results and the observations of Sulaiman
et al. [34℄, to whih this work was inspired.
To a smaller extent, the results of the simulations are also omparable
with the ones obtained using the simple theoretial model of Lishhuk and
Care [100℄, the deviations being due to the strong approximations assumed
in [100℄ to allow analytial omputations.
The ompetition between the surfae tension, the interfae anhoring en-
ergy and the nemati elasti fores is the key to explain both the dierent
shapes of the droplets and the presene (or the absene) of defets in the
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nemati phase. Some partiularly distorted shapes, moreover, have been ex-
plained in terms of the presene of imaginary defets loated in proximity of
the droplet interfae, i. e. strong loal distorsions of the nemati orientation
in a region where both nemati and isotropi phases oexist.
These arguments have been partiularly valid also to interpret the results
of the three-dimensional droplets at equilibrium (Chapter 5) that have been
simulated using the same set of parameters used in the two-dimensional ase.
When the anhoring is strong enough, the geometry of the observed defets
mathes the one found both in the experiments of Poulin and Weitz [26℄ on
inverted emulsions and in system of olloidal suspensions in nemati phases,
although in this ase the partiles (olloids) annot be deformed by the sur-
rounding nemati.
The appliation of a shear ow, both to a two-dimensional and to a three-
dimensional emulsion, onrmed the extreme rihness and omplexity of an
inverted nemati emulsion in responding to an external ordering eld. In
two dimensions (Chapter 4), similarities with an emulsion of Newtonian or
visoelasti uids were found only when the partiular ombination of the
physial parameters neither yielded defets nor a suiently strong anhoring
at the interfae, so the system was essentially governed by the shear stress
and the surfae tension.
On the other hand, when the values of the parameters onsidered gave
rise to defets (either real or imaginary) in the systems, several interesting
and novel features have been observed.
In partiular, it turns out that defets have a stronger tendeny to oppose
to the shear ow then the droplet. This inertial dierene gives rise to several
features suh as the osillation of the free energy and of other observables
that haraterize the response of the system under shear (pulsating states).
More preisely, when the bulk elasti onstant is partiularly small, the de-
fets, either real (i. e. within the bulk) or imaginary (i. e. at the droplet
interfae) tend to maintain their original positions in the system and remain
undeformed; this is true with almost any value of the shear rate onsidered.
The defets in this ase at as pinning points for the drop that deforms a-
ordingly. When the bulk elasti onstant is larger, the ompetition between
the shear stress, the anhoring strength and the elasti fores is stronger at
the poles of the droplet, and the system aquires a new stationary state,
haraterized by a hornet-like prole of the salar order parameter aross
the interfae.
Another interesting feature that we have observed is that, unlike simple
uid emulsion, the three-dimensional droplets in our simulations present de-
formations not only along the shear diretion but also along the vortiity
diretion (Chapter 6). This feature that, as far as we know, has not been
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observed yet, should be the result of a omplex interplay between the ori-
entational eld of the shear and the arrangement of the nemati anhored
at the drop surfae. Further investigations are however neessary to better
understand this response to the shear that has no ounterparts in simple
emulsions.
Sine this is the rst numerial study on the response of two- and three-
dimensional inverted nemati emulsions under shear, the results that have
been obtained have ertainly furnished more questions than answers, and ad-
ditional investigations are neessary. In partiular it would be nie to better
explore the stability of the pulsating states and the deformation/orientation
of the droplet along the vortiity diretion. Another issue that has not been
explored here is the phenomenology that an our when, instead that ow
aligning, a ow tumbling nemati is onsidered.
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Appendix A
Summary of the derivation of the
Beris-Edwards equations of
nematodynamis
N. B. This appendix is a reap of Se. 11.5 of Beris and Edwards's book [38℄.
Here, I adopt the same notation adopted by the authors, whih is a lot dierent
from the notation adopted throughout the rest of this thesis.
The dynamis of a liquid rystal, beause of its anisotropy above all, is
muh more ompliated than the dynamis of a simple uid; and is muh
more ompliated than the statis of a liquid rystal at rest, too.
In my simulations, I refer to the onformation tensor theory [38, 71℄,
developed in the early 1990s by A. N. Beris, B. J. Edwards and M. Grmela.
It desribes the dynamis of the liquid rystals in terms of a generalized
Hamiltonian formulation.
The {q,p} (oordinates and onjugate momenta) of the lassial Hamil-
tonian theory are replaed, here, with the veloity vetor v, and two tensor
elds, m and w.
m is the struture tensor; wαβ ≡ σmm˙αβ where the dot denotes the
material derivative; and σm is an inertial onstant.
m, here, satises the onstraint mαα = 1, so the usual tensor order pa-
rameter (Eq. (1.2)) does not suit ne: instead, it an be the Westin tensor
dened in Se. 1.7.2.
An arbitrary funtional of these elds an be written as:
F [v,m,w] ≡
∫
Ω
f (v,m,∇m,w) d3x (A.1)
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where Ω is the phase spae. Its dynamial equation is:
dF
dt
=
∫
Ω
[
δF
δv
· ∂v
∂t
+
δF
δm
:
∂m
∂t
+
δF
δw
:
∂w
∂t
]
= {F,Hm}+ [F,Hm]
(A.2)
Hm is the Hamiltonian: the rst term on the last line of Eq. (A.2) is a
Poisson braket, dened as an extension of the lassial Poisson braket (it
has to be bilinear and antisymmetri, and to satisfy the Jaobi identity); the
seond term aounts for dissipation [72℄.
The Hamiltonian is given by:
Hm [v,m,w] ≡
∫
Ω
[
1
2
ρv · v + 1
2σm
w : w +W +Ψm
]
d3x+Hb [m] (A.3)
In the square brakets, we reognize the rst two terms as, respetively,
a kineti translational term and a kineti rotational term. W is dened as:
W ≡ 1
2
b1 (∂γmαβ) (∂γmαβ) +
1
2
b2 (∂αmαβ) (∂γmγβ) (A.4)
where b1 and b2 are onstants. It redues easily to the Frank-Oseen distortion
energy (1.14).
Ψm ontains the eet of the magneti eld
1 B, and Hb is the bulk free
energy, whih Beris and Edwards take as the Landau-de Gennes energy (1.4).
After dening the Poisson and the dissipation braket, it is possible to
write the funtional derivatives of the Hamiltonian with respet to the three
variable elds; the derivation of the evolution equation of the elds is straight-
forward.
The next step onsists in taking the limit σm → 0. In a previous setion of
[38℄, the authors took this approximation for the ontinuum-mehani Leslie-
Eriksen model, whih was initially (early 1960s) developed in an inertial
form, on the following ground: for very visous materials, in whih rotation
of the diretor is largely inhibited, this approximation is probably not overly
restritive.
In (A.1) and (A.2), the tensor w and the rotational term respetively
disappear.
1
Denoting it with B is a little abuse, beause it is the H-eld, in fat. I use B to avoid
onfusion with the Hamiltonian.
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Just for information (I am not willing to get into details of the alula-
tions), I am giving you the form of the Poisson braket of two funtionals
{F,G} depending on a vetor eld and a tensor eld. Here, the tensor eld
m is taken as unonstrained (atually, it is: mαα = 1).
{F,G} =−
∫
Ω
vα
[
δF
δvγ
∂γ
δG
δvα
− δG
δvγ
∂γ
δF
δvα
]
d3x
−
∫
Ω
mαβ
[
δF
δvγ
∂γ
δG
δmαβ
− δG
δvγ
∂γ
δF
δmαβ
]
d3x
−
∫
Ω
mαγ
[
∂γ
(
δF
δvβ
)
δG
δmαβ
− ∂γ
(
δG
δvβ
)
δF
δmαβ
]
d3x
−
∫
Ω
mβγ
[
∂γ
(
δF
δvα
)
δG
δmαβ
− ∂γ
(
δG
δvα
)
δF
δmαβ
]
d3x
(A.5)
The dissipation braket, instead, is:
[F,G] =−
∫
Ω
Rmαβγǫ∂α
(
δF
δvβ
)
∂γ
(
δG
δvǫ
)
d3x
−
∫
Ω
Pmαβγǫ
δF
δmαβ
δG
δmγǫ
d3x
−
∫
Ω
Lmαβγǫ
[
∂α
(
δF
δvβ
)
δG
δmγǫ
− ∂α
(
δG
δvβ
)
δF
δmγǫ
]
d3x
−
∫
Ω
Lmηζγγmαβ
[
∂η
(
δF
δvζ
)
δG
δmαβ
− ∂η
(
δG
δvζ
)
δF
δmαβ
]
d3x
(A.6)
where Rmαβγǫ, P
m
αβγǫ and L
m
αβγǫ are (phenomenologial) tensors whih are linear
ombinations of powers of the mαβ 's, with eight parameters: {βm1 , . . . , βm8 }.
Using (A.2), we an write the equations of motion of v and m:
v˙α = F
m
α − ∂αP − ∂β
(
∂αmγǫ
∂W
∂ (∂βmγǫ)
)
+ ∂βT
m
αβ (A.7)
m˙αβ = − 1
βm7
[
δHm
δmαβ
+ 3mγǫ
δHm
δmγǫ
(
mαβ − 1
3
δαβ
)]
+
1 + βm8
2
[mαγ∂γvβ +mβγ∂γvα]
− 1− β
m
8
2
[mαγ∂βvγ +mβγ∂αvγ ]
− 2βm8 mαβmγǫ∂ǫvγ
(A.8)
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in whih Fmα = χaBβ∂αBγmβγ is the magneti fore vetor (χa is the magneti
suseptibility parallel to nˆ, and T is the extra stress:
Tmαβ = R
m
βαγǫAγǫ + (β
m
8 + 1)mβγ
δHm
δmγα
+ (βm8 − 1)mαγ
δHm
δmγβ
− 2βm8 mαβmγǫ
δHm
δmγǫ
(A.9)
with A the veloity gradient tensor.
Of ourse, (A.7) is a Navier-Stokes equation: the oupling with the tensor
order parameter is evident, as well as the inuene of the veloity eld in the
evolution of m (A.8).
This oupling is known as the bakow eet and is a peuliar feature
of liquid rystals.
In the inertial form of the theory, as well, there were eight phenomeno-
logial parameters {αm1 , . . . , αm8 }: the βmi 's an be set as funtion of the αmi 's
in order that the inertial form and the non-inertial form math at σm → 0.
These parameters play the same role as the six (although only ve of
them are independent) αi's of the famous Leslie-Eriksen model, based on a
ontinuum theory for a perfetly uniaxial nemati. The αi's are related to
quantities whih an be experimentally measured, relatively easily: for exam-
ple, the Misowiz visosities, i. e. the visosities of a fully oriented nemati
sandwihed between two parallel walls and subjet to a shear ow, aording
to whih orientation is imposed to the nemati. Beris-Edwards model has
three more free parameters beause the onformation tensor ontains more
information: the Leslie-Eriksen model an be obtained as a speial ase of
the Beris-Edwards model.
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